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A9REEWJNT 
-S^iW? Agreement Is made and entered Into this 18lh day or February 2002, by and 
u
^<*atws»n*Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation, hereinafter called the "Company," and the 
^Sikorsky Teamsters Local 1150, affiliated with the International Brotherhood of 
Sftamsftw, hereinafter called the "Linton." It Is understood and agreed to by the 
^ C o m p a n y and the Union that thts Agreement supersedes and supplements any and all 
^-previous agreements which (hey heretofore have entered Into. As used In this 
&" riftflreemerrt, the masculine and feminine gender Import one another. 
PURPOSE 
I'^tJs.the tntant and purpose of the parties hereto that this Agreement promote and 
j^itmprove the Industrial and economic Blatus of the parties, provide orderly collective 
r f ^-bargaining relations between the Company and the Union and secure a prompt and fair 
i
 •*>'-disposition of grievances so as to eliminate Interruptions of work end Interference with 
:
.th»'eff!eient operation of the Company's business. 
... ' « . . • • 
Agreement and Purpose 
ll 
I 
ARTICLE I 
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS 
H It is recognized that fn adttttton to other functions and responsibilities the 
Company has and will retain the sole right and responsibility to direct the 
operations of the Company end in this connection to determine the number and 
location of its ptants: the product to be manufactured; the types of work to be 
performed; the size and number of the working force In the active employ of the 
Company from time to time; whether the Company's work shall be performed by 
employees of the Company or Independent contractors or their employees; the 
Identity of the Company's personnel to whom work shall be assigned; whether 
transfers, promotions, or demotions era to be made; Ihe Identity of or number of 
new employees to be hired; the schedules of production; shift schedules and 
hours of work; the methods, processes and means of manufacturing; and to 
select and hire employees, including the right to make and apply rules and 
regulations for production, discipline, efficiency and safety. 
1 2 It shall also have the right and responsibility to promote, demote and transfer 
employees, and to discharge, suspend, or otherwise progressively discipline any 
employee for Juet cause, and to toy off because of lack of work or other cause. 
unless otherwise hereinafter provided. I; 
Article I - Management Functions 
ABUSUU! 
COVERAGE 
For the purpose of this Agreement, the term "employee" as used herein shall 
..apply to and include etl hourly rated production, Inspection and maintenance 
employees, Including shipping and receiving clerics, trainees end apprentices of 
the.SHcoraky Aircraft Corporation at the following facilities: <1) the plant located at 
South Avenue, Bridgeport, Connecticut: (2) the plant located at North Main 
Street, Stratford, Connecticut (3) the plant located at 351 Morgan Lane, West 
Haven, Connecticut: (4) the plant located at 33 Piatt Road, Shelton, Connecticut; 
IS) the plant located at 1010-1060 Atlantic Street, Bridgeport, Connecticut; and 
(6) Ihe Development Flight Test Center, Seellne Highway, West Palm Beach, 
, Florida, but excluding all salaried employees, professional employees. 
employees of ihe engineering test laboratories, plant protection employees, 
health and safety employees, main office clerical employees, end all employees 
Classified as clerks, end secretaries, supervisor's clerks, timekeepers, 
executives, managers, foremen, group supervisors, leadmen, and ell supervisory 
personnel as defined In the Natlonat Labor Relations Act, as amended. 
1f 1 
v't'*^-;'/''.' 
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Article I I -Coverage 
ABLCkUU 
RECOGNITION 
. In accordance with the Certification of Represertattve issued by the National 
labor Relations Board on March 29,19S2, pursuant to an election conducted by 
said Board, the: Company recognizes the Sikorsky Teamsters local 1150, 
affiliated- with the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, as the sole collective 
bargaining agency for the employees defined In Article II herein for the purposes 
set forth in-theJ4atlonal Labor Relations Act as amended, 
The Company shall recognize the Union as the bargaining agent for those 
employees (as daflnedln Article II) who, during the life of this Agreement, are 
employed on work currently performed by members of the bargaining unit and 
which Is relocated or expanded Into another plant or facility of the Company 
within the slate of Connecticut. 
if 
4 
Article III - Recognition 
NONDISCRIMINATION 
The Company and the Union recognize that employees covered by ihls 
Agreement may not be discriminated against fn violation of the provisions of the 
Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, as emended; Title VII of the Clvl) 
Rights Act of 1864, as amended; the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 
1967, as emended; the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990; or any other state or federal statute which affects 
the employment of employees covered by this Agreement. 
s 
Article IV - Nondiscrimination 
u 
42 
ARTICLE V 
UNION SECURITY 
UNION MEMBERSHIP. AQEHCV FEE AND CHECKOFF 
(a) Every employee covered by this Agreement must, for the life of this 
Agreement, after the grace period described tn Section 5.2, satisfy an 
obligation to the Union as the unit's exclusive bargaining representative. 
Under this Agreement, employees must choose one of the two ways of 
satisfying thla obligation, as described below. Every employee has the 
right to make thts choice free of Interference, restraint or coercion: 
(1) Putl Union membership: The employee chooses to Join the Union 
as a full member. Is subject to all rights end duties accorded 
members, and, as a condition of employment, must pay the full 
Initiation fee and uniform periodic dues charged by the Union; 
<2) Agency Fee payer: The employee does not become a member of 
the Union, and thus la not entitled to the full range of rights and 
duties of Union membership. This employee must, as a condition 
of continued employment, pay, in an amount permitted by law, a 
percentage of the uniform periodic dues, charged by the Union to 
its members to satisfy an obligation to the Union as Ihe unit's 
exclusive bargaining representative. 
(b) Employees may elect <to change their chosen status upon appropriate 
written notice to Ihe Union. 
(c) TNs Union security provision shall not apply In any location where It is 
prohibited by state law, and If so prohibited It shall apply whenever the law 
is changed so that it may be effective. 
(a) For all new employees who are hired Into the unit during the life or this 
Agreement, their chosen status pursuant to Section 5,1, and thefr 
obligation to pay dues and fees, shall begin on the thirtieth day after their 
date of hire. 
£2 
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* * : * • 
An employee who fails to comply with the requirements of Sections 5,1 end 5.2 
shall be notified by the Union In writing, via certified mail, return receipt 
requested, and given fifteen (15) days to cure his/her delinquency or be 
terminated from employment with the Company. An employee who fails to cure 
hlsmer delinquency within the fifteen (15) day period set forth above, upon 
written request from the Union to the Company, shall be terminated from 
employment. The Union shall provide the Company with evidence of compliance 
with the notice requirements of this Section. 
The Union agrees it will Indemnify and save the Company harmless from any and 
ell liability, daim, responsibility, damage, or suit on behalf of a terminated 
employee arising out of action taken by the Company pursuant to the terms of 
Section 5.3. 
(a) The Company agrees to deduct monthly Union dues In whatever sum Is 
established by the Local Union as the regular monthly dues uniformly 
required as a condition of retaining membership therein upon the receipt 
Of a properly executed assignment card. The Company also agrees to 
deduct from the earnings of an employee one (1) Initiation fee end hourly 
administrative duea In whatever amount Is authorized by such employee 
on a properly executed assignment card which Is delivered to the 
Company, 
(b) The Company agrees to deduct fees for an agency fee payer In whatever 
sum Is established by the Union as the regular monthly fees and hourly 
administrative fees uniformly required as a condition of employment 
pursuant to Section 5.1(a)(2) upon receipt of a properly executed 
assignment card. 
The sum which represents such monthly Union dues and hourly administrative 
dues and monthly agency fees and hourly administrative fees shall be certified to 
.the Company as constituting such by the duly authorized financial officer of the 
Local Union. II Ihe sum once certified Is changed, the amount deducted from the 
earnings of an employee who has authorized such deduction shall not be 
Increased or decreased until 3D days' written notice of such change has been 
.received by the Company from the duly authorized financial officer of Local 1150. 
(b) For employees in the unit who are full Union members on the effective , j 
date of this Agreement, their obligation to the Union is continuous, J>; 
although they are free to change their status, *f 
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(a) T h e deduction of the first monthly dues or agency fees and the Initiation 
f e e shall b e m a d e f rom the earnings received by the employee on the third 
Thursday of the month following the month In which a property executed 
assignment card te received b y the Company. Union d u e s or agency fees 
will be deducted monthly thereafter from the earnings received b y the 
employee on the third Thursday of each month. T h e schedule for 
deduction of monthly dues or agency fees m a y b e changed to a weekly or 
other basis upon mutual agreement between the Company and the Union. 
( b j tf In the second pay w e e k of any month the earnings of eny employee who 
authorized such deductions a r e insufficient to permit the deductions to be 
m a d e , t h e C o m p a n y upon notification f rom the Union wflt m a k e the 
appropriate deducttone from the employee's earnings In the second pay 
w e e k of t h e succeeding month for (hat m o n t h and the next preceding 
month. 
If the earnings of the employee In the second pay week of such 
succeeding month a r e Insufficient to permit deductions to be made for that 
month a n d the preceding month, the Company upon notification from the 
Union will m a k e the appropriate deductions from the employee's earnings 
In the second pay w e e k of the third month for that month and the two 
preceding months. 
T h e deduction of administrative dues a n d administrative fees shall be 
m a d e f rom the earnings received by the employee o n a weekly basis 
commencing in the payroll period Immediately following the payroll period
 : 
in which a properly executed assignment card is received by t h e 1 
Company . T h e schedule for deduction of administrative d u e s or 
administrative fees m a y be changed upon mutual agreement between the^ 
Company and the Un ion . '* 
(e) Within six {6) months of the effective date of this Agreement end upon '. 
nottltatton to the Union by the Company, the deduction of the twmthJyT 
dues and the Initiation fee or agency fee shall be made from the earnings*^ 
received by the employee on the first (1") *»d third (3M) paydays of the^i 
month following the month in which a properly executed assignment « f j ^ ' | 
Is received by the Company. Union dues or an agency tee w l b e | q 
deducted thereafter from the earnings received by the employee on ihejy 
first (1 *!) and third <3rt) paydays of each month. $,vj 
(f) if in any designated pay weak of eny month the earnings of any employe*^ 
who authorized such deductions Bra Insufficient to permit deductions to M.%3 
t •fefV 
i however, tf there a r e stflf Insufficient funds, the C o m p a n y wl!) m a k e the 
g. '• appropriate deductions In the next designated week 's pay, Additionally, if 
;„ w e r e ore atffl Insufficient funds, the Company will m e k e a final attempt to 
>P:••.. s m a k e the appropriate deducttone ftom t h e employee 's next designated 
W&r week's pay. 
'$*• .a; (g> ff, by the last designated pay period in which deductions were to be made, 
^ *"* earnings of an employee who authorized such deductions are 
jk.;. insufficient to permit such deductions to be made, the obligation of the 
.«s^\; Company to deduct Union dues or an agency fee will then revert to a 
current basis, and it Is understood the Company will have no further 
obligation for thB collection of past dues or agency tees In such cases. 
(h) The deduction of administrative dues and administrative fees shall be 
made from the earnings received by the employee on the first (1") and 
WW (3 > paydays commencing in the payroll parlod immediately following 
the payroll period In which a properly executed assignment card Is 
received by the Company. The schedule for deduction of administrative 
dues or administrative fees may be changed upon mutual epreemenl 
between the Company and the Union. 
§£*k\ 
made, (he Company 
employee's earnings 
< 
will make the appropriate deductions from thersa 
the next designated week's pay; provided^! in 
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Deductions provided for In Section 5.7 shall be remitted to the Secretary-
Treasurer of the Union by the end of the month in which the deductions were 
' v * .;--:'•'"**•' T n e C o n * P B t V «na't almultaneousry furnish the Secretary-Treasurer of the 
^ ^ y ^ U n t o n each month a record of the employees from whose earnings deductions 
_.- *•' have been m a d e and the amounts of the deductions 
„ ")•;. ? ' . 
' .i$$|; !The Company's obligation to make such deductions shall terminate automatically 
" ^ 2 ? ° p o f t term,natlQn <* « » employee who signed the Authorization card or upon 
F $ * $ B m 8 r transfer to a plant, department, or job not covered by this Agreement, 
(-.^except that deductions shad be resumed If sn employee, terminated by layoff, Is 
4 '^>srehlred with seniority rights and no period of revocation intervened during his/her 
^ y f e T h e Union agrees that it will Indemnify and save the Company harmless from any 
•""• >V3awwt-B-l! liability, claim, responsibility, damage or suit which may arise out of any 
:-*««<«• taken by the Company In accordance with the terms of Sections 6.5 
!%'>"^Mwough 6.9 or In reliance upon the suthorlzatlon described herein, In an amount 
• #ffl?tto exceed the sum received by the Union on account of the deductions made 
.^$om.the earnings of such employee or employees. 
j f lS ' ; i $ )M* shall be no solicitation of employes* for Union membership or dues 
:
^.^?*orWU«ted upon the premises of the Company during times when either the 
^ . ^employae (or employees) being solicited or the employee (or employees) 
. i ^ ^ p a r f o f i l r f l auch solicitation are being paid by ihe Company to perform work. 
Article V - Union Security 
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5JJ The Company's obligations set forth in this Article shall terminate automatically to 
the event of any strike; sympathy strike, sit-down, slowdown, concerted stoppage 
of work or picketing of the Company's plants or premises by employee* °*'he 
Company; provided, however, that satd obligations shall not terminate If the 
Union has compiled with the provisions of Article XIII. 
JJ3 It is agreed that the Company shall honor checkoff assignment cards only when 
such cards are property completed and executed. 
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Jrrtfte event that a difference arises between the Company, the Union, or any 
-employee concerning the Interpretation, application, or compliance with the 
provisions of this Agreement, en earnest effort will be made to resolve It in 
accordance with the following procedure which must be adhered to. 
^feA-grievance must be filed within five (5) working days Immediately following (he 
\^i.;7<ta*iof !*» condition or event which gives rise to the grievance or within the five 
» # £ {5) working day period Immediately following the date on which the employees 
'< fe^shouW reasonably have become aware of the condition or event from which (he 
^
, A
^gr ievance arise*. In the event of a promotional grievance the fifteen (IS) 
i;,i-. calendar day time-period wffl commence when the Union receives the bi-weekly 
•4^^pramottonal list. 
The Company and the Union agree to the following system of presenting and 
(^adjusting grievances. 
STEP1 
employee having a grievance affecting wages, hours or working conditions 
may, after giving notice to hts/her Immediate supervisor, take ft up either dlreclly 
his/her supervisor or with the area shop steward. 
m. 
of an. employee must be presented orally at this step to the 
J^Bfnplpyee's Immediate supervisor by the area shop steward. In the event an 
t£&smpjbyee'B complaint la not resolved, a meeting between the area shop steward, 
&0ne- employee, hts/her Immediate supervisor, and a management representative 
- ^jp^wj)^ be scheduled as soon as possible. Should the management representative 
;
. cjf.-Jribt.be Immediately available for the Step 1 meeting of the employee's grievance, 
;VjV?4uerr meeting will be scheduled as soon as practicable, but In no event nol later 
f p | lhan three (3) working days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, from 
v'^p^tHB.date of the employee's Initial complaint. Any such discussions shall be as 
% ; fe | j i f l e ia» possible. The answer of the supervisor or management representative 
*~* iWiiLfce.given oratfy within five {5) working days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, 
afld holidays, after the meeting. 
. , . ^ , h6 grievance Is not satisfactorily settled at Step 1, It must be reduced to writing 
^JP|3#the form provided within five (5) working days excluding Saturdays, Sundays, 
r-M|rsnayio!Ways, of this meeting. All grievances which affect the wages, hours, or 
-S^wwklng, conditions of any employee, must be signed by the employee when 
>fe-rjaSuced to writing and submitted to the employee's supervisor. 
•it? 11 
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tz Requests for pertinent records (as mora fully described in 6.13) pertaining to the 
employee Involved as may be necessary to the settlement of the grievance must 
be made by the area shop steward to the employee's immediate supervisor or to 
the management representative at this step of the grievance procedure. If the 
records ere readily available, they will be provided at Step 1, otherwise, the | 
records will be provided at Step 2. ? 
S I 
I 
STEP 2 
When the grievance Is reduced to writing, there must be set forth In the spaces-^  
provided all of the following: '& 
(e) A complete statement of the grievance and ihe facts upon which 
M 
6.10 
(to) The remedy or correction which the grlevant wishes (he Company to | 
malttk' flnH / ake; and 
A grievance which affects a substantial number of employees and which does 
* v not Involve financial liability on the part of the Company to employees may 
9
 likewise be submitted by certified mall by the Company or Union and must be 
•• Jnctoded In an agenda letter as provided by Section 6.9 at this step of the 
•^procedure and H not resolved, may be appealed to Step 3 of the grievance 
procedure as hereinafter provided. 
The Human Resources Representative will render a decision on a grievance 
appealed to Step 2 as soon aa possible but nol later than five (5) working days, 
-*• excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays (unless extended by mutual 
^agreement) after his/ her meeting with the Business Agent on such grievances. 
(e) 
, (| otherwise not provided pursuent to Section 6.7, the Company will produce at 
;.r^,Vst8tep2 and Step 3 any and all pertinent information whether or not proprietary. 
: *W<' for purposes of grievance handling, the Union Is entitled to existing pertinent 
r&A^prcprletary information and future created pertinent proprietary information. By 
^^proprietary It Is meant any Information which could damage the Company's 
J,- * ;|f •-_ reputation or competitiveness or whleh could be adverse to National security, 
The Section of this Agreement,, if any. which is claimed to have been h] ' - j k - „ „, _ _ . ,. „ , „ , „ . „ . „ „ „ , „
 J . J ( , 
violated $'! f i f e ^ * S,6P 1 m B supervisor or management representative declares pertinent 
^ « * &l .r information to be proprietary, the supervisor or management representative will 
•permit the steward to examine the proprietary documents. Both parties wilt then 
^SlhWal the document. The same procedure will be used for Step 2.' 
regularly V 
1, shall be final and conclusive and binding upon the grlevant, the Company and"; 
the Union. 
A grievance which effects e substantial number of employees, other than job 
rating grievances, and which the supervisor at Step 1 of this procedure lacks 
authority to settle, end grievances filed by the Company or the Union shall initially 
be submitted by certified mall at this step end must be Included In an agenda 
letter as provided by Section 6.9. If (he grievance Involves financial liability on '• 
the part of the Company to employees and If It is not resolved at this step, It may 
be appealed to Step 3 not later than five (6) working days, excluding Saturdays, 
Sundays, and holidays, after the decision of Ihe Human Resources 
Representative, provided written grievances signed by the employees effected 
are presented to the Human Resources Representative by the Business Agent 
within the five (5) day appeal period. 
12 
When reduced to writing, the grievance shall be taken up, at a 
scheduled meeting held at least once every two (2) weeks, If necessary, with thsT|r..;M~ 
Human Resources Representative and the Business Agent, provided Ihe,^ =-\ „.-,,-,-„ . , -„ , ,. .. . - . . „ . . « , J 
grievance is Included rn an agenda letter for the first scheduled meeting following.}' \ W'",«?», * £ * ™ *9a '" "*J l i a 9 t 8 J >» P^"™ pmprietary document, one 
the date of the management representative's decision at Step 1; provided.^ K f e ^ X S L ^ '$M\*J? 
however, that If this Is not done the grievance shall bs Included In an agenoaf •! f ^ f e f f S * ^ l**1 ! u l ?J^ r h m f^ n m u s t * h e " ln t h e 8 , r l d e 8 ™M*n™ b v t h e 
letterfa; the second regularly scheduled meeting following the date of thetj fr-^Unlon and cannot b. distributed or reproduced In any manner to any party. 
XXZZZS^^ i > & f f h e following items which are non^prletary In nature will be provided to the 
In such an agenda letter, the decision of the management representative at Stop&y ^ : . ^ | 0 n «, step 1( u p w , request as provided In Section 6.7. Other Items which do 
"ki'fi.nottappear on this fist, wilt also be provided tf requested, and pertinent to the 
a>£*Jgrtewnee. 
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• Orlevanta' personnel file 
• Time end attendance records 
• Crew Lead charts 
• FAA test results 
• Applicable seniority Hat 
• Detail Job description sheets 
• Safety records 
• Employee profile 
• Employee entry access records 
fc^ne parties agree when there Is a dispute as to whether requested records are 
^pertlneni, the following procedure must be followed, 
13 
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Upon notification by one party to the other of the existence of a dispute {orally or 
m writing}, a meeting shall be scheduled between the Director - Human 
Resources and the Union's Secretary-Treasurer lb discuss the dispute. Except 
by mutual agreement, such meeting must be held within three (3) buslnees days 
of the request. An alternate may be sent to this meeting only through mutual 
agreement and provided they have complete authority to settle the dispute. 
If an agreement cannot be reached on the disputes, the parties shall promptly 
schedule an expedited arbitration hearing before Mr. David Bloodeworth. If 
Arbitrator Bloodsworth fs not available, Ms. Joan Parker shall be designated to 
settle the dispute. 
(a) if possible the dispute shall be submitted to the arbitrator on the basis of a : 
conference call to be made as toon as possible after the parties agree 
that they cannot resolve the dispute. If this method Is used, the arbitrator 
shall render a decision by the end of the conversation or within twenty-four \ 
(24) hours thereafter and confirm the decision tn writing. 
(b) If a telephonic conference Is not possible within three (3) working days of 
the impasse, then each party shall submit In writing, a statement of ^ 
position to the arbitrator simultaneously through Express Mall or telecopier g«; 
and the arbltrator.shall render a decision within twenty-four (24) hours of %;, 
receipt of such position papers. § . 
Compliance with the decision of the arbitrator shaU be effected within two (2) 1 • 
business days after the day of the decision or the date of the decision if not made p 
as a result of a telephonic conference. ^ 
if the procedure set forth above Is delayed by either party, without the consent of *£ 
file other party, the party causing such delay shall be responsible for the cost of K 
arbitration, including the arbitrator's fee. Otherwise, the lee and expense of the : | i 
arbitrator shall be divided equally between the Company and the Union. It Is the fl 
intention of the parties to expedite me resolution of such disputes as '& 
expeditiously as possible. f-
gJ4 An accredited business agent of Local 11 SO may, with permission of the Director^ 
-Human Resources or his/her designee, be permitted to enter the plant for the -
purpose of observing either the condition which gave rise to a grievance whf' 
has been appealed to mis step ot the grievance procedure or other working 
conditions, provided that such observation la essential and material to the factsj^ 
presented in such grievance or complaint about working conditions; and provided^-, 
further, that such visits ShaU be made in accordance with government regulations^ -, 
and Company rules respecting plant visitors. V 
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STEP 3 
^listhe-grfevanee Is not satisfactorily settled at Step 2, an appeal therefrom may be 
;Kken by the Secretary-Treasurer to the Director - Human Resources within Ave 
. 3 % s m ' - i f working days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays after the decision 
"'3 wF i ^ e f j . ^ * * M a n f l B e r * Human Resources at Step 2. Such appeal shall be In writing 
'- "p^and-thall state spedncalfy the grievance or grievances appealed to this step of 
flf^lh^Jirocedute. A conference between the Secretary-Treasurer, or at his/her 
1%-dttcretlon, the Business Agent and the Director - Human Resources or at his/her 
jjr^lbemlton, the Manager - Human Resources, shall be hetd as soon as possible 
.t^-tei lTWt later than ten (10) working days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and 
;%JpoBdays( after the receipt of the letter of appeal. The decision or the Director -
<4fl|pftiman Resources, or his/her designee, shall be rendered as soon as possible, 
.- ' '^Kit-not later than seven (7) working days after his/her meeting with the 
^^SecfBtary-Treasurer, 
Sdfi>.;r$e .Secretary-Treasurer or his/her designee, may, with permission of the 
c ^Director - Human Resources or his/her designee, be permitted to enter the plant 
; -tWrJfotthe purpose of observing either the condition which gave rise to a grievance 
£j|^swh1crt has been appealed to this step of the grievance procedure or other 
- J j ^ ' ^ M r i f l conditions, provided that such observation is essential and material to . 
-• pj-,.. the facts presented In such grievance or complaint about working conditions; end 
\ "J|^tprovtded further, that such visit shall be made tn accordance wllh government 
' ^ ' ^ regulations end Company rules respecting plant visitors. 
ARBITRATION 
Any contractual grievance not settled at Step 3 of this Article shall be 
submitted to arbitration upon the request of either party hereto filed in 
accordance with the provisions of this Article with the exceptions of Article 
I, Article VII, Section 7.36 and the Letter of Agreement concerning the 
subcontracting of work. 
Also, the following grievances, if not settled at Step 3 of this Article, shall 
be submitted to arbitration upon the request of either party hereto filed In 
accordance with the provisions of this Article. 
(1) A grievance alleging that an employee Is not properly classified in 
his/her assigned Job code because he/she has performed the 
essential duties of a different Job coda within the bargaining unit (at 
least one labor grade higher man his/her assigned code) for a 
practicable majority ot the time during a period of ninety (90) 
continuous working days. If such a grievance Is found to have 
merit, the award of the arbitrator Is limited to an adjustment In pay 
15 
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I. 
equal to the difference between (he employee's actual eamhgs and 
the earnings he/she would have received had he/she been property 
classified during the ninety (90) continuous working days 
Immsdatety preceding the filing of the grievance. 
(2) A grievance alleging that, In administering the Hourly Job Rating 
Plan, subsequent to the effective date of this Agreement, the 
Company has established the labor grade of a new job Improperly, 
or has changed Improperly the labor grade of an existing Job 
because of a change which the Company has made In the contents 
or requirements of such existing Job. For the purpose of this 
Subsection, no Job shall be considered to be a new Job If It Is 
described In one of the detailed Job description sheets describing 
jobs performed by employees within the bargaining unit as of the 
effective data of this Agreement and which, prior to that date, was 
furnished to the Union. 
(3) A grievance by an employee alleging that he/she was not promoted 
to a particular Job In vitiation of the provisions of Section 8.15. 
This, however, Shalt not apply In the case of a promotion to a 
working leader or crew chief, 
(c) Other grievances arising under this contract which are not settled at Step 
3 of this Article may be referred to arbitration if the Company and the 
Union mutually agree in writing. The Company will respond to the Union 
within ten (tO) working days of receipt of an appeal tetter under (a) and (b) 
of this Section. 
(d) Except far the grievances which can be arbitrated under (aj, (b), and (c) of 
(his Section, no disputes, misunderstandings, differences, or grievances 
arising between the parlies as to the meaning, interpretation, or 
application of the provisions of this Agreement shall be submitted to any 
arbitrator for decision. It Is further understood and agreed that no 
grievance, dispute, misunderstanding, or difference between the parties 
arising out of events which occurred prior to the execution of this 
Agreement shall be submitted to arbitration under the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
8,1 g The decision of the arbitrator shall be supported by substantial evidence on the 
record as a whole and shall be final and conclusive and binding upon the 
grievant, the Company, and the Union. 
6.19 The arbitrator shall have no power to add to or subtract from or modify in any 
way any of the terms of this Agreement; nor shall the arbitrator have jurisdiction. 
m any case submitted to arbitration to affect in any way, directly or Indirectly, by 
any decision or in any other manner, the right and responsibility of the Company 
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to direct Its operations; to determine the number end location of its plants; the 
product to be manufactured; the types of work to be performed; the size and 
number of the working force In the active employ of the Company from time to 
time; whether the Company's work shall be performed by employees of the 
Company or Independent contractors or their employees; the identity of the 
Company's personnel to whom work shall be assigned; whether transfers, 
promotions, or demotions are to be made; the Identity of or number of new 
employees to be hired; the schedules of production; shift schedules and hours of 
work; the methods, processes, and means of manufacturing; end to select and 
hire employees, Including the right to make and apply rules and regulations for 
production, discipline, efficiency, end safety unless otherwise provided by this 
Agreement, 
The party referring a grievance to arbitration shall have the obligation of going 
forward with Its case before the other party shall be required to present its case 
or adduce any testimony except In the case of a dismissal, suspension or 
disciplinary warning the Company will go first. 
It is agreed that during the term of this Agreement, all grievances subject to 
arbitration under Section 6.17, shall be referred for a decision to one of the 
members of a fixed panel of arbitrators which consists of: Mr. Michael Walsh, Mr. 
David Bloodsworth, Mr. Mark Grossman, Ms. Joan Parker, Ms. Sussn Halperln 
end Mr. Nicholas Zumas. The designation of the arbitrator shall be made either 
by mutual agreement of the parties hereto or In the abssnce of such agreement, 
the arbitrator shell be alternated with each grievance. Arbitrations Involving 
discharge or suspension shall be expedited ahead ol at) other arbitrations not yet 
scheduled. 
The fee and expense of the arbitrator shall be divided equally between the 
Company and the Union. However, m the event an arbitration Is postponed other 
*»
J 3Ss' '" - ' , n m , ) y mutual agreement, the party responsible for the postponement shall bear 
i T 11^811 related costs. 
SI i-tf$jfr> 
.-' . •^W&to--™ event shall any disposition or award upon any grievance be made 
V. f ^^ re t roac t i ve for any period prior to the date the grtevence was first presented at 
m
- '.^sSfiStop 1. In an overtime grievance an award mey be made from the day of the 
!&-. Initial complaint, 
iAiv employee who has a grievance may have the assistance of a steward In 
'^^hartdllng the grievance during working hours by requesting his/her foreman or 
•-'4/& supervisor to Becure the appropriate steward for him/her. The foreman or 
k-ft& supervisor shall thereupon arrange to secure the steward promptly. It Is ?|% areeeent2ed that there are some occasions when reasonable delay in calling the 
~ !, steward may be necessary due to production problems. 
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8,25 The steward Shalt not be called tor any employee to whom discipline is being 
administered until the administration of the dfaclptinary action shall have been 
completed. 
6.2C A Union steward shad, after notice to and permission from his/her foreman or 
supervisor, be allowed to leave his/her Job or department, If necessary, after 
making known his/her destination for the purpose of handling grievances in the 
manner hereinbefore provided. If permission Is not given to the steward upon 
request, and if the grievance is of an emergency nature, the steward msy request 
thai the grievance be handled by the nearest steward 
I 
8,27 
re 
1 
6,28 
(a) The time'so spent by a Union steward during his/her scheduled working 
hours shall be recorded on a special grievance time card. The steward 
shall receive pay for such time at his/her regular base hourly wage rate 
plus cost of living allowance when applicable, Including shift premium, It 
any, but excluding all other premiums and overtime allowances, not 
exceeding three (3) hours In any work week, 
The Company will allow up to eight (8) hours per week additional steward 
time to cover tost tone for stewards who are absent. Such lost time hours 
will be deducted from the amount billed monthly to the Union, at a rate 
equal to a maximum Labor Grade Four, plus a cost-of-living allowance, 
when applicable, excluding any shift premiums. 
tn the event there Is no money owed to the Company for excess steward 
lost time, the Company has no obligation to credit the Union for such 
additional lost time hours mentioned above. 
(b) Time spent by Union stewards which exceeds that amount allowed under 
this Article; time spent by the Union EH&S stewards and the Chief EH&S 
Steward which exceoda that amount allowed under Article X, time spent 
by Job evaluation stewards which exceeds that amount allowed under 
Article X, will be billed to Teamsters Local No. 1150 on a monlhty bails. 
Any monies due to the Company for this excess time, together with any 
applicable federal, stale and/or local taxes, will be paid monthly by Local 
11 SO to the Company. 
(c) The Company will also provide to the Union a list or the stewards, Job 
evaluation stewards, Union EH&S stewards, and Chief EH&S Steward, 
whose time exceeds the amount allowed pursuant to Article X. 
Union stewards shall adhere to the following procedure In handling grievances as 
provided herein: 
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(a) Before handling a grievance, a Union steward shall obtain a special 
grievance time card from his/her foreman or supervisor and shall record 
the time hefehe starts to perform grievance work on such card tn the 
presence of his/her foreman or supervisor. 
(b) When It Is necessary for a Union steward to enter a department or a 
section of a department supervised by a foreman or supervisor other then 
his/her own, he/she shall first report to the foreman or supervisor In charge 
of such department or section and advise him/her of the purpose of his/her 
being there. He/she shell request such foreman or supervisor to note In 
his/her presence the time of his/her arrival on his/her special grievance 
time card. 
(c) When the Union steward leaves (hat department or section of department, 
he/she shall contact the foreman or supervisor and have the foreman or 
supervisor note the time of his/her departure on his/her grievance time 
card. 
(d) Upon his/her return to his/her own department, the Union steward shall 
Immediately record the time of his/her return on his/her grievance time 
card and return the card to his/her foreman or supervisor. 
(•) When the grievance work to be performed does not require, that the 
steward leave the area supervised by Ms/her own foreman or supervisor, 
he/she shall follow the procedure described In Section 6.28(a) and he/she 
shall record the time that he/she finishes such work Immediately on his/her 
grievance time card and return it to his/her foremen or supervisor, 
Any employee shell have the rfght to appeal his/her discharge or suspension 
through the grievance procedure within five (6) working days from the dale 
thereof. Failure to file such an appeal within five (5) working days shall prohibit 
any further consideration of such discharge or suspension. If as a result of such 
appeal the employee Is found to have been discharged or suspended without Just 
cause, he/she shall receive pay at his/her regular rate, Including overtime, for the 
lime he/she would have otherwise normally worked less any Income he/she may 
hBve received from any other source. An employee who has been discharged or 
given e disciplinary suspension shall before leaving the plant be permitted to see 
the steward for the area In which he/she worked at a location designated by the 
Company tf he/she requests this privilege of his/her foremen or supervisor. Any 
grievance concerning the discharge/suspension of an employee shall be reduced 
to writing and presented at Step 2 of the grievance procedure. 
{t} A dalm that under the Hourly Job Rating Plan a Job has been Improperly 
assigned or evaluated to a labor grade shall first be taken up by the job 
evaluation steward for the area In which the Job Is located with the 
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Manager - Compensation or his/her representative, if such a 
involves a new Job or a changed fob as defined In Section 6.17(b)2, it muBt 
be presented to the Manager - Compensation by the steward within 
twenty (20) days of the assignment or evaluation of the new or changed 
job to a tabor grade. The steward shall complete his/her presentation of 
the fads relating to the claim within twenty (20) days after the original 
presentation. The Manager of Compensation shall render his/her decision 
on such claim within twenty (20) days after the steward has notified 
trimmer In writing that the Union has completed its submission of facts 
relating to the claim. 
(b) If requested, but at least once per month, the Chief Union Job Evaluation 
Steward will meet with the Manager of Compensation to discuss issues 
related to the Hourly Job Rating plan or process. 
If no satisfactory adjuetment of the matter is reached by the job evaluation 
steward and the Manager of Compensation, any aggrieved employee assigned 
to the Job In question may then file a written grievance as hereinbefore provided. 
Such grievance shall be processed beginning with Step 2 of the grievance 
procedure provided that it Is presented at that stop not later than ten (10) working 
days after the decision given by the Manager of Compensation. Such written 
grievance shall state in detail the specific facts upon which the Union bases Its 
claim that the Job has been improperly evaluated and shall set forth the specific 
factors of the evaluation which it claims are incorrect giving specific and detailed 
reasons for such claim. 
No disciplinary records shall be removed from en employee's record If the 
employee fs unable to avoid receiving any new disciplinary warning or 
suspension employee memorandum during the six (6) month period In that 
partfcuiar category of discipline, 
Suspension employee memoranda Issued for unfitness for work shall be 
removed from an employee's file after thirty (30) months from the date of 
issuance. 
W 
The Company and the Union agree to the 
Environmental, Health « Safety (EH&S) Procedure, 
Section 1 
following concerning the 
The most recent disciplinary written warning. Including a suspension 
employee memorandum, tn a specific category of discipline. e.g- poor 
attendance, misuse of work lime, etc.. shall be removed from the 
employees file after six (6) months from date of Issuance provided the 
employee has not received eny new disciplinary wemlng or suspension 
employee memorandum during that six (6) month period In that particular 
category of discipline. 
If other previously Issued written warnings or suspension employee 
memoranda In that specific category of discipline remeln on the 
employee's record after the removal of a disciplinary record as provided 
above the next most recent written warning or suspension employee 
memorandum shall be removed from the employee's file in the six W . f c » v « & ; 
month period following ihe removal of the first disciplinary record, provided.^ afc 
the employee has not received any new disciplinary warnings or*-' ••--**-' 
suspension employee memorande during that six (8) month period In mat: 
particular category of discipline. 
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<e) 
Any employee recognizing an environmental, health or safety hazard or a 
situation which the employes reasonably believes has the potential of 
causing serious physical harm or Injury, may request the services of a 
Unton EH&S Steward from his/her supervisor. Under normal conditions 
and subject to the availability of (he Union EH&S Steward, the employee's 
request will be given to the appropriate Union EH&S Steward within two 
(2) hours from Ihe request. In the event that an employee or Union EH&S 
Steward reasonably believes that he/she Is In Imminent danger of serious 
Injury or death from a hazardous condition In the workplace, the employee 
or Union EH&S Steward shall remove Mm/herself from harm and have the 
right afforded to him/her under federal and state law. Further, subject to a 
review by e Union EH&S Steward and a Company EH&S professional or 
supervisor, appropriate steps will be.taken (o eliminate the hazard 
Including. If necessary, shutting down the Job. Information on spills or 
chemical releases that activate the Company's Emergency Response 
System will be provided to (He Union Chief EH&S Steward or the area 
EH&S Steward, upon request Injury and accident Investigation reports 
win be given to the area EH&S Steward by the EH&S department as they 
become available. ' 
Any EH&S Issue which the supervisor of the area has no authority to settle 
will be reduced to writing end submitted to Environmental Health & Safety 
which will assign the written complaint to the proper business unit 
manager. Such EH&S Issues wHI be discussed at Level Two as provided • 
below, and within three (3) working days of submission. 
The supervisor will give his/her answer at this oral level to the Unton 
EH&S Steward, within three (3) working days. Any unresolved 
environmental health and safety Issues will be reduced to writing by the 
Union EH&S Steward on Ihe form provided by the Company The 
following procedure will be followed: 
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Within three (3) working days of receipt of a written EH&S complaint, a 
meeting will be convened between the Union EH&S Steward, the 
employee, the responsible business unit manager and the supervisor to 
discuss the Issue. At the request of either party, a representative of the 
EH&S organization may be present at this meeting. The answer to the 
complaint will be given by the responsible business unit manager within 
three (3) working days of the meeting. The Union EH&S Steward win 
have five <5) working days to accept or appeal the answer. 
L,ey»1 Two, Meeting: 
Within five (5) working days of the Union EH&S Steward's appeal, a 
meeting will be held between the Chief Union EH&S Steward, the Union 
EH&S Steward, the Manager EH&S (or his/her designee) and the 
business unit manager (or his/her designee) to discuss the Issue. The 
answer to the complaint win be given within three (3) working days of the, 
meeting. The Union may process unresolved Issues lo the IWrrJ step of -
the grievance procedure In accordance with Article VI, Step 3, Sections 
6.15 and 6.16. 
(d) Any disposition of an EH&S complaint accepted by the Union or from 
which no appeal has been taken, is final, conclusive and binding upon the 
Company and (he Union. 
Section a 
When the Company and a Union EH&S Steward mutually agree, a Union EH&S 
Steward will be allowed to observe the conditions giving rise to a problem in the 
presence of management representatives where such observations are essential lo the, 
evaluation of a problem. Mo reasonable requests will be refused. 
ftfi&fiOJ 
As necessary, but not more frequently than once a week, the Union Chief EH&S& 
Steward will, upon request, meet with the Manager EH&S, or his/her designate*^ 
representative, to discuss general environmental, health and safety issues. v-. 
No less than quarterly the Union Chief EH&S Steward, area Union EH&S Steward, antfi^: 
Business Agent of Teamsters Union Local 1150. upon request, will be provided a walk-|-
around tour by the appropriate business unit manager (or en Individual in a simler|. 
management position), the Manager - Human Resources or designee, and if 
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ARTICLE VII 
WAGES AND HOURS 
On February 1Q, 2002, the base wage rate of each employee covered by this 
Agreement will be increased by the forty-one cant ($0.41) cost-of-living 
allowance hi effect on February 18, 2002, and Ihls new base hourly wage rate 
win be further increased by three (3.0) percent. Schedule A shows the hourly 
rate schedule which will be effective February 18,2002. 
On February 17, 2003, the base waga rate of each employee covered by this 
Agreement will.be Increased by three (3.0) percent. Schedule B shows the 
hourly rate schedule which will be effective February 17,2003. 
On February 16, 2004, the base wage rate of each employee covered by this 
Agreement will be Increased by three (3,0) percent. Schedule C shows the 
hourly rate schedule which will be effective February 16,2004. 
On February 14, 2005. the base wage rate of each employee covered by this 
Agreement wilt be Increased by three (3,0) percent, Schedule D shows the 
hourly rate schedule which will be effective February 14,2005. 
(a) An hourly cost-of-living allowance shall be determined semi-annually 
based upon the conditions and provisions Bet forth In this Section and 
shall be paid to each employee covered by this Agreement In addition to 
the employee's base hourly wage rate. 
(b) The cost-of-living allowance, if any, shall be determined on the basis of 
changes in the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and 
Clerical Workers (CPI-W), Atl Items, United States City Average 
(1982-64=100) published by United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
hereafter referred to as the Index". 
(c) Adjustments In the cost-of-living allowance shall be effective on all seven 
of the following dates tn the emount of one cent ($0.01) per hour for each 
foil fifteen hundredths of one percent (0.15%) change in the Index lor the 
months Indicated below. Each semiannual adjustment {Increase or 
decrease) In the cost-ol-Uvtng allowance shall not exceed a maximum of 
eighteen cents ($0.16) per hour, 
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Effective Data 
of Adjustment 
Auoust 19,2002 
February 17.2003 
August 16.2003 
February 18.2004 
August 16.2004 
February 14,2005 
August 1$. 2005 
Based en the Percentage 
Chanae In the Indtr 
From 
December 2001 
June 2002 
December 2002 
June 2003 
December 2003 
June 2004 
December 2004 
To 
June 2002 
December 2002 
June 2003 
December 2003 
June 2004 
December 2004 
June 2005 
In calculating the percentage change In the Index, the result shall be 
rounded to the nearest one hundredth of one percent (I.e., .005 end higher 
rounded upward, arid less than .005 rounded downward). For example If 
the December 2001 Index Is 161.0 and the June 2002 Index is 153 7 the 
calculation is: 
Stepl 
Step 2 
Step 3 
153.7-151.0 
Divide 2.7by 151,0x100 
Round to 1.79% end divide by .15% 
'2.7 
-1.7881 
•S0.11 per hour 
Mo change will be made In a cost-of-living adjustment as s result of any revision 
made In the published figures for the Index after the effective date of (he cost-of-
living adjustment. 
The continuance of cost-oMMng adjustments fs dependent upon the continued 
monthly publication of the Index tn Its present form and calculated on the same 
basis as at the time of execution of this Agreement, unless otherwise agreed to 
by the Union end the Company. For any month In which the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics publishes the Index on both the present basis and a new rental 
equivalence basis, or only on a rental equivalence basis, Ihe rental equivalence 
basis will be used. 
In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics does not Issue the Consumer Price 
Index for (he appropriate month before one of the effective dates referred to In 
Section 7.5, any cost-oWJving adjustment required by such monthly Index shall 
be effective at the beginning of the first pay period after receipt of such Index, 
Overtime rates will be paid as follows: 
(s) Time and one-half win be paid for: 
(1) All time worked In excess of eight (6) hours In any one day. 
(2) All tone worked In excess of forty (40) hours In one work 
which overtime has not already been earned. 
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(3) All work performed on Saturday, except In the cese of employees 
on continuous seven-day manufacturing or test operations which 
regularly Involve work on Saturdays and Sundays, and except for 
the first eight (6) hour* of any scheduled shift which begins on 
Friday and continues into Saturday. 
(4) All work performed outside of an employee's regularly scheduled 
shift hours, Including his/her normal lunch period, except in the 
case of employees on continuous seven-day manufacturing or test 
operations. 
(5) All work performed by employees on continuous seven-day 
manufacturing or test operations on the employee's slxih dsy 
worked In hie/her work week, except for the first eight (8) hours of 
any scheduled shift which begins on the preceding day and 
continues into the sixth day. 
(b) Double time will be paid for: 
(i) AD work performed on Sunday, except In the case of employees on 
continuous seven-day manufacturing or test operations which 
regularly Involve work on Saturdays or Sundays, and except tor the 
first eight (8) hours of any scheduled shift which begins on 
Saturday and continues Into Sunday. 
(2) All work performed by employees on continuous seven-day 
manufacturing or teat operations on the employee's seventh day 
worked in his/her work week, except for the first eight (8) hours of 
any scheduled shift which begins on the preceding day and 
continues Into the seventh day. 
(3) Alt work performed on each of the holidays listed below except for 
the first eight (8) hours of any scheduled shift which begins on the 
preceding day and continues Into the holiday. 
2002 
Friday, March 29,2002 
Monday, May 27,2002 
Thursday, July 4.2002 
Monday, September 2,2002 
Thursday, November 28,2002 
Friday. November 20,2002 
Wednesday. December 25,2002 
Thursday December 28,2002 
Friday, December 27,2002 
Monday, December 30,2002 
Tuesday. December 31, 2002 
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2003 
Wednesday, January 1,2003 
Friday, April 18,2003 
Monday, May 28, 2003 
Friday, July 4, 2003 
Monday, September 1,2003 
Thursday. November 27,2003 
Friday, November 28,2003 
Thursday. December 25,2003 
Friday. December 28,2003 
Monday, December 29,2003 
Tuesday, Oecember 30, 2003 
Wednesday. December 31.2003 
2004* 
Thursday, January 1,2004 
Friday, April 0,2004 
Monday, May 31,2004 
Monday, July 9,2004 
Monday, September 8,2004 
Thursday, November 25,2004 
Friday, November 28,2004 
Monday. December 27,2004 
Tustdav, December 28.2004 
Wednesday, December 29,2004 
Thursday, December 30,2004 
.Friday, December 31.2004 
2005 
Friday, March 25,2005 ' 
Monday, May 30,200! 
Monday, July 4,2005 
Monday, September S, 2009 
Thursday, November 24,2005 
Friday, November 25,2005 
Monday, Oecember 28,2008 
Tuesday, December 27,2005 
Wednesday, December 28,2005 
Thursday. December 20,2005 
Friday. Dscember 30,2005 
I One floating holiday is allowed In ) 
teach calender year of the contract, | 
When two or more types of overtime or premium compensation are 
applicable to the same hours of work, only the higher rate of 
compensation shall be paid. In no esse shall overtime or premium 
compensation be duplicated or pyramided. 
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7.12 
7.13 
L14 
The Company shall pay to al) hourly-rated employees on the second shift a shift 
premium equal to ten percent (10%) of their bese hourly wage rate plus cost-of-
living allowance when applicable, for each hour worked. 
The Company shall pay to all hourly-rated employees on the third shift seven and 
one-half cents ($0,075) per hour tn addition to the base hourly rate plus cost-of-
living allowance when applicable. Hourly-rated employees on the third shift 
whose regular shift comprises not more then six and one-hall (ft.5) working hours 
and who work a full six and one-half (6.5) hours on that shift shall receive 
therefore eight (8) hours' pay. All work performed on such third shift over six and' 
one-half (6.5) hours shall be considered overtime and shell be paid for at time 
and one-half. 
In the event the Company determines that mandatory overtime Is required of 
third shift employees and the shift is less than six and one haff (6.5) hours, the 
third shift premium shall be prorated. 
Lateness of not more than eighteen (18) minutes or permission granted by the 
supervisor to leave prior to (he end of the shift of not more then eighteen 0 e ) | - ; 
minutes, or a combination of lateness and permission to leave early lolallng not;V 
more than eighteen (18) minutes shall not disqualify the employee for third BNft^| 
premium. 
ZJ5 
7.16 
The Company agrees that It will, Insofar as II may be practicable, make en equal 
distribution of overtime among (he qualified employees, wllhln the overtime area, 
who are regularly employed on such work. Such distribution shall be made on 
the respective shifts on which the overtime work occurs. Inequalities measured 
over the thirteen (13) week period which exceed twenly-four (24) hours paid mey 
be made a matter of grievance. If In the succeeding thirteen (13) week period 
h ' l y ? the Inequality has nol been satisfactorily addressed, the grievance meeting will 
&; sjprffcw * e reconvened. 
Any employee reporting for work, who has been working on the previous work 
day and has not been notified that there win be no work shall receive four ( 4 H 
hours' pay at the rate of pay applicable for such hours. The posting of a notice-^ 
on the bulletin boards two (2) hours before the completion of the shift of the';;' 
affected employee shall be sufficient end proper notice. This provision shall notj 
apply In case of any stoppage of work, strike, sympathy strike, or slowdown or In; 
any case or condition beyond the control of the Company. ~±. 
An employee, who Is not scheduled to work, and who, after completing the 
regularly scheduled shift or extension thereof, Is called back for emergency work 
after he/she has left the premises, or an employee who Is called in for emergency.^ 
work on Saturday or Sunday (or in the case of employees on continuous sevenv ' 
day manufacturing or test operations, their sixth (6th) or seventh (7th) day), and? 
who reports for work after such call-back or calWn at a time which Is more thai* 
six (6) hours prior to the beginning of the regularty scheduled shift, shall receive* 
not less than six (6) hours' work at the rate of pay applicable for such hours of f 1 
work. This provision shall not apply If six (6) hours of work Is not avattabto^ 
because of any stoppage of work, strike, sympathy strike, or slowdown or in any% 
other case beyond the control of the Company. M 
'•£•; 
Employees who are required to work more than two (2) hours' overtime In a day.fi; 
shall be given an 18-mlnute lunch and rest period prior to the commencement ot^l 
the overtime, on Company time. 
2ft 
% '^f- <" t l» event an Inequality Is agreed upon between the parties, an attempt will be 
f' *>$&* «Wde to reach a mutually agreeable settlement, which may Include a monetary 
fe S'.'WH* remedy. 
I#£fcgr* 
,i;_g .M,- in the event the grievance Is riot resolved and pursued to arbitration and the 
-X.** arbitrator rules In favor of the grlevant, he/she will not be precluded from granting 
•^PL a monetary remedy. 
,; l ^ Hourly-rated employees who meet ell of the following eligibility rules and 
?. ^conditions shall be paid for: Friday, March 29, 2002; Monday, Mey 27, 2002: 
>Y;V Thursday, July 4, 2002; Monday, September 2. 2002; Thursday, November 28, 
'£& 2<X>2; Friday, November 29, 2002; Wednesdey, December 25, 2002; Thursday. 
,^Oecember26, 2002; Friday. December 27,2002; Monday, December 30, 20021; 
•j^ytTuMday, December 31, 2002;; Wednesday, January 1, 2003; Friday, April 18, 
^ > 2 0 M ; Monday, May 28,2003; Friday, Jury 4, 2003; Monday, September 1, 2003 
^•fttEhursdey, November 27, 2003; Friday, November 28, 2003; Thursday, 
V / 3 f * ^ 8 m b * f 2 5 , 2 0 0 3 ; FnilBy' December 26, 2003; Monday, December 29, 2003; 
^ ^ T « . « * y . Dscember 30. 2003; Wednesday, December 31, 2003; Thursday, 
•t*%*anuwy 1.2004; Friday, April 9t 2004; Monday, Mey 31,2004; Monday, July 5, 
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^ ^ 2 0 0 4 ; Monday, September 6, 2004; Thursday, November 25. 2004; Friday, 
r;
->S#N«M*er 26, 2004; Monday, Oeeember 27. 20O4; Tuesday, December 28. 
.:-^#is20W; Wednesday, December 29, 2004; Thursday, December 3ft, 2004; Friday, 
fA^Sjj. Oeeember 31, 2004; Friday, March 26, 2005; Monday, May 30, 2005; Monday, 
n ^ ^ l ! ' l y 4* 2 0 0 5 : M o n d a v ' 9*ptember 5, 2005; Thursday, November 24, 2005; 
&'$&'MM*y> November 26, 2005; Monday, Oeeember 26, 2005; Tuesday, December 
tp'M&T- 200S: Wednesday, December 28, 2005; Thursday, December 29, 2005; 
' '^SilfJtoy. December 30. 2005; and a floating holiday In each calendar year of the 
H
*t;*6contract. 
pltiH^^An employee shall receive eight (8) hours' pay at the employee's regular base 
pvfl-fjwufly rate P | ua cost-of-living allowance whan applicable. Including shift 
•<&t jiremlums, but excluding bonuses or overtime allowances for each such holiday 
^toonrorked provided the employee meets all of Ihe following provisions: 
:ftj(a) The employee has at least thirty (30) daye of continuous service es of the 
•MP~- ^ P r a w d i n s the holiday, end 
•H ' 29 
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(b) The employee would otherwise have been scheduled to work on such day^ 
If It had not been observed as e holiday, (except for employees on ^ 
continuous seven-day manufacturing or test operations), and 
(c) The employee must have worked the last complete scheduled shift prior to £| 
and the next complete scheduled shift after such holiday; provided, ~ 
however, that this Subsection c shall not apply In the event that an 
absence either for not more man fifteen (15) consecutive working day»| 
prior to or an absence for not more than fifteen (A5> consecutive woiWnfl ^ 
days after such holiday (but not both) has been excused because of the " 
employee's Illness when the employee has provided a doctor's note 
covering the entire period of his/her absence or because of a death In the 
employee's Immediate family. Absence on either the day before fhe 
holiday or the dey after the holiday (but not both) may also be excused for• ^  
aome other emergent reason satisfactory to the Company. For the#. 
purpose of thta Subsection, Immediate family ts defined as spouse, ehlM,;^ 
stepchild, fathBr, mother, father-ln-taw, mother-in-law, stepparent, brothers. 
sister, stepbrother, stepsister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, son-ln-)aw& 
daughter-in-law, grandchild, grandparent legal dependent, brother, sister^ 
or grandparent of employee's spouse. !*; 
X 
7.2Q An employee who wouM have been eligible for holiday pay under these^ 
provisions except for failure to meet the eligibility rules and conditions set forth In f 
Section 7.19 solely because of a requirement, as a member of the National* 
Guard or as a reserve member of one of the United States Armed Forces, to b | | 
absent from work for the purposes of active annual training duty or encampment^ 
for a period of not more then fifteen (15) deys in a military fiscal yea&-
nevertheless shall be emitted to the holiday pay which he/she wouW have;^ 
received had he/she bean working on his/her regularly scheduled Job during sue 
absence. The provisions of this Section shall also be applicable with rasped t £ 
an employee who le required, as a member of the National Guard or as a reseryf. 
member of the United States Armed Forces, to be ebsent from work totf1 
temporary emergency duty for a period of not more than fifteen (16) days In e> 
ealendar year, #!• 
7.21 When any of the above holidays falls within en eligible employee's schedule! • 
vacation period and the employee Is absent from work on such holiday becausr 
of such vacation, such employee shall be granted en additional eight (8) hour* 
pay at the regular base hourly rate plus cost-of-living allowance when appltcabn 
Including shift premiums but excluding bonuses or overtime allowances, \ 
addition, such an occurrence will be counted as holiday time and will not Bl 
deducted from an employee's vacation eligibility. ^ 
7.22 ThB Company may, at Its option, observe the hofktays Isted In Section 7.18J 
not operating Its plants, deportments, or sections thereof or It iimy schedule su 
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* s i holidays as regular work days. An employee who Is scheduled for work or who 
agreed to work on any holiday and who falls to report for and perform such work 
than not receive pay for the holiday. 
1 ^ 1 An employee who is scheduled to work on a holiday will receive forty-eight (46) 
• "•%%* *mn " t o n e * notice thereof If possible; but If such notice Is not possible, as 
' t-£& m u c h not lce m '* possible shall be given. 
'Employees eligible for holiday pay under these provisions who are scheduled to 
•->* - wori( a n d w n o PBrtorm w* m a n v °',he above-named holidays shall be paid in 
,**%;^accordance with Section 7.19; and In addition, twice their regular base hourly 
#-£^wage rates plus cost-of-living allowance when applicable, for all hours worked on 
#4r -Wi th hotlday. 
•'•• it)?'1'" 
I -JS&VTO be eligible for a floating holiday an employee must request such holiday at 
»•?£ least one (1) week prior to taking It and receive approval of thai request from the 
*#y-Company. In addition to the foregoing, the other provisions of this Article 
o ^ regarding holiday pay eligibility shall apply to the floating holiday. 
recognized that the administration and operation or the Hourly Job Rating 
- fe ! Plan are Ihe functions and responsibilities solely of menagement. The basic 
>,feiHourty Job Rating Plan now In effect will be continued during the life of this 
. j j ? 8 Agteemeni. 
"'«|*;:'.Ths Hourly Job Evaluation Steward will be granted an on-site Inspection of a Job, 
* ' ^ > > tteompanied by a Compensation/Human Resources Representative prior to or 
^ i & ? ? * r submission of a grievance at a mutually agreed lime. During such review, 
- j < & T ( ' u " " o n 8 m a y k* d i e t e d to employees doing the work allowing for minor work 
••' ^Interruption. The results of such review wilt be provided, verbally or in writing, to 
^%ythe Job Evaluation Steward within twenty (20) days or the completion of the 
' <^revtew. In addition, the Job Evaluation Steward wilt be advised of new or revised 
w | o * > , description sheets and he given an opportunity to receive information 
^feorwemlng the Job classification and Job description sheet prior to or et Ihe time 
VjvjOf implementation. Such review will Include Information used to form the basis 
'^J^r/deetslons regarding the scoring of ell Job rating factors, The Company shall 
; is
 t # t j l r i the exclusive right to Implement any new or revised Job classifications or 
-^SpocTdMertptfon sheets. The Job evaluation Steward wilt be Informed In advance 
"v. vol .the Implementation of any Job classification or Job description sheet, It ts 
-•^JfiruJaratood that nothing; herein limits the rights of the Union to submit e claim 
\^|tiniJef the Hourly Job Rating Plan alleging a Job has been Improperly assigned or 
• > ;Jayajirated to e lebor grade, as set forth fn Sections 6.30 and 6.31. 
wpsSftCompany has furnished the Union with copies of the detailed Job description 
"• / ^ p M t s f o r all Jobs being performed by employees within the bargaining unit as of 
r^ipraBte-'of the execution of this Agreement, ff the Company, In administering the 
•• ^^Mourty Job Rating Plan, subsequent to that date, shall establish a new Job to be 
i ^ ; i f t 
; M 
s-t'-ifc' • 
•""•£ 
•'Sit' 
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performed by employees wllhln the bargaining unit or change the labor gradeid 
ffieing ^rfoSned by such employees, ttwUI P « f " ^ J ^ ^ g 
lob description sheets covering such new or changed Jobs as defined in Section 
7.26, within twenty (20) days following final approval of such Jobs. 
Wage rate progression from Minimum Rate up to but not In excess ^ M r t m i n 
Rate within an ernptoyetfa labor grade will be automatic at the rate of ten cents 
performance eubject to the Mowing <b) through (g) below: 
(at Automatic Increases for each employee who Is being paH Minimum Rate7' 
W
 c7above but less than Maximum Rate will be scheduled at " " " W f . 
weTlnttHvale from the date the employee last received an automatic^ 
Increase. 3| 
ib\ Automatic increases for an employee hired or transferred Into Ihej { )
 b a m S uSwilt be scheduled at fifteen (16) week Intervals from t t * | 
h-Tntan at th* next oav period after dale of hire or transfer, In no* 
*E£?Jl any S R C paid at less than the rrrfnlmum of hl./her| 
grade. f 
(c) Automatic Increases for an employee promoted « J « w g J """J? 
scheduled at fifteen (15) week Intervals from the effective date of sua 
tESiS orade If the employee* rate Is below the Maximum Rata of ths* 
new grade. *-
(d) In^rade Iranafere will not affect the scheduling of an employee's 
automatic Increase. 
*.» &n Mnniovaa oald eleven cents ($0.11) or twelve cents (S0.12) below ••*& 
his/her next automatic increaBe date. 
m Nothing in IMs Agreement shall be construed to prevent the Compw^ 
" te 5 K « from advancing an employee within the rate, rwaa mdf 
XpSythan fifteen (15) week Intervals or giving lucre rger 
those provided tn this Section. 
{g, if an employee Is absent tortwenty-nve (25) consecutfva|Worklng 
t 9 )
 more, excluding vacations. hoMaya. Jury * ^ « " J J J " " J * 
provided In Article X, the period of such absence shall not be cou, 
towards the lime for the next automatic Increase. 
7 29 Effects the aama date as a promotion, the employee wHl receive an Increa ^ 
at least twenty-five cents ($0.25) per hour. -* 
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S l n ^ ! ' l ^ L ™,p,?y98J? ?*mo,od M a ntM o f ralllnB «o successfully 
- * * * T^f .»» nMy.{80) day trial period and Is demoted pursuant to the 
• ^ S S ^ X ^ S ^ i " " * » • • * - " * • mturne t^o h i lar £ 
BfF S L P . 7 ° I ?„ p r o m o i^ l •d^u*t?d *» « • / fl*wnrf Increase anditor automatic 
^ / , progression Increaee which would have resulted if the promotion had not 
^ S e t l f *$Z2tS** PTO9TO8[0n*' » « * * • * • *» * «W*W from 
W ty^l*"!?**** Who lB requffwl to b e flDMm ' r o m w w k tn «««*• to report for 
•••$£>JV *x a m l n a U o n o n • regulBriy scheduled work day will receive a Jurv-dutv 
S ^ ' 2 S ^ J , , h a n i m 0 0 n t n o t to ****" * * * <6> houre* o a v a1 * • employee^ 
^*agular base hourly wage rate plus cost-of-living allowance when applicable 
When any employee Is required to be absent from work on a regularly 
scheduled work day In order to serve as a Juror, the employee shall be 
granted pay for those hourB for which he/she is absent from work for this 
reason at the employee's regular base hourly rate plus cost-of-IMng 
allowance when applicable, less the fee or other compensation paid 
hinderwith respect to such Jury duty. Such payment shall not exceed 
eight (8) hours tor any full day of absence. 
Pay fbrsueh work' flnw.lost shall In no event exceed a total of thirty (30) 
regular «*our work days or part days In any calendar year lass the fee or 
otner compensation paid the employee with respect to such Jury-duty pay. 
- —*»*.• P11"18ht5.emP ,0Ve« ordered to serve as Jurors who choose to be absent 
. \ p ™ * • * m?y * • ««u«ed for either the shift preceding or the shift 
-'•}$&;: fellowlngthe date ofjwy service, but not both. 
d S * * •eoono \*^W emP,(>yee> w r » ere ordered to serve as jurors, and who are 
^ i ? * I X ? J 8 ! l f r o m ,UTy 8 M V l e* 6 n e ** 0 M naff (1 -5> hou" Prior to the start of 
« f * * • •** m enY WflWariy aclwdufed worfc day shall report for work at the 
'^'*2E!*? o1 the ( r r«flulanV echsdulad shift on such day. They shall not be 
-..*W%sseiigibta for Jury-servtce pay fn such case, 
•'•••• 'atir 
to . vkitens of Section 7.31 shall not apply In ease of Jury examination or Jury ton any day during which an employee Is not scheduled to work nor on 
traya.. vacation periods, or authorized leaves of absence, nor shall such 
Ja^WcrvaPPly to employees who have volunteered for Jury duty 
•- 'SsS*1* *°f8Celve p a y far t l m e lost f r o m ^ ^ o * * * "" of Jury examination 
^Ms^tity'an flmP,°Vee m u 8 t noHrV his/her supervisor not later than forty-eight 
.<•:. JT».hqurraBer receiving notice to report for auch examination or duty and must 
MM we Company, wtthln one (1) week of the completion of jury service, with 
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a statement filed by an official of the court showing the time of reporting and th»| 
time of dismissal from jury service on each day for which a jury-duty allowance is* 
claimed and the amount of regular Jury fees paid. 
(») 
In the event o f an eligible employee's absence from work due to illness'w 
personal reasons, the employee shatl be entitled to leave with pay during each 
year of continuous and active service as provided below: 
For the purpose of this Section, the period during which an employee shall| 
be eligible for leave with pay shall begin on January 1 of each year andi£ 
end on December 31 of that year. & jj 
(d> 
(«) 
to 
(b) An employee who on December 31 of any year during the term of this,5 
Agreement had been continuously and actively In the employ of the: 
Company for at least six (6) months prior thereto shall be eligible for three! 
(3) days' leave with pay during the following year. 
•XJ. 
(e) An employee who on December 31 of any year during the term or this 
Agreement had been continuously and actively In the employ of the 
Company for at leaet one (1) year prior thereto shall be eligible for five (9)' 
days' leave with pay during the following year, 
Pey for one (1) day of leave means pay for eight (8) hours at thef^ 
employee's regular base rate of pay plus cost-of-living allowance when|•) 
applicable, exclusive of all premiums, bonuses, or overtime payments. I 
An eligible employee, as defined in Section 7.34(c) will be permitted ttj,. 
utilize up to 40 hours of personal leave. Such personal leave may bef: 
taken in four (4) hour Increments, A third shift employee shall be entitled?, 
to thirty-two and one half (32.5) hours of personal leave In Increments offe [ .
 ( 
three and one quarter (3.25) houre. Such absences shall be excused!;, F 'Zh 
under the attendance policy and charged zero (0) points. ' ^ ' ••'-••. 
•4 
authorized FMLA leave, and Union business), be allowed lo carry-
over unused personal feave days into the next calendar year, 
(2) Unused personal leave can be carried forward only to the next 
calendar year, if the employee falls to use the unused personal 
reave In that succeeding calendar year, he/she may not carry that 
time forward again, 
(3) Payment for such unused personal leave shall be made In 
accordance with (he terms of Sections 7.34(d) and (e). 
No employee shall be paid under Ihte Section for a part-day absence other 
than as described In Section 7.34(f), 
To be eligible for pay for unused personal leave, an employee must be 
actively employed on December 31 of the personal leave year. There 
shall be no prorated payment to terminating or laid off employees. 
Employees terminated due to layoff however, shall receive payment for 
any unused leave. 
Q>'~Uil Time spent by on employee after having been terminated from active 
employment for any reason, including discharge, resignation, layoff, leave 
of absence, or for the purpose of entering the Armed Services, shall not 
be considered as service lime for the purpose of acquiring personal leave 
benefits. 
d£ 
The Company will distribute leave entitlement checks for all eligible^ 
S S R 5 £ & * £ 5 5 ? E S S S ^ J t m S S y ^ S S W - » « « • of attending the funeral of a member of the employee's 
have the option, after notifying the Company, to receive their remaining^ 
leave entitlement pay In December of that year. 
An employee who Is absent from work on a scheduled wort day (excluding 
• ||4SBturday8( Sundays, holiday vacations, and authorized leaves of absence) for 
^ . J , _ _ , ^ _ * _ . .. .. . ... immediate 
such Absence 
, tip to a maximum of three (3) days, Such pafd absence will normally terminate 
y-Jltt6 day of the funeral. Compensation for such absence will be made for not 
,^more than eight (8) hours on any one day of absence at the employee's regular 
,, $ b a » hourly wage rate plus cost-of-living allowance when applicable, exclusive of 
^allpremluma, bonuses, or overtime allowances. 
(1) Any eligible employee, as defined in Section 7.34(c), shall be' 
entitled to carry forward up to sixteen (16) hours of personal leave^ 
that remains unuBed at the end of the personal leave eligibility yearns 
Into the next calendar year. In no event, will any employee having; 
been absent for five (5) days or more during the calendar year,\ 
(excluding vacations, Jury duty, military leave, bereavement leave, I 
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Payment shall not be made for such absences unless the employee 
claiming such payment (1) shall have notified his/her supervisor promptly 
upon learning of the death of a relative and (2) shall have submitted a 
request for payment within forty-eight (48) hours after return to work from 
such absence. Verification acceptable to the Company of the death or 
and relationship of the relative of the employee claiming such payment 
shall be given to the Company upon request 
Employees scheduled for mandatory overtime on a Saturday, Sunday, or 
holiday, who are absent on such scheduled Saturday, Sunday, or holiday 
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for the purpose of attending the funeral of a member of the employee's ,. 
.Immediate family, will be eligible, for funeral pay under the guidelines
 v 
within this Section. ''*• 
(bl For the purpose of this Subsection, immediate family Is defined as spouse, 
child, stepchild, father, mother, fattier-Jn-law, motheNn-law. stepparent,^, 
brother, slater, stepbrother, stepsister, brother-in-law, elster-ln-law. son-ln-1 
law, daughter-ln4aw, grandchild, grandparent, legal dependant, brother, js 
sister, or grandparent of employee's spouse. 
7 36 The Hourly Eroptaye* Recognition Program will be continued for the purpose of f 
providing supervision with the means to recognize various levels of group end^ 
Individual categories: Group Events and Appreciation Awards. i ' 
Group Events are to reinforce group morale, team effort, and accomplishments. £ 
Appreciation Award* ere for recognition of superior performance and a m i 
awarded shortly after the completion of e task. 
Such awarda win be made wholly at the Compan/a discretion end will not be<j 
subject to the grievance procedure. 
*.;{ 
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 Indefinite layoff for lack of work, employees shall be laid off and 
'.{jj^V-wcalted by non Interchangeable occupational groups In accordance wllh their' 
l.^"1 -seniority (length of continuous service with the Company since the most recent 
£ . * "data of hire). 
Pj Solely for the purpose of layoff and recall, there are two separate seniority areas: 
<•-£' (a) The Development Flight Test Canter located In West Palm Beach Florida-
•" W (b) All Connecticut operations locations. 
^^Whenever there it an Increase In the work force after a layoff, the reverse of the 
;- ?«$• above layoff procedure shall be followed. 
I'fifca*, Whenever It becomes necessary to reduce the working force In any job 
!; ^ ^/dasefflcatton where there Is no Indefinite layoff for lack of work, or as the result of 
' T&XvB reallocation following a layoff, the following procedure shell be applied. 
- f^Employees classified In the effected Job classification In the particular 
: ,ti;?Ue«upetlorkal group, whose seniority Is Insufficient to entitle them to remain In 
;-- ^ j t h e l r job classification snail be transferred, or reclassified In a ]ob In a lower labor 
-, grade, in accordance with the following: 
%) An employee with seniority who Is excess es a result of e reduction In 
I his/her Job classification will he transferred or reclassified In a job In a 
lower labor grade, 
!i(b) For a period of twelve (12) months toflowtng any such transfer or 
p demotion, an affected employee who has not been laid off from the new 
£. job, shall retain a right to return to his/her previous job classification and/or 
labor grade by seniority prior to such job being filled by any employee with 
lass seniority. 
^he non Interchangeable occupational groups mentioned In Sections 6.1 and 8.4 
tiave been mutually agreed upon and are Incorporated and made part of this 
'gnsment as Appendix A attached hereto. 
n^EMiiNl herein shall preclude the Company from offering a transfer to an 
^jjmptoyee scheduled to be laid off from a job in one occupational group to a Job in 
^Indifferent occupational group, nor from recalling without loss of seniority an 
,'- e r^npteyee laid off from one occupational group to a Job in a different occupational 
: ." ^ grotip In which no lald-off employee retains seniority. 
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8,7 Due to the great amount ol work Involved In a layoff, It Is agreed that In Bny layoff 
of three hundred (300) or more employees, the Company shall have a maximum 
period of ten (10) days from the date of the layoff during which the Union egress 
that grievances arising out of the layoff wfli not be filed. 
8 J The Company, however, agrees to Investigate and correct, where necessary, any 
claimed violations of this Article which are brought to Its attention during this 
period. The Company shall be Hable for back wages claimed lor any part of this 
period and arising out of an alleged violation of this seniority article. The five (5) 
day limitation on the presentation of grievances as provided In Section 6.2 wHI a 
not begin until the period mentioned tn Section 8.7 has expired, r 
B A Before new employees are hired In a given occupational group, the employees % 
with seniority who are. still laid off from that occupational group shall first be £ 
offered employment In that occupations) group from which they were laid off at .? 
the then existing rate of pay for the Job to which they are recalled In accordance _* 
with seniority. Employees who were demoted as a result of a reallocation of }• 
employees following a layoff shall be considered to be on the recall list for their g 
former Job as though they had been laid off at the time of their demotion for the / 
period of seniority retention provided In Section 8,21 and will be given the J. 
opportunity to return to that Job as openings become available In accordance with 
their seniority. Where the former position has been upgraded or where the 
essential elements of that position have been combined with another resulting In 
a higher labor grade, the employe* shall be placed In the higher position. 
If en employee on layoff or an employee scheduled for layoff accepts an 
available job opening in an occupational group other than his/her own In which 
there Is no one on layoff with recall righto, ha/she shall retain his/her seniority in 
his/her original occupational group for a period of sixty (60) days at the explreHon. |j 
of which lime his/her seniority will be transferred to the new occupational group, y. 
Except In an emergency or for reasons or conditions over which the Company 
has no control, where there are general layoffs for an indefinite period, the Union 
will be notified no later than 12:00 p.m., prior to the day of the emptoyees 
notification of layoff- A fist will be supplied Indicating the names of Ihe employees 
to be laid off and Ihalr seniority status In relation to the remaining employees In 
the occupational group. 
fivu The Company agrees to furnish the Unton a bimonthly eervlea record tn dockjpj 
number order and a biweekly list of promotions for employees covered by this v 
Agreement. Additionally, the Company agrees to furnish the Unton on a monlhtyr-j 
basis the following lists: an address list in clock number order, a seniority list oU-j 
the employees covered by this Agreement, and the namaa and addresses of new^ 
hires covered by this Agreement. 'I-
3ft 
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An employee shall be considered a probationary employee (or the first ninety 
(90) days of Ma/her errtpfoymerit, and (hereafter his/her seniority shall be from 
his/her most recent date of hire. In the ease of probationary employees, there 
shall be no seniority rating nor responsibility upon the part of the Company for 
continuous employment nor for reemployment If (aid off before the completion of 
their continuous probationary period. It Is understood and agreed that during 
such probationary period, layoff or discharge shall be left to the discretion of the 
Company. 
No employee shall be eligible by reason of his/her seniority to be transferred or 
recalled to a NghOKaled tab as a result of layoff. 
, (a) Whenever promotions ere made lo labor grade 10 and tabor grade 9 fobs 
they shall be made as follows: 
(1) Whenever practicable, the moat senior employee In a lower labor 
grade in the department In the occupational group In which the 
opening occurs shall ba given a trial period of not less than five (5) 
nor more than ten (10) working dayB to demonstrate he/she can 
perform the duties of the higher graded job, 
(2) If supervision determines the senior employee Is qualified to 
perform the higher graded Job, the employee will receive the 
promotion to the higher graded job. If supervision determines Ihe 
employee ts not qualified, he/she .shall return to his/her previous 
assignment. If Ihe senior employee Is determined not to be 
qualified end Is returned to his/her previous assignment, he/she 
may grieve the promotion of the junior employee pursuant to 
Section 8.15(a)(3). 
(3) Should It be determined that the eenlor employee Is not qualified for 
(he promotion, (fie promotion to the labor grade 10 end grade 9 fob 
shall then be made by the supervisor on the basis of the coequal 
standards of seniority, ability and fitness of the employee. It Is 
understood the! the employees who may file e grievance 
concerning such a promotion are those assigned to the department 
In which the promotion occurs or In the department from which the 
promotes waa transferred. 
(4) The senior employee who Is not qualified for the promotional 
opportunity shall not be eWolbla for a new trtal period should the 
same opening occur within six (e) months from the Initial trial 
period. 
Article V l l l - Seniority 
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Effective January 1,1994, and contingent upon development of a testor.y 
series of tests designed to determine suitability for promotions to specific % 
fobs, promotions to labor grade fi, 7 and 6 fobs shall be made as Indicated | 
below The components ol such tests shall Induds literacy and math ^ 
measurements, learning ability and skills assessment as appropriate f o t | 
the promotional opportunity, ••*' 
[11 Employees eligible for promotion will be given the opportunity to. 
take such a test twice per calendar year, at a minimum, e~» 
quarterly, tf the number of eligible employees warrants or 
sufficient enough for the Compeny to do so. Ellgfole employee*; 
should notify the Company of their Interest in taking such a test. Art 
employee must have at least three (3) months of continuous anf 
active service with the Company In order to be eligible to take i 
test. M rs understood, the delsrmlnatlon of whether the test wfll bejj 
offered more than twice per calender year shall be left to IheJ 
discretion of the Company. The tests will be « * " » £ « * & ' 
scored by an Independent third party mutually acceptable to both*. 
the Company and Union or a Company and Union designee as lh*g 
partlee deem appropriate. '•* 
[21 An employee who passes the test shall be considered available te>: 
promotion to a position In the next highest labor grade to theS 
aoDroorlate fob dassWcatton within his/her promotions! path. W 
e & o y e e J i o has not passed the test will not be'consideredfo| 
promotion to a higher graded Job, except as provided In Sectlot^ 
6.15<b)7. 
(3| When a labor grade 6, 7 or 6 promotional < W » ^ « * • ; • " § ' 
most senior employee who has passed the test, In the * p m « f c r 
In the labor grade(e), and In the occueattonel * # > " * * * £ " 
promotlonat path in which the opening occurs, will lbe promoted te 
the higher graded job. If, following a Mai period of nlnjety<80| 
. calendar days, supervision determines the senior employee JT 
qualified to perform the higher graded (ob, the emptoyee willl remaE, 
In the higher graded position at the end of the tria period^ Wt 
does not requfre the Company to promote any employee to w~ 
opening nor does It preclude the Company from filling any posw 
by Wring, lateral transfer or demotion. .,.,, 
141 If supervision determines the most senior employee Is not quatlfl 
basedI upon the trial period, he/she shall be demoted n d n H j 
to his/her previous assignment at his/her rate of pay P « w e d m 
promotlon; paid. In accordance with Section 7.30, end the next mdtt 
senior employee who meets the ^ ™ n * * £ K « 
Subsection (3) above may be promoted to the higher graded J 9 , 
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and will be subject to a ninety (90) day trial period if promoted. An 
emptoyee demoted under this Section may grieve such demotion 
rjursuant to Article VI. it Is understood the basts for the demotion 
will be the employee's performance during his/her unsuccessful trial 
period.' 
(B) The senior emptoyee who was demoted because of the 
unsatisfactory trial period shaH not be eligible for promotion should 
the same opening occur within six (6) months from the date of me 
demotion. 
(*) The Company atso reserves the right to bypass a senior employee 
who satisfactorily completed the test up to a maximum number of 
twenty-five (26) promotions In grades 6, 7 and 6 In any given 
calendar year. If the senior employee Is determined not to be 
qualified under this Section and bypassed for promotion, he/she 
mey grieve the promotion of the Junior employee on the basis of the 
coequal standards of seniority, ability end fitness of the employee. 
The senior employee who was by-passed under this Section shall 
not be considered eligible for a promotion should the same opening 
occur, within six (6) months from the effective date of such 
promotion. 
(7) An emptoyee who did not Initially meet the minimum requirements 
of the test(s) may not retest any earlier than six (6) months from the 
mmal test, provided the employee submtts proof of acceptable 
remedial training. Where no evidence of remedial training b 
submitted by the employee, he/she may not retest for a period of 
twelve (12) months from the Initial test Tasting schedules may be 
developed by the Company on a fixed calendar basis (ie 
January, July) by departmentfe). In this event, the six (6) and 
twelve (12) month Intervals referred to In this Section would be the 
next appropriate scheduled date from the Intervening period, 
it) Notwithstanding the above, any promotions to working leader, 
Irreepectlve of labor grade, will continue to be made on the basis of 
the coequal standards of seniority, ability and fitness of the 
employee. 
-YM ether promotions other than to supervisory Jobs shall be mads on the 
.. -Jw«l« of th* coequal standards of seniority, ability and fitness of the 
'• +tfm ( employee. It Is understood that the employees who may file a grievance 
,|'^fe*$ncernlnQ, such a promotion are those assigned to thB department in 
^ ^ . ^ n l c h - t h e promotion occurs or In the department from which the promotee 
••*.•>^;was transferred. 1 
9* 
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8JS Temporary layoffs biie to breakdown, shortage of materials, of causes of a l*e 
nature not to exceed seven f7) days may be made by the Company Irrespective 
of any provisions of this Agreement In such eases, the Company win, In Uu of 
layoff whenever poastble, reassign employees to other Jobs during the period oi 
such layoff with notification to the Union. 
BJ7 The Company agreea In the event an opening exists It will accomodate written", 
shift transfer requests within the department and job code strictly by seniority. 
However, the Company may, for a period not to exceed six (6) calemter months,; 
assign any employee or employees, Irrespective of serttorily, to any shWt due to^ 
business necessity or due to an employee hardship. In the event the Company < 
elects to delay the employee's transfer due to business necessity o n * ™ m " p , 
h X S , th7emptoyee wffl be notified end advised the date N . shift frensfan**£,• 
take effect. Notwithstanding the above, an employee asslQnod to a particular | 
shift may not bump an employee from any other shift strictly on the basis ot|-" 
his/her seniority. | 
In cases when It to necessary to readjust personnel for any reason, reallow«w| • 
of employees will be done In * manner which permit* the more senior emptoyeetrj-
to be assigned to the shift of their preference. 
8.18 An employee transferred from one occupational group to another 1 * * * ^ ~ a t f 
• " " seniority area shell have tile/her seniority transferred » * • * « * • * £ £ ? * & 
. . . . ' : .^_ . . . < _J _ .
 n i i h *H* t . hiaJhAT imnsfor becomes effective, airrr 
i 
sentontyareasnejinavB.nwfrmr OOIIIUIUXUH"0™""' ™"~ r "-"1.T,,. .*%. 
ZMi he/she is transferred as of the date ^ ^ Z ^ ^ X l l ^ ^ S 
the Company will notify the employee that he/she Is In a different occupation^ 
group. I 
For the purposes of layoff only, and except as provided In Section8.6,* 
employ* demoted or laterally transferred within the same " J ^ m t l y S 
one nonlrrterchangeable occupattonai group to another shall have hWHre 
S o S T S S S d to the^ntnterchengeable occupattonai group, to, w i g 
haShe la tranaferred sixty (60) calender days after the date on which the trans|| 
becomes effective 
For the purposes of layoff only, an employee transferred from O M | " " ^ 
to anothershad have his/her seniority transferred to thenewseniority eras to 
(12) months after UIB date on which the transfer becomes effective. 
s/IB Upon written application by the Union, the Company will grant one (tJleaveS 
enters the employ of either the local Union or ^  W « n a ^ l Brototoo, 
Teamsters. An extension of such leave for an additional period of one ( 1 ) ^ 
buTnot tew than one (1) year, shall be granted upon ^ J W ^ J J ^ f 
prior to the expiration of the first year of leave. In the case of ^  ^ptoyee| 
enters the employ of the local Union or the International Broihemooo| 
Teamster toTSlpy an office the term of which Is two (2) years or more J 
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S T SflrTi«!.(1i,er " 8 b M n < * for , h 6 tefn" «* M W o f f l «; provided, 
<8)
 I S *ITlhl.0C1Whl0 h!5 £ ? flWrtad * u c h toj * *">«"<» reports for 
2 £ £ " tSSTl 1lha ** " J * ' * * * "ay after the termination^ 
euch leave he/she shall be reemployed on the seme general tvoe of work 
which he/she did fast prior to hla/he/Eve at vJS^JSSSSSi 
reempEyed "**" ** " * ' ° b °" W N c h ***** l8 
(b>
 a S r S T S i ^ * " " J F * « * * „ « " • * * » 'hall accumulate his/her 
f S S f i h o w a v e r * , h * «mP ,0V9e 8h«» "ft accumulate Continuous Service 
E S f l J ? Si DUrpM.e Cf comPutlne minimum benefits under the 
Company's Retirement-Income Plans. His/her reemployment shall be 
M M £ h - H ^ J ^ ' T ' l n o t h a v e b e M 8 u b 'o c t to layoff under 
this Article had he/she been In the employ of the Company during the 
perlodofhls/herieaveofabsence. B 
$J*f any employee of the Company wes transferred to a supervisory oosltion before 
• K l l S J ? £ P £ £ HT * * <*?!•»* m Agreement, his/her seniority 
- m&SSiSSJS^SiJT WJ" SUCh wPWVbofy Position. Any such 
* ' i S P t t t ^ f ^ L l ? 1 ^ ! ! ^ ! 0 " * " ' h e b"5* l n l n0 ""It after January 1, 1997 
•^XSSrSy , r y . , 0 "" b8rBa,n,nB "* 8ha" r tum w"h « « * 
'JSSZ^*' "° " " P ' 0 ^ 9 *"<>has "Iter been Iransfetred out of the bargaining 
wEtoSfitffiposltl("1 aha,) be ,rflnsf*TOd back te ,h* *£XZ& 
^^SS£iJSXS!ISi^h ***™« »»ek to the bargaining.unit in . 
«£? --?*.,¥*hu^?toP ?,2° ""^ ta «tu™d to the aame labor grade In a 
mltar position he i^ha held while In the beroeWno
 wn», e9 iMg X l h l b 
«hVsentorlhan any employee who le on layoff with recall rights. Where the 
> i f i • * • b*?° upgraded or Artiere the essential elements of thai 
rW£? ? « ! * " porn5ln«* * "" anoth«r resulting In a higher tabor grade, the 
l^f^VW9Mtbo placed In the higher position. « * « . « • • 
^ T t t s 8 h a l 1 ,0M h"'hSr M n l ° r i t y ri0htS Under 8ny 0fte of ** fo,low,n9 
:^ ;lf lie/she resigns. 
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tv 
(b) If he/she 1$ discharged for Just cause. % 
(c) If he/she Is latd off for lack of work for a period of time exceeding MsAw| 
length of continuous service at the time of layoff, up to a maximum of* 
forty-eight (48) months. # , 
{d) If he/she falls to report for work wlthfn five (5) working days after dusT-
notice by the Company to the employee's last known address to return ti& 
work after layoff, or falls to give reasons satisfactory to the Company^ 
within such Ave (5) days for not reporting to work. v 
It shall be the responsibility of the employee to notify the Company, by .^j 
certified mad. of any change of address during the employee's period ot ' 
recall. Such notification shall bs made to the facility at which he/she w a r 
employed Immediately preceding his/her being laid off; either ttw-
Emptoyee Relations Office at Sikorsky Aircraft. 6900 Main Street, P.CCT 
Box 8729, Stratford, CT, 0661fr*12fl. or Sikorsky Aircraft, 1790O Beellr* •? 
Highway, P.O. Box 109810, West Palm Beach, FL, 33410-9610. { 
9^2 For all purposes the seniority ftghte of all employees Included In the bargaining 
unit described In Article II shall be the rights provided by this Agreement; 
provided, however: 1, 
(a) In the case of layoff, and for the sole purpose of maintaining Untorjl 
representation necessary in the operation of the grievance procedure the J 
Union shop stewards referred to In Article X, Union EH&S stewards s t i 
referred to In Article X end Job evaluation stewards as referred to In Artka | 
X shall during such steward's term of office, head the seniority listSftj; 
his/her occupational group, in hlarher steward area and on his/her still},-: 
and will not be laid off until alt other employees In his/her labor grade <Qf ij 
lower tabor grade) In his/her occupational group, In his/her steward a r % | 
and on his/her shift, have been laid off. In addition, the Union EAfp 
Coordinator as referred to in Letter 16 shall also during his/her temvflfl 
office head the seniority list In his/her occupational group, In his/her w6jf&| 
area and on his/her shift, and will not be laid off until all other employm^ 
in hfs/her labor grade (or lower labor grade) in his/her occupational groti^ 
In his/her work area, and on his/her shift, have been laid off. " | „ ; 
(fa) A Union shop steward, Union EH&S steward, or a Job evaluation stew«t|| 
will not be transferred or promoted to e Job outside of his/her steward « 
unless he/she notifies the Company in writing that he/Blw wishes to 
considered for such a Job during which time he/she shall maintain his 
position as a steward; provided, however, that thiB Subparagraph (b) s 
not apply (1) if there IB no tab of the same or lower labor grade wf 
he/she is qualfied to perform In his/her occupational group in such a 
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for the Job to which they are assigned without loss of seniority. 
S o ^ r P ' S l ! T * c h a ™ ^ P n M a % £ m ' , ^ r f e < , f r a m o n * «^Pa«onal group to 
"vllf*" 
ST* 
m 
Mi 
:m 
$ • * • ? * + • . 
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ARTICLE IX 
VACATIONS 
Sil 
U 
U 
u 
M 
&S 
u 
M 
A vacation consisting ol three (3) working days will be allowed to an hourty-rate 
employee who was hired between January 1 " and June 30* of any year N 
employee wJH be eligible for any vacation until the completion of hwnws 
probationary period. 
A vacation of one (1 > week consisting of five (5) working daya will be allowed toV 
an hourty-rated employee who during the anniversary year, which " 8 ™ H 
January 1, wilt have been continuously and actively In the employ of m * -
Company for a period of at least one ( t ) year, y. 
A vacation of two (2) weeks consisting, of ten (10) working days wrtt be allowed t|", 
an hourly-rated employee who, during the anniversary year, which begins c^ , 
January 1. will have been continuously and actively In the employ or tne^ 
Company for a period of at least two (2) years. * 
A vacation of three (3) weeka consisting of fifteen (15) working days wHI11& 
allowed to an hourly-rated employee who, during the a ™ ^ ™ * V * 8 ^ ? ^ 
begins on January 1, will have bean continuously and actively in the employ of 
the Company (or a period of at leas* eight (8) year*. f-
A vacation of four (4) weeks consisting of twenty (20) working days will bf 
allowed to an hourly-rated employee who, during the anniversary year, wNtfo 
begins on January 1, will have been eonUnuousry and actively In the employ*; 
the Company for a period of at least eighteen (1B) years. > 
A vacation of five (5) weeks consisting of twenty-five (25) working days win. b 
allowed to an hourty-rated employee who. during the anniversaryjjeef. « £ 
begins on January 1, will have been continuously and actively In the employ« 
the Company for a period of at least twenty-five (25) years.
 4;. 
An hourty-rated employee who does not meet the requirements of either Sectfe 
9 1 9 2 9 3 fl 4, 9 5 or 9.6 shall receive no vacation, and every employee wfe 
does meet the requirements of one or more of these sections shall receive «tf 
the vacation specified in that Section which gives him/her the longest vacation.A 
Any employee who Is eligible for a vacation under this Article shall recaJvj 
vacation or vacation pay even If he/she Is not actively In the employ * 
Company on the day preceding the start of his/her scheduled vacation. Sho 
an employee die. or should the employment of an emptoyee be t a r i n g 
because of resignation, retirement, or layoff during the vacation year, prfw 
taking me vacation he/she was eligible for In the anniversary year o r a l : 
completion of his/her ninety (90) day probationary period as noted In Section * 
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; > 
the vacation pay allowance will be paid; provided, however, that this Section shal 
not apply In the case of any employee who ts discharged for stealing or for using, 
, ^ possessing or salting drugs or alcohol on Company time or Company premises. 
A , V * / "P l o y» wbosB employment Is terminated by reason of deaih. retirement 
S i . ,'ltary 8eFV,Ce'OT l 8 y o f f '9 n d w h 0 8 t , h e , l fn8 < * 8Uch termination Is 
$§•• S 2 £ L ^ ° r.1?d r M f t f v e d <,urtnfl " * c a l a n d w y e a r o f termination, 
W S S L ? ? . P U f * T ( to S 9 d t e n " ' M - 9 4 ' w or * « ****! "P™ « * * 
W T 1 ' 1 ™ ! * t a 0 rft0Blv* P^nita vacation pay for each month, or pert thereof in 
^ *
W c h
 «""* "nployee worked durlrtg the calendar year in which such termination 
^ ^ 1 ^ ' * " * 8 u c h P*0"""8 Payment will be deducted from any vacation pay to 
- & ! ! 2 2 ! £ * * m P ^ 8 m*y subsequently become entitled for the calendar year In 
• ¥ r ™ " * k ™ ' " * 1 ™ « « " « • Pro-rata vacation pay shall be calculated by using 
• ^ ' 2 L S B e 8 m l ^ S i J ? ! ? 1 ** * • ^ P 1 " * 8 6 t" «n« talendar year of his/her 
^ teirnhatloh, multiplied by the appropriate percentage representing the number of 
r^e«gibie vacation weeks aa determined In Sections 9.2,9,3,9.4.9.5 and 9.6. 
G - J S S * ^ p 8 / a " W 8 " C 8 fof a n amployee whose eligibility for e vacation is 
M b l t o h e d by Section 9.1 shall be twenty-four (24) times hismer base hourly 
^ m t a on the Monday preceding the week In which he/she takes his/her vacation 
^jjplus cost of living allowance when applicable, and shift premium. 
S ^ ^ l ! ^ ^ 8 ! ! ? * 8 ! ; ? J * . * " e m P | 0 V** «"<>»« «'lfllblltty for a vacation is t- SwteDllehed by Section S.2 shall be one of the followttno; 
v3v • 
Forty (40) (Imaa hismer base hourly rate, plus oost of living allowance and 
shift premium when applicable, provided the employee's continuous end 
active service as of December 3 1 " of the preceding year was less than six 
(8) months. 
Four percent (4%) of such employee's gross earnings paid during the 
period ending on or before December 3 1 * of the year preceding the year 
in which the vacation Is given provided the employee's coniinuous and 
active service as of December 3 1 " of the preceding year was at least six 
($} months, but less then one (1) ytar, or 
Two percent (2%) of such employee's gross earnings paid during the fifty-
two (52) week period ending on or before December 3 1 " of the year 
preceding the year In which the vacation Is given provided the employee's 
service as of the above December 31" of the preceding year was at least 
onB (1) year, but leas than two (2) years. 
Jhtftvacatlon pay allowance for an employee whose eligibility for a vacation Is 
"
hed
 °y S«<*l™» 9-3 8haH be four percent (4%) of such employee's gross 
™,.,.,as paid during the fifty-two (52) week period ending on or before 
•December 3f of the year preceding the year In which the vacation Is given. 
..321 
m-
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9.13 The vacation pay allowance, for an employee whose eligibility for a vacation hqp 
established by Section 9.4 shall be six percent (6%) of such employee's gross. 
earnings paid during the fifty-two (52) week period ending on or before. 
December 31** of the year preceding the year In which the vacation Is given. F« 
the purposes of this Section only, gross earnings shell Include one (1) week ^ 
the vacation pay such an employee received during the previous year. 
Ltt 
; ! 
9.15 
The vacation pay allowance for an employee whose eligibility for a vacation Is, 
established by Section 9.5 shall be efght percent (8%) of such employee's gross., 
earnings paid during the fifty-two (52) week period ending on or before; 
December 31" of the year preceding the year In which the vacation Is given. Fef' 
the purposes of this Section only, gross earnings shall Include two (2) weeks o> 
the vacation pay such an employee received during the preceding year. -J; 
The vacation pay allowance for an employee whose eligibility for a vacation » 
established by Section 9.5 shall be ten percent (10%) of such employee's groii 
earnings paid during the fifty-two (52) week period ending on or be1"-
December 31" of the year preceding the year In which the vacation Is given 
'.if-
the purposes of this Section only, gross earnings shall include three (3) weeks 
(he vacation pay such an employee received during the preceding year. 
9.19 Regardless of the number of paychecks received In any year, no more than
 r 
weeks' or 52 weeks' gross pay shall be used In computing any vacation pai 
allowance. The Company will distribute all vacation pay checks on or abou 
February 29,2002. and the last pay day In February 2003,2004 and 2005, ; 
9.17 For the purpose of this Article, gross earnings shall Include all straight-time pay^ 
overttme pay, holiday pay, shift premiums, and cost of living allowance wheife 
applicable, but shall exclude money received as employee suggestion awarte 
•and vacation pay, except as provided In Sections 9.13, 9.14 end 9.15; provMitd:. 
that where, during the period for which gross earnings are computed, aft • 
employee suffers a compensable Injury requiring absence from work arm 
consequent loss of pay, his/her gross earnings for the period shall be Increase! 
by en amount eight (8) times Warner basa hourly rate plus cost of lh | * 
allowance when applicable, exclusive of shift premiums on December 31 of tip, 
year preceding the year In which the vacation Is given, for each regulffflJ 
scheduled work day (but not to exceed five (5) days In any work week) during 
such absence from work, p 
9J8 The determination of whether there shall be a vacation or vacation pay in lie* 
a vacation shall be solely at the discretion of the Company. The determine 
and the scheduling of vacation periods.«there is to be a vacation, will be. 
by management during the period January 1" through December 
Employees who are entitled to one (1) week of vacation or less under the te 
of this Article, must reserve such vacation to be utilized during , h-
4B 
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•AST* 
Shutdown. Employees wflh more than one (1) week of vacation must reserve 
% • TJ" W M k , t o J * mtiad * * * »» *m* S h u W °w- The de te rSnS ol 
* « » whether or not there wilt be a Plant Shutdown will be at the dlscrSi cTthe 
'Ti 'Company. 
,J
 ; # S » provisions of this Article end Section will not apply to Plant Maintenance 
•f Jtamployees, Powerhouse employees, or Waste TreatmentI employees 
^ I f f i X r ^ S ^ 8nt,,le?J° m<W ,h*n ,hrM (3J * • * » of Vflcatl<"» unde' »» S& J,* ^t ***' * " * * " c o n w n t < * * * ' supervisor, elect to receive pay 
,^nJ>u of vacation days tor such excess over three (3) weeks, 
S f e * " * * * - - "nafl b 6 o™**** «*> to* <*) hours extra vacation time for each 
,;3iSK2?ir quart!L y w r ,n w h l c n 8UCn 8mP'«ve» demonstrates a perfect 
-^ attendance record. 
ft.. 
Perfect attendance Is defined as having worked a full eight (8) hours or a 
full six and one-half (6.5) hours on the third shift, during each of an 
employee B regularly scheduled work days during the calendar quarter 
year. Absence caused by bereavement leave as defined In Section 7,35 
absence caused m order to serve as a Juror as defined In Section 7 3l ' 
absence caused by military leave as defined In Section 11.1, shall not be 
considered an absence for the purposes of this Section. Additionally, an 
absence to observe Martin Luther King Day and/or Veterans Day provided 
the employee has notified supervision or an absence for Union business 
shall not be considered an absence for the purposes of this Section. 
1^1" ' I 
•*yw? 
<.:• l i t . 1 
-.•iAJt 
iw 
HrtJV 
•v.-?*' 
I : .>7 
Regularly scheduled work days shall Include alt days of an employee's 
normal work week which excludes vacation days end, except In the case 
of employees assigned to rotating shifts, Saturdays, Sundays and 
holidays. 
An employee who has been credited with eight (8) full hour* of extra 
vacalton time, as a result of demonstrating Perfect Attendance, mey utilize 
tnose eight (8) hours In quarterly Increments during the calendar year. 
'• IKS.; 
* • • 
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UNION REPRESENTATION 
10,1 The number of shop stewards and the area of the shop which each steward shal| 
represent for the purpose of adjusting grievances under the grievance procadunH 
shad be mutually agreed upon by the Company and the Union. The number <* 
shop stewards and the areas which they represent shall be subject to re 
upon the request of either the Company or the Union. s£ 
{a> Shop Stewarts shall be active employees of the Company, No employes?;! 
shall act as a steward unless at the time of his/her selection he/she ha* 
not less than sbt (6) months' seniority as defined herein, 
I M The Company will recognize one (1> Union Chief EH&S Steward, six (6) Union?-" 
EH&S Stewards, three (3) on the first shift, two (2)) on the second shift and on** 
(tt on the third shift m the Stratford plant; one (1) on the first shift and one (1) or^ 
the second shift at the Sheltort plant; one (1) on the first shift and one(1) on Ihsfc 
second shift at the Bridgeport plant; one (1) on the first shift at the West Haven* 
plant; and one (1) on the first shift, and one (1) on the second shift at the waf 
Palm Beech, Florida plant - (or a total of fourteen (14) EH&S Stewards. 
(a] Time spent to attendance at meetings during the Union CWef EH&W 
Steward's scheduled working, houra shall be recorded and paid tor «&'• 
exceeding six (6) hours In any workweek. Time spent in attandance*fflfv 
meetings during the Union EH&S Steward's scheduled working hou* : 
shall be recorded and paid for not exceeding fWe (5) hours In artj^  
workweek. 
lb) The Union Chief EH&S Steward and the Union EH&S Steward si 
receive pay for such time at his/her regular base hourly wage rate 
cost of living allowance whan applicable Including shift premium, If 
but excluding other premiums and overtime eliowances. 
[c, The Union Chief 6H&S Steward and the Union EH&S Stewards vrtl 
active employees of the Company- No employee shall act as a 
EH&S Steward or Union 6H&S Steward untess, at the time of l.._.~ 
selection, he/she ties not tess than twelve <*2) monlhs' seniority. M 
10,3 The Company will recognize one (1) Chief Job Evaluation Steward and four, 
Job Evaluation Stewards; three (3) to represent employees In Conned? 
locations and one (1) for the West Palm Beach plant, for the purpose of n?«<m 
HJRP complaints and etlendance at appropriate meetings. Time spent 
attendance of such meetings during scheduled working hours shall be r 
end paid for not exceeding two (2) hours In any workweek.
 : ^ 
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! ! S t e ! £ ! J S ™* " . * J o b 6 v a l u a t l o n Steward unless at the time of his/her 
selection, he/she has not less then six (6) months seniority with the Company 
¥? S£^Z2HS^* £? W * t h e U n l o n to designate stewards from the 
f £ M £ ? p 2 i y T ^ m> The Union will supply « * Company with a list of 
n T ^ l l S , B 8ha" haVS 1° a u U w r t t* to «•" w 8 a n c t o , » • • *» strike, sympathy strike T ^ b w d o w n or concerted stoppage of work during the period of this Agnem*™ 
•^^S^£ePiia?$? Dmltotlon8 u p o n t h e * * * * <* « > « w n * i and 
*' &*£i?^S?J^y* fir *?* 0fiftu,t»'*»d «** P****. however, mat 
fc** ! L 2 . * f V . t « * i unauthorised action. Ihe Union must comply with the 
i ^ S S S ^ ' m E 3 ^ f l T "mitat,<"«< * " • *™» tha aulhorlty to Impose 
WfiSX?' P 2? ,ft^Jd"*9 d , 8 C h a f B » - " « ' " « event the steward parUdpetes In 
a p ^ a n y strike, sympathy strike, slowdown, or concerted stoppage or work 
, * ; 
tuX 
*<£< 
ftnfc-
*«•-
• • * ; $ * 
•-;&£ 
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ARTICLE X I 
MIUfTARY SERVICE 
IP, 
1 1 1 An employee who la required, as a member of the isiattonal Guard or a s j ^ 
reserve member of one of the United States Armed Forces, to be absent fronj£: 
w o * for the purposes of annual training duty or encampment duty for a P « ™ «> : 
not more than fifteen (15) day* In a military fiscal year shall be granted W W 
Ihose hours for which he/she ts absent from work for this reason et msm«r»» 
reoular base hourly rate phis any cost-of-living allowance when applicable lea 
the compensation paid him/her wtth respect to euch military " M C B ; prwidw 
the employee, would otherwise be scheduled to work on such day; and P ^ * ^ 
further the employee has at toast one (1) year of continuous service wilh VW 
Company at the date he/ahe is called for such service. Such payment by thsj 
Company shall not exceed eight (8) hours for•any full day of abMoot. ThtV 
provisions of this Section shall slso be applicable with respect to an employed' 
who ts required, as a member of the National Guard, or as a reserve member # v 
one of the United States Armed Forces, to be absent from work for temporary 
emergency duty tor a period of not more than fifteen (15) days In a calendar yeaj|. 
11,2 An employee (other than a temporary employee) whoJeavesjhe e m p ] £ ^ € 
* " * e Company for the purpose of entering the Armed Forces of the United a u t o 
er^FbeVeernptoyed by * e Compeny In accordance ^ ^ f f ^ ^ / M 
Uniformed Services Employment end R ^ P ' n V ™ * ' " * « J ^ J 1 ' ™ * A r n 3 
senlorlly of such employee shall accumulate during the time spent In the Arme| 
Forces of the United States. *™ 
"in 
,1 
'if' 
* \ • 
) * - • ' 
'i; 
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GENERAL PROV| ? 1 n H ? 
• g ^ T h e Penelon ptan of United Technologies Corporation as It applies to Ihe 
^ r V ^ « ^ \ ^ ^ In ArtWe II I. set out In a l S entffled Y S t t n S J B 
'J-M& • Agreement as Appendix B. 
i
^l!SSS!SS^J^amm ln * ° *mtton P l a n afl™ed upon by the parties to 
• X ^
 attached to and made part of this Agreement 
? > ••i.-nii'i_ , U n , l e d j T«hfiotoglaa Oroup Health Insurance Plan as It aoDiles to 
V f S T ! ^ " ^ In ™d* " " • « « t •» th. booklet enuued y S L i S 
:
-' r'jk* ^ Agreement as Appendix C. 
W ^ S f J ^ ! ! * ? 7*nno,°8 ,»9 Group Dental Plan as It applies to employees 
^de«rfbed in Article II is set out In a booklet entitled YMDSSJZJS^S 
a
*^TklM™Vm * T fftThff"" whlch)seKdPStoar5 
'5^5?V-a p a r t °* " ^ Aflns^ ment as Appendix D. 
" ^ B d L * K l i f X ^ V ^ T ^St* a ( > p , 'M t o emP'<>y*» ascribed In i'WWe II Is set out In a booklet emitted Your Savings Plan Dlaesl at siknr»ku 
^Company shall furnish bulletin boards tn conspicuous places to be used 
.^solely for the posting of the following Union notices: 
Union meeting notices. 
Union election notices end notices of the results of Union elections. 
Notices of appointments to Union offices. 
Notices of Union social and recreational affairs. 
i£hr ^ h J ™ ^ l ! l " b e P M ' * d Un '*89 " h a* taen aPPfoved for posting by the 
,$>#•.. signature of the proper executive of the Company 
^ ? J , L a t o e n o a T0 ' 9 M 8 e d l n a «*»«* <*» days may be granted by the 
^ J f f i B f W * «" amp'oyw for good cause upon the written request of such 
ffiS&EP ^ . ! X t e M l 0 ^ o r 8 u c h teavft m a * b a ° r a n t 9 d • * m » Company upon 
*~ p l icat ion of the employee made not lest lhan ten (10) days prior to the 
••te 
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M 
I 
expiration of the original leave of absence. If a leave of absence Is granted, I 
seniority of such employee shall accumulate during the period of the leavejj 
absence. 
<•) 
lift 
An employee who has been granted such leave of absence shelM 
considered as having quit without notice and shall be terminated Mfi 
employment by the Company. W while on such leave of absence, he/H| 
engages In or applies for other employment without the consent of tntf 
Company, II an employee on such leave fails to report for work at;** 
beginning of his/her first regular shift after termination of such ' " 
he/she shall be subject to discharge. 
The Company wHI provide Company badges for entrance Into the plants ijtal 
facilities to the Seeretery-Treesurer end the Business Agents of Local Un1onm,| 
1150 which represent employees covered under Article II. The UrAr31 
representatives stated above will have access to the plants and tafflwajt 
address specific problems at the request of the Secretary-Treasurer of tto.w* 
Unton and concurrence of the Company. However, none of these visits m 
Company's plants or facilities will result In a meeting with any employee wnejj 
clocked In on Company time except by mutual agreement of the CompanyMf 
the Union. 
12J Union representatives and delegates wtll be excused from work tor not less I 
a full shift (unless otherwise agreed to) upon written application by a deslgna™. 
representative of the Union for attendance at the following: Af-
(a) Monthly meeting of shop stewards. 
(b) Monthly meeting of the Joint council by delegates thereto (the sevenj 
officers and the business agents). '> *'•• 
(c) The convention or conferences of the International Brotherhoo; 
Teamsters. 
Id) Meetings of the International Union, affiliated conferences. Tti 
Divisions, or a summer training session sponsored those organizing 
(not more than seven (7) representatives at any one time nor more, 
seven (7) for any one meeting or session). 
12.10 Nothing contained h this Agreement shall In any way Umll the right 
" ^ Company to discharge eny employee In order to comply with lie obllgaUonam 
Government under eny security agreement, under eny security provisions^! 
Government contracts, or under any taw. regulation, or direction « * " 
Government. The Company will notify the Union prior to or Immediately ftrflo 
such a discharge, and will disclose to the Union the reasons or basis-*-
action. 
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Article XII - General Provisions 
J*. * 
p g g » partes recognlze.the importance to the Company, Unton and employees for 
k v & ^ Company t 0 s e c u w contracts In order to maintain a strong business 
,; ^ environment In an effort to ensure employment opportunities for Its employees 
*'
;
 fi&S t h a l 9°'a l ' t h e P ^ " n<x>Qnk» the Company exists In a global 
" ^ I s l r F 8 n d mu*{ c o m P e t e ** contracts from International entitles. The 
TjpaiMee further recognize that the ablffty to secure these contracts may require the 
IPpmpany to provide on-site training to non-Slkorsky personnel, 
^ ^ N " * 1 * ™ * o f m 8 8 8 objectives, ft Is agreed that when the Company secures a 
j^ wnfract wflh an International entity, on-site training for non-Slkorsky personnel 
^fMy be required. This training can consist of classroom Instruction and wv-the-
... '$&£.nstructton. It Is agreed that these non-Slkorsky personnel receiving such on-
' " tmSr g m a y w w * ,00-8th8r 'n *upport of these contracts with Sikorsky 
mm rated production, inspection and maintenance employees, Including jtjppplng and receiving darks as defined in Article «. 
** ^
C
*
m p a f t y a 8 , B e s " wl" n o t ,fly ^ «"/ Sikorsky employees based solely 
^ S K E *.P™*6"" d K"" non-Slkorsky personnel In this training capacity. 
• Ikr!!"?^ . ,ComP*ny agrees thai no non-Slkorsky personnel will work overtime 
- W i n ™ training capacity unless the Sikorsky hourly rated personnel with whom 
Bv"p}*y,ar6 working are also working overtime. 
(parties agree that the sole purpose of this section la for training. 
jPsCBve In the first and thM year of the Agreement (2002 and 2004), each 
•*»**oyee will receive an arghty-ffvo dollar ($85) credit for the purpose of 
fleeing prescription safety glasses. Administrative details regarding this 
t - s i * • mutually agreed upon between the Company and the Union. 
™f^CUve In the second end fourth yBar of the Agreement (2003 and 2005} each 
r$mfeyt* wlH receive a fifty dollar ($50) stipend for the purchase of safety shoes 
? ^ nlalratlve details regarding this benefit will be mutually agreed uoon 
Y between the Company end the Unton. 
"< y~ 
m 
mm: 
tr& 
M f'^v-.: 
K-- -' • ' ' * " ' • 
k •>•>; 
ivi-i • * ' I 
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ARTICLE XIII 
STPIKEOft LOCKOUT 
-.V; 
m 
13.2 
The Union will not call or sanction any strike, sympathy strike, slowdown* 
concerted stoppage of work during the period of this Agreement The Coir" 
agrees that there win not be a lockout of employees. 
Should a strike, sympathy strike, slowdown, or conceited feppaoAof won* 
not called or sanctioned directly or Indirectly by the Union, the Union «| 
request of the Company shall; 
(a) 
(c) 
Publicly disavow such action by the employees within forty-elgmll 
hours of the Compan/s request; 
Advise the Company In writing that such adton by employees 
been called or sanctioned by the Union; and m 
Post notices on Union bulletin boards advising employees INK; 
disapproves such action, and instructing employees to return to> " 
immediately. 
133 The obligation of the Union to the Company Is limited to the performs^ 
Sectlon13.2 without further responsibility or liability for loss from such ac"o 
employees. 
13.4 Employees participating m any strike, sympathy strike, stowdown, or 
stoppage of work shall be subject to disciplinary action up to and In 
discharge by the Company; provided, however, that an employe*i who 
that he/she did not participate In a strike, sympathy strike, slowdown,, 
concerted stoppage of work may have recourse to the grievance procedure 
arbitration. 
'.ft 
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Article XIII - Strike or Lockout 
ARTICLE XIV 
ATTENDANCE POLICY 
-^a- C o m P a n / 8 attendance policy end associated discipline for unsatisfactory 
attendance Is as follows: 
gjj. If an employee reaches thirty-two (32) points, he/she will receive a first 
warning. 
• " ; . ' l ^ ' " a n employee reaches forty (40) points, he/she will receive a second 
i«:'»t'& .w f t m l n9-
If an employee reaches forty-efght (48) points, he/she will be given a final 
warning prior to termination. 
•WM Upon reaching sixty-four (64) points, an employee will be terminated. 
: , : ^ , "All wemlngs and point values wll be recorded fn the employee's 
•••-<&• - attendance record. 
v " J f e . " A n v *™Ployee who goes for thirty (30) continuous calendar days without 
- J ^ r ' 1 , 0 l n , 8 chaffled to. his/her attendance record will have eight (8) points 
y ^ | t reduced from his/her total point count. 
.. ™« J ,A" employee who Is continuously absent from work for any reason, except 
.?.•;$&*FMtA leave, for a period of time equal to the length of his/her recall rights, 
• -$a- '•$ UP to e maximum of two (2) years, shall be terminated, Irrespective of the 
/.,•££: -; number of points he/she may have accumulated. This does not amend fn 
^ ¥ ^ * n y * f l y <hB P™^810™ o f Section 6.21 regarding an employee's seniority 
s>fcp^ rights. 
" " i An employee who fs conllnuously sbsent from work, supported by a 
..written doctor's note, will accumulate no more than forty-eight (48) 
lAddltlwnt points for such absence regardiees of the length of the absence. 
Uf»n such employee's return to work, unless the employee's length of 
witlwioue absence exceeds his/her recall rights up to a maximum of two 
^ ^ l * 8 * 1 * w m 0 employee hae accumulated sixty-four (94) points, the 
^^rnptoyee will be credited wtth the appropriate number of additional points 
^ ^ ^ s e d on the length of the absence, not to exceed forty-eight (48) points. 
1 
£ 
w, 
I i 
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Article XIV - Attendance Policy 
I 
rf 4t:-*- %& 
i 
T 
'•I. 
Point Values lor Unereused Abaence/TardlnW 
t Absence - • - * - 8 potn to 
2. Tardiness up to Two <2] Hours .„..., -2 Points . ^ 
3. Tardiness up to Four (4) Hours * Points &: 
4. Tardiness up to Six (6> Hours 6 Points *k 
5. Tardiness or Out Early more than Six (6) hours .6 Points \, 
8. Out Early Before Four (4) Hours Worked 6 Points ' ^ 
7. Out Early After Four (4) Hours Worked ...4 Points •& 
6. Out Early After Six (6) Hours Worked 2 Points 4 • 
In cases where an employee reports to work and leaves work due to Ms/hee* i 
going to his/her own doctor's appointment, the employee will be charged 1/5|f-: 
point upon his/her return to work, tf he/she provides his/her supervisor w i t h * ; 
doctor's note verifying his/her appointment with a doctor. i&i^ 
The employee's failure to provide his/her supervisor with a doctor's note up 
his/her return to work, will result In the employee being charged with < 
appropriate amount of points for teavlng work early. 
In the event an employee Is tardy and out early In the same day, the employe^*; 
will be charged with the corresponding number of points for both absences. 
However, In no event will any combination of partial day absences In a staple dig 
result In an employee belngcharged with mora than eight (8) points for that day.^ 
The onry time tardiness will be excused is m the event of a severe wea t t * 
condition or unusual circumstances where a blanket excuse Is granted by -UJ& 
Company to all employees. M 
Paint v^lue far Ah««nCfl D ie to MorHcal Reasons A«ftfflpa,n|ed. ftY B 
Yftitfrl pftriWa Note 
1. Each Oay of Absence 1 ' 6 po ln t 
An employee must provide a written doctor's note or prescription to the Comr^  
within three (3) working days excluding Saturdays, Sundays ^ J ^ W 
his/her return to work from an absence due to medical reasons. In ordw" w f f l t . 
provision to be applicable, doctor's notes or prescriptions must be dated dufj 
the period of the employee's ebsence to be acceptable to the C o m p w J S L , 
employee falls to provide such note, the absence will be considered^ 
unexcused, and the appropriate point value will be assigned for the absence.
 t 
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Article XIV - Attendance Policy 
•4. 
" j y«tflftrtlort nf Attend*..^ fam | h ? Q^ w m a ^ t m 
*§* * • Each PW Day of Absence ; t/5* Point 
Wit T9** to w mon t n m s w Day of Absence i/ioih Polnl 
' .>.* Less than a W Oay of Absence „..„.„ 0 Points 
'• '<• * . " 
T ^ 2 L 1 m ? T ! h W h ° 1 8 p r indpa1 ,n • d , v o n * re te ted w * M ««»ooy related 
& S S f t i w 2 ° m U ? **??&"* *leflal m l n o r * P * » * r t to court, may use up 
? - ^ attending court for such reason. 
1
 ' 8 ? * n p , o y e * rnu8t p f W , d * * w r m 8 n verification of attendance from the court to 
^ S ^ T L T ' " . ! ! ™ 6 (.3) W w M n f l d 8 y s •MCtodh9 Saturdays, Sundays and 
^ S ^ L u9lHw " I f to * w k frorn 8 n a b M n c e *°r *«*> reason. If an 
r:??iS2J%t£ Provide such verification, the ebsence will be considered as 
',:; *W , W C U M d a n ° »» appropriate point value will be assigned for the absence. 
j j * " ' " * " " " far g" t '" tn< i F'HT-P*V A h M ^ n 
" ^ 3 * ^ t ^ " 8 ' D U 8 f n e M UP to t h 8 number of personal days available per Section 
;.;.* Bereavement Leave es specified under Section 7 35 
- ^ Jury Duty 
v; yU. Court summoned witness 
-\ "£'& Military Leave 
£ \ tfBfc A written doctor's excuse saying lhat the employee's spouse or child required 
• -*$£•< medical attenllon. up to a maximum of five (5) working days in a calendar 
*.< yaaf 
'; -JT.', Official Union Business 
0'^^l8 !?'* ,weather/unusual circumstances where a blanket excuse (s granted 
; * ; • i M W the Company to all employees 
• " ^ f * n v Cofwpany pre-approved leave of absence 
**W<£% a b 8 e n c* qualifying under the Family and Medical Leave Act or similar 
' rf; ;StSte laws 
••••^Marfln Luther King Day / Veterans Oay 
W 
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Article xrv* - Attendance PoUcy 
Point Values for UnexcuBett Ab»»nEe/T»rtllnfles on a Holiday or Ovartlms
 y 
Work on a Saturday or Sunday £ 
1. Absence.... 1....8 Points * 
2. Tardiness or Out Early up to One (1) Hour 
up to twelve (12) par calendar year 0 Points 
In excess of twelve (12) per calendar year 1 Point ^ 
3. Tardiness and Out Early totaling up to 1 hour 1 Point ,* 
4. Tardiness and Out Early totaling up to 2 hours 2 Points jfe 
5. Tardiness end Out Early totaling up to 3 hours 3 Points % 
6. Tardiness end Out Early totaling up to 4 hours 4 Points - f 
7. Tardiness and Out Early more than four (4) hours .4 Points t 
«. Tardiness up to Two (2) Hours 2 Points ;£ 
9. Tardiness up to Three (3) Hours 3 Points £ 
10. TBrdlness up to Four (4) Hours 4 Points £ 
11. Tardiness of more than Four (4) Hours . ......4 Points '3-
12. Out Early Before One (1) Hour worked ...........4 Points .M 
13. Out Early Before Two (2) Hours Worked 3 Points & 
14. Out Early Before Three (3) Hours Worked 2 Points i 
In no event wffl any employee who Is scheduled for work Bnd reports for work p i -
such days receive more than four (4) points regardless of the length of t r * 
assignment. >n5 
Bunking Of Points | 
In order to reward employees for good attendance, employees may bank points; 
(receive negative points credited to their record) according to Ihe toHowtng: 
provisions: Jf 
1. The assessment of banking of points will be made following the conclusion 
semiannual periods running from January 1 to June 30 and Jury 1 ^ 
. December 31 of each year. , e* 
2. An employee must be at zero (0) points or below upon commencement of 4 
semi-annual period. jL* 
3. The employee must maintain perfect attendance, meaning the employef, 
must not be charged with any points, during the semi-annual period. fmj: 
4. An employee who meets the above stated criteria will bank eight (8) poFriU, 
following each semi-annual period of perfect attendance, up to a marimunvof 
thirty-two (32) points. .%r' 
An employee who Is both actively employed and has at least four (4) ban! 
points as of January 1 of each year, shall be allowed to use personal di _ 
available per Section 7.34 In the calendar year, without being disqualified ft 
perfect attendance as defined In Section 6.20. This Section does not add tox 
subtract from the number of personal days an emptoyee is entitled to Irt^ 
$0 I 1 
Article XIV - Attendance Policy fj i 
4 £ V , allowed In accordance wfth the following schedule: " . 
fe I l?Z{f!¥n*?tl Potnl* M Per«"H>t Day 
•Mi ?*!mt%£"paM' 1 Personal Day 
^ 1 f 1* I ^ ^ M ^ a a n k a d Points - . 1 V4Personal Days 
~'£M S l x t e e n <16> Banked Points 2 Personal Days 
MmyLsmz 
| i vT r i l s attendance policy In no way amends or modifies the Company's existing j|Kipoltey regarding AWOL a 
'•M*-' 
•%pr 
'•'$$' 
rim'. 
i&; 
•« i?Ai.tt 
^ .5? 
•-s4*" 
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ARTICLE XV 
DURATION 
This Agreement shall be tn full force and effect until midnight February 19,20%' 
and for additional parted* of one (1) year thereafter union either part/ herafta 
shall give written notice of Its intent to terminate the Agreement or modify*f" 
portion or any of the terms hereof by registered marl to the other party not " 
than sixty (60) nor more than seventy (70) days prior to February 19, 200B|$ 
prior to the e n * of any yearly period subsequent thereto. ' 
The parties, In consideration of the benefits, prlvtlegas, and advantages provWi _ 
in this Agreement and as a condition to the execution of this Agreement suspend1 
meetings In collective bargaining negotiations during the lite of this Agreemif 
with respect to any further demands, Including pensions or Insucane© ;%> 
employees or with respect to any question of wages, hours, or wotfTjjft 
conditions, except as may be dealt with as a grievance under Article VI heraciljr' 
Should notice of termination or modification be given by either party as provldM 
in Section 15.1, this contract shall terminate as of Its expiration date unlljs 
specifically extended by written agreement, and, upon such termination, any^f 
all obligations or either party to continue to maintain the grievance pfocedortf 
provided by the contract shall Immediately terminate and become unenforceaP"' 
provided, however, that any grievance which has, prior to the termination ofitte' 
contract, been appealed to arbitration will be processed under the terms of tiki 
contract. 
Notices shall be In writing and shall be sent by registered mall addresssdjMfJtj 
the Union, to the Sikorsky Teamsters Local No. 1150, 150 Garfield Avsnfnb 
Stratford, Connecticut, 08615, and if to the Company, to United Technokigfo}. 
Corporation, Vice President - Industrial Relations, Hartford, Connecticut. '& ( 
15.4 
tt Is understood and agreed that Ihls Agraemint has been ratified by the membership _, 
Local No. 1150 and reviewed and endorsed by the respective committees. j | ,| 
Dated si Stratford, Connecticut, ihls 18* day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL HO. 1180 
UNION NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATKHj^ 
COMPANY NEOOTIATINO COMMITtl^ 
Article XV -Duration 
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APPENDIX A 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF LAYOFF AND RECALL AFTER LAYOFF 
01 
02 
03 
OS 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
16 
17 
18 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
^32 
34 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
46 
49 
Drill Press Operators 
Mining Machine Operators 
Turret Lathe Operators 
Machinists & Bench Mechanics 
Jig Bore & Boring Mill Operators 
Grinders 
Cutter Grinder* 
Spar Miller* 
Drive Shaft Finishers 
Composite Blade Machining 
Aircraft Assemblers 
Riveters 
Machine Parts Assemblers 
Aircraft Installers 
Aircraft Service Mechanics 
Plumbing Fabricators 
Experimental Mechanics 
Composite Blade Assembly 
Electrical Assemblers 
Electrical Installers 
Electronic Test Inspectors 
Servo Mechanics -
Inspection Test Mechanics 
Hydraulic Mechanics 
Metal Spinners 
Sheet Metal Workers 
Sheet Metal Machine Operators 
Aircraft Welders 
Router Operators 
Blade Workers - Assembly 
Bonders 
Blade Spar Workers 
Jig Builders 
Template & Plaster Pattern Makers 
Tool Makers 
HeatTreatere 
Chemical Processors 
Processing Operators 
Aircraft Painters 
Gear Machining 
64 
Appendix A 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF LAYOFF AND RECALL AFTER LAYOFF 
50 Machined Parts Inspectors 
51 Sheet Metal Inspectors 
52 Airframe Assembly Inspectors 
53 Machined Parts Assembly Inspectors 
54 Shipping t Receiving Inspectors 
55 Process Inspectors 
58 Tool & Template Inspectors 
57 Blade Inspectors 
56 Metallurgical Inspectors 
69 Electrical & Electronic Inspectors 
60 Metrology Inspectors 
61 Dynamic Component Evatuators 
62 Composites Workers 
84 Woodworkers - Pettems & Mock-ups 
65 Carpenters 
66 Upholstery Workers 
88 Vehicle Operators 
69 Crib Attendants 
70 Dispatchers & Stock Chasers 
71 Shippers 
72 Receivers 
73 Stockmen 
78 Machine Repairers 
79 Millwrights 
60 Painters - Maintenance 
81 General Maintenance Workers 
82 Powerhouse Operators 
83 Electricians - Maintenance 
84 Plumbers-Maintenance 
85 Refrigeration Mechanic* 
86 Vehicle Mechanics 
67 Electronic Repairer - Maintenance 
65 
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SCHEDULE C 
Effective February 16,2004 
.A" 
LABOR 
GRADE 
11 
10 
9 
a 7 
6 
5 
, 4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
MINIMUM 
RATE 
$15.88 
$16.62 
$17.49 
$16.45 
$19.43 
$20.51 
$21.62 
$22.82 
$24.07 
$25.46 
$26.86 
$26.54 
MAXIMUM 
RATE 
$17.65 
$16.51 
$18.39 
$20.30 
$21.33 
$22.36 
$23.49 
$24.71 
$25.95 
$27.37 
$26.61 
$30.40 
•<fc. 
4; 
., ft 
I ' ' -"tyr 
•W 
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Schedule C - February 16,2004 
> & • 
SPHEDVLE.P 
Effective February 14, 2005 
LABOR 
GRADE 
MINIMUM 
RATE 
MAXIMUM 
RATE 
11 
10 
9 
6 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
$18.46 
$17.12 
$18.01 
$19.00 
$20.01 
$21.13 
$22.27 
$23.30 
$24,79 
$26.24 
$27.77 
$29.40 
$18.39 
$19.07 
$19.97 
$20.91 
$21.97 
$23.03 
$24.19 
$25.45 
$28.73 
$26.19 
$29.87 
$31.31 
Schedule 0 - February 14.2009 
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LETTER 1 
This Is to confirm the understanding and agreement' reached at recent contra 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters L 
No. 1160 of the International Brotherhood of Teamster*, concerning a $1,000 retlflcaltor^ 
bonus. 
Following the ratification of this Agreement, employees who are both on the payrott tti 
the Company and are covered by mis Agreement as of February 16,2002 shall recekrr 
a $1,000 ratification bonus. No other employee or former employee shall be eligible fo| 
this bonus. The ratification bonus wltl be paid under the following guidelines: J, 
(1> Employees will be given the opportunity to place some or all of this bonus In titfct 
Savings Plan. fc 
(2> 
(3) 
Employees must elect In writing to put some, or all, of their bonus, In $2H£ 
Increments, Into the Savings Plan no later than March 5,2002. 
Employees who do not make such election will ba paid a ratification bonus <ty. 
$1,000 (Gross) no later than March 14,2002. V 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this IB"1 day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1150 
a'; 
• > • 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION^ 
RC$COJ CALO 
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Letter 1 - Ratification Bonus 
\% 
% 
*x 
LETTER 2 
„-^fes!? , 0 confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
~ i iL8 , l 0 n 9 D 8 b v e e n Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
^S0 of the Internationa) Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning overtime records. 
greed overtime will be recorded on a standard form provided by the Company. A 
jlfrform to be used is attached. It is further agreed that the Company will post In 
wmrilme area a copy of the form showing overtime hours charged to employees In 
JSgjwertlmB area. 
*" - " j i 
aqrlng.the life of the Agreement the Company and the Union will meet to review 
.titernaVve methods of recording overtime such as electronic or online systems or any 
-ya. methods tn keeping with technological advancements. 
-.JWltf-si Stratford, Connecticut, this 10** day of February 2002 
|{!*-*IKOIWrCY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1180 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
r
* p " T ; R O C C ^ u T C A L O ! 
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Letter 1 - Overtime Records 
k' 
m ginneuNES FOR OVERTME 
AB overtone worked wMt ba chwfted In tarma of (tours paid, <i.e. flva (5) hottfg 
l i T L , r t l equals seven end one-half <7.5, hour, charged, five (5) boor^ 
double «ma equals ten (f 0) hour* charged). 
All overtime refuaed win be charged tn terms of hour* Which would have bee J . 
paid If the employee had worked. 
An employee who te scheduled tor overtime end M» to report will ba charged 
1 Z & which would have been paid had he/she reported. 
H practicable, employee* with the leaet mount of overtime will be selected. 
Employe wtll be grouped by Job code and grade under Ihe Jurisdiction of «*JK 
eupervlsw within the respective overttma area. ^ 
At the start of each year, overtime records among employees within the same jdj&,.; 
^ T a n d ^ s a S t f ^ ^ 
bVadiiisted to reflect the differential In overtime hours between^ < ™ J M 
with Sie hjhaat number of overtime hours and the employee with ihe lowa^j 
number of overtime hours. 
Whenever overtime Involves priority or emergency work, or «qu'»* 
S S S S S ? sWll, selection will be made to meet these requirements. 
resulting disparity will be offset as soon as practicable, 
To be scheduled for overtime wo*, employ** must be fully qualified to peffc<|< 
the work, tf not, they will be charged. | 
tb* new group. J£a 
SperSeS™risdlciion, wtthln the reepecttve overtime area, have been char 
(or overtime during the period of absence. 
iSStSJSMlmm been offered the overtime hours. 
K 
Guideline* for Overtime 
<1> 
M 
W 
(4) 
(T) 
t«) 
(9) 
&J 
mS^HSSnJ^T"!?1 wm *n " * * » • a m o u n t <* overtime after ell 
respective overtime area, have been charged with overtime, tf Bnem&lova«'ft 
^SXTVn(21) ***^. •» SSSJ^b^SXi 
average overtime when he/she returns to the group. " 
ZLta l ? V 5 ? ^ ^Lf v w?m f t d"*>B such absence. An employee absent for 
XZZSFflSlPfr * * °» ^ ^ *» " • * • * overtime K M 
S S S ™ hl8ft,6rJ°b 2 * und0r * * Wf*"1*"'* jurisdiction, within the 
: respective overtime area, have been charged for such overtime. 
" ^ ittaanS?5™9 °" l ° f l n *'" to • * • * * * ' tor « » * • *»<t» flfuP to which he/she 
^ ^L^^i*1"!^0"0^? r*"1!*0 smployee la on loan for the first twenty-one (211 
^ £ ^ ? l r £ * ! » # be *"*"* i0 m omptoyee'e record In his/her pa£n 
&- J S T S i r L ', ^ W « *"» w H»n exceeds twenty-one (21) calendar 
r r & " ^ * * « « * « « * " - * . g r o u c h uey 
^^ktjUhHI he/she returns to the group, 
$ £ • B l S J l t ! 1 ' wwie en employae Is on travel status for the first twenty-one 
$ ' £ £ J . 2 2 f »T * ' ! £ Char9*'110 m * ftmBl(>y»'» record Irt his/her parent 
• J S r ? ' ,^S pa!°<1 o f ""« «" twvei statue exceeds twerrfyorw (21) 
^
i S ? S L ^ J ? ^ l ! m p . , 0 y W *"' ba fltven " * a v w B » e « * » <*^e group ftiewh day until he/she returns to the croup 
' ^ E e ^ E I V * 6 Pf11*1 to n « to P"»«">t the working leader from receiving 
;
^ 1 K ? ! r aV?™d 8tafcia w0ar t infl o v«t i m« dtstrtbutton. Working leaders 
•Sptojees6 to exc,U9lv*ly per1orm * " * M ( m a l l y * » • *W tthw 
Ma imderatood, the Company and Hs supervisors, are responsible for the iwlectlon, distribution, and equalization of overtime. ™P°™'ow ror me 
parUeB mcogntee that overtime areas which currently exist shall be 
Inued In effect during ihe term of this Agreement. 
^ i ! - L * T ' l h s 2T" ar tow for th* cn,atton of " « * overtime areas, *uch new 
;^ertlrna areas wilt be mutualry agreed upon by the Company and the Union. 
M&,^^'*^I?r?lt!im duty work'mav ^  «"0 , D , e to *<>* Pl iable 
' ^ S ? ')^0yld8<, • » "5M duty work Is scheduled for overtime and all other 
I S T *"nPtelwe*' ^f"" "» respective overtime area, have deen offered the 
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The following explanation is given regarding fte various keys which are located on i 
top of the form to be used far the recording of overtime. -'p: 
W 
(t>i 
<c) 
td) 
(e) 
» 
y - V a c a t i o n - To be used whenever an employee Is on vacation. *u . 
F - EmTuftiMw ar Swictal Job - To be used when a hot or now Job needs teM, 
done which only one or two employees under the foreman are qualified..«;. 
perform. Therefore, the qualified employee would be scheduled for over f i l l ^ 
while others In the same job code were excluded. This particular situation m\M 
prevaB for two or three weeks, but should not occur over a prolonged period anft 
other employees In the job code should be trained to perform the operation. T w 
should not be used to bring In a working leader to perform work normally done*1' -
other employees. SJ*' 
s - Scheduled. Did Not Report - Thfs key should be counted as a day w o n m 
and t t o h o w M h a employee"would have been paid should ba entered Into % 
total. The reason for absences would also be recorded on the attendance am, 
lateness record. ,iv-
R - Offered. But Refused - This key is used for en employee who Is offered 
overtime work but refused and the employee would be charged In terms of hou$: 
paid had he/she worked the overtime. k& 
I - ill Or OthftrwUB Unavailable - This key should be used for an employe^ 
whcTon the daw wrtfrnYwasscheduled, was absent because of Illness or wet 
otherwise unavailable. This code can only be used If all other employees In Irjs; 
group (l.e., job code and tabor grade under the Jurisdiction of Hie eupervlsof 
wlthtn the respective overtime area,) have been offered overtime. & 
MQ - Mot Qualified - This key would be applicable for a probationary employed 
or an employee recently promoted and who has not received sufficient traWjfr 
oh the Job and therefore, cannot perform the work without ctosa eupervtBl"w-
Sueh an employee should be offered every opportunity to become qualified i 
share In the overtime offered to those In his/her Job code. To be **»duieflL 
overtime employees must ba fully qualified to perform the work, If not, they wTCbji 
charged. ^A 
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LETTERS 
if-
This is (0 confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recant cont ract^ : 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and (tie Sikorsky Teamsters L o c a t l 
N o . 11 SO of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the group h e a l t h ^ 
.dental, fife and disability Insurance plans, ''; 
•a 
Effective February 18,2002: J 
(a) Continue medical coverage, unchanged, through June 30,2002. ""' \ 
(b) Increase the life and AD&D Insurance, monthly total and permanent disability | j ! 
income (T&PD), and weeWy dfsablltty Income (Dl) In accordance with U * # 
following schedule: 
Basa Rate Wane Class 
$17.00 and Under 
$17.01 -
$18.01 
- f 16.00 
- $1910 
$19.01 - $20,00 
$20,01 -
$21.01 -
-$21.00 
$22.00 
$22.01 - $23.00 
$23.01-$24.00 
$24.01 and above 
Life & AD&D 
$67,000 
$60.000 
13,000 
Weekly OrsabHItv WvDJM 
""$440* 
$450 
l ieT 
$470  
$46 
$490 
$500 
$.510 
$520 
T&PD 
$1,032.84 
I 087.20 141.56 
£ .196.92 ,250.28 $1.304.64 
$1.359,00 
$1.413,36 
S1-467.72 
(c) If an employee becomes totally and permanently disabled while working for thai 
Company, and before their 65lh birthday, they will receive a monthly T&r?$| 
benefit until they recover of receive en amount equal to their life Insurance plusp 
Interest but not beyond their normal retirement age (age G5) subject to \tn& 
current rules -for payment of disability payments. If they remain totally ara|K 
permanently disabled up to their normal retirement age (age 65), the ttfefe-
insurance available to them will be reduced by the amount they have already?*; 
received or will receive from total permanent disability income, 
(d) Continue to provide Accidental Death and Dismemberment to the Imp 
levels in (b) above with the following dismemberment schedule: 
Loss of one hand, one foot 
or sight of one eye 
Any two or more of the 
above 
50% of AD&D insurance 
100% of AD&D Insurance 
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my Up to $20,000 of Optional Supplementary Life Insurance (OSLI) will be offered In 
. £* increments (at the option of the employee) of $5,000. The cost Is $0 50 per 
m- $f,000 of Insurance per month. If elected, premium will be deducted from the 
S f c amptoyee's weekly paycheck. Employees may carry OSLI Into retirement by 
t%-,, pay lnf l D r a m | u ™ until tn«y « « h age 69, at which time coverage will cease. 
rjgjisfc. Employees who ere permanently assigned to the Company's Flight Operations 
jgs will be eligible to purchase an additional $130,000 of Optional Supplemental Life 
• j p Insurance In accordance with the conditions specified In Letter 4, Section (el for 
! & . a total of $150,000 Insurance coverage. This additional coverage will continue to 
>sfe be offered In Increments ol $5,000 at a cost of $2.50 per $5,000 unit per month 
,.&.-• Employees may carry the additional OSLI until such time as they are no longer 
^ assigned to Right Operations. Employees mey carry up to $20,000 OSLI Into 
^-ret i rement by paying premiums until they reach age 69, at which time coverage 
H^t will cease, 
fflj^.An additional $200,000 of Ufa Insurance coverage Is available to certain 
H&., represented employees deemed to be permanenity assigned to Fiioht 
• Jjpj Operations. Payment of this benefit, in addition to any basic life Insurance and 
•tfjkV accidental death and dismemberment Insurance payable, will be made In the 
->#;- «vent the covered employee dies while carrying out the normai designated 
^ mponslbllltlea of his/her job. 
ftjj^r Increase the survivor Income Insurance Part I monthly payment from $200 to 
• H H ^ * 2 2 5 P6"m o n t n ••** r a , W the payment for Part It from $ 2 0 0 to $ 2 2 5 per month 
"Wf ™8 bonef l t W|H * * P a y a W * to «* a'telWa family members of all active employees 
; iSk and to the spouses only of former employees who are collecting T&PD payments 
J « at the time of death. 
^P^Corrtlnue to offer a medical flexible spending account to allow employees to 
5-M p lace u p t 0 * 2 ' 0 0 0 p 9 f y e s r a p r* t ax f u n d » , n a n account to pay for out-of-pocket 
"$$-< madlcal and dental expenses. Any expanse recognized by the Internal Revenue 
.^*3 iL Service for Income tax purposes (except personal transportation) can be 
"&M reimbursed. Reimbursable expenses Include, but are not limited to, deductibles, 
•As, vision care, audio care, eyeglasses, co-payments, coal above R&C and dental 
&#ten a^Panws. Funds Bre. contributed on a pretax basis In accordance with 
' M J . Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. Once contributions begin, the entire 
/^vamounl of projected contributions will be Immediately available. There Is no 
:^,requtrement for the account balance to be equal to the amount withdrawn, except 
&;,_ the total amount withdrawn cannot exceed the annual amount designated to be 
^ contributed. An election to make contributions cannot be revoked or changed 
,}0, during the plan year except for certain events such as birth or death of 
"*£v' .dependents, marriage or divorce. Interest earned on the assets In the flexible 
;_;•'£• spending account will be allocated to the Individual accounts yearly. Any excess 
- -J '^.-funds, Interest earned or unused funds remaining In the account after payment of 
>3 all legitimate claims, wffl be allocated to the accounts of participants In the flexible 
. ^;Spendmg account In the following year 
: f?k' 77 
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amount equal to the total excess funds, divided by the number of participants 
the following year.
 mg 
Effective July 1,20O2, employees may contribute up to $3,000 per year of prelaj 
funds Into thta account. 
(J) Continue to offer a dependent day care flexible spending account to eltc%\-
emptoyees to place up Io $5,000 per year of pretax funds In an account to pay foj •; 
out-of-pocket dependent day care expenses for children and adultfe)de>>" 
dependents. If married, the spouse must be working and must be filing e joint t s v 
return for the $5,000 amount. Reimbursable expenses Include, but are ng 
limited to, child day care or In home child or adultfeldarcare. Funds are; 
contributed on s pretax basis. Any excess funds et the end of the year w l i M ^ 
reallocated among the following year's account participants. Interest earned w t . 
the assets In the flexible spending account will be allocated to the (ndMdfiS 
accounts yearly. Each account will be credited in the following year wllh; ' 
amount equal to the interest earned divided by the number of participants m I 
following year. 
(k) Employees may select the option of no medical coverage, the Company pn 
plan or an HMO. One benefit resulting from this selection is to avoid the. I 
level contributions normally required to participate tn a Company suppd 
medical plan (Company provided medical plan or an HMO). In addition,' 
employee electing not to be covered under the Company's group health 
shall receive a fifty dollar ($60) per month payment, less applicable tederal.8lito 
and local taxes, in Beu of such coverage. Employees wilt receive twelve dowft 
and fifty cents ($12.50) pre-tax, per week to be paid out during the first f o u r ^ 
weeks of the month. Payment to the employee will end upon termination^; 
employment and/or upon the termination of benefit ellgibiity. An employe* 
electing the no coverage option may not enroll In the Company's group heaJDj 
plan unill the enrollment period the following calendar year, unless^ 
employee's spouse loses his or her Job or medical coverage, or unless^ 
employee hlmselffherself loses the medical coverage, or except for certain... 
status changes such as birth or death of dependents, marriage or divorce. 
vvfe 
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L J'' 
_, fffretlv* July 1,2002: 
fcT '•''ST 
Kiur , ) , oy f t 8 9 w l" ( m y t h e fo ,owln8 PW-tax contributions for the duration of this Agreement 
L I S " * t n e Company provided medical coverage (HMOs are treated separately in 
t"' .£sner7), ' 
t-citC 
Effective 7/1/02 -12/31/04 
Employee Only 
Employee Plus One Dependent 
Employee Plus Femllv 
$5.50 per week 
$11.00 per week 
$16.60 parwaek 
pTptnhlng January 1, 2009, the medical contribution rates win be adjusted to equal the 
fc
 wyost renegotiated rates then In effect within any otfier currently existing Connecticut 
. tlnCbargarnlng unit. 
« Aji jbultani will be collected weekly from employees' wages. If an employees wages 
fefl^Iftsufftclent to collect the required contributions, the uncollected contribution will be 
%L £»«nulated and an extra week's contributions will be deducted from fulure wages until 
|:.,ffje,uneoDected contributions have been fully collected. 
Va id^ 8 " 9 1 o p a n enro,llT,ent P'ftod will be scheduled during the second quarter of 2002 
i * ® ! ? Whteh e n , P t o V 8 M m a V thooss e'lner the Company's Point of Service Plan (If In 
t- *»*#otnt of Service Plan area), a Preferred Provider Organization Plan (if out of ihe 
witof Service Plan area), a Medical Plan (If out of the Point of Service Plan area) or 
qualified HMO. Elections will become effective July 1.2002 
l^wtwork service area Is defined by zip codes. If an employee's zip code for their 
• at address on file with the Company Is not In a zip code defined as being In the 
i&ariy medical plan service area, they will ba "out-of-area" and will be eligible for the 
bf-area" medical plan. Employees who are out-of-area, may eted to participate In 
HJout-dt-area plan or opt Into the network. The service areas will change yearly at 
**sn enrollment but will not be changed during the year even It the network "grows" Into 
iMfp code areas. 
Sneflt summary Is Intended to provide an eaay-to-understand benefits guide. If 
'.wnfltet arises between this summary and the official plan documents, the official 
Tjtocuments wfll always govern., Employees do not gain any new rights because of 
foment In or omission from these summaries. 
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Plan Provision - EflaeUvo July1, 2002: 
ft&C • R M M M M * and Cuttomwy 
PCP • frtrrmvCara PhyiWan 
GtONAPrgfttrMPravldtr 
Oratibatto [PPP] 
OTtolRaCanar 
dMJueau«{CiONA 
carttflullen 
tquM}.Cov*m 
birth and ntwtMfn 
until Mothtri 
dtohtrga. 
CIONA Midlcal 
10ut-oMr»»| 
All Prertdtfi 
80K of RSC 
(CIONA 
eartHlcallon 
raqulttdji, Cov*n 
MrUianrJrtwbom 
until MotHtr'i 
dfidurpt. 

-Vtalon Ctra tttmi 
tanrti 
-ewoaliaast— 
-TrlloOlhnWt 
-Contact Imi 
<|fnwd*d 
lolowfcg cataract 
nurgwyorH 
canrantlpMI 
hmMCtunat 
MnaMMMr 
«wk»2tvroi 
•Otbw Contact 
rtnt<nomo« 
Stan on* pair of 
lanaeaavaryti 
-frame* (no more 
than ona ftanw 
•varv M mtmtiil 
CIOMA. Mint of Sflnrtea (POW 
in-tiatyoik J Oot-oHMtwort. 
SIS 
pa 
K? 
(id 
sis 
•is 
^ — m 
srz 
WO 
116 
CK)NAPmtamdfr*v»«r 
OfuirinllontPPW 
115 
130 
h 
S30 
I IS 
Sis 
rfe 
*rs 
*30 
SIS 
CMHAMtdleM 
jOutiiMraal 
AHermridara 
SIS 
in 
IW 
SIS 
DsducllMa doaa not appty lor vWon. BantSt* may ba appta towart Kit parcfcaaa ot aafaty 
glaaaaa through tta Company and tor praaertpttoft aungtaiiaa. 
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Administrative Hems - Effective February 18.2002: 
COBRA 
W !!• 
'nip' 
1 
Medical and 
Dental Dependent 
OfllbMty 
Dependent 
Survivor Coverage 
Dental Coverage 
Coordination of 
Benefits 
Medical Ptan 
Maximum 
Continue health and dental after termination as provided under 
COBRA. 
Spouse and unmarried dependent children to age 18 (to age 23 if 
MMtme student); and totally disabled dependent children who 
meet efltftHlltv requirements. 
Upon the death of an active employee, eligible dependents will 
continue to receive medical and dental coverage for thirty (30) 
days at Company expense. 
Continue services for accidental Injury to sound, natural teeth, 
tempromandlbutar Joint disorder, routine and complex oral surgery. 
Complex oral surgery may require use of medical plan and 
adherence to plan procedures, either trwietwork or out-of-network. 
HospKaltotlon, If required. Is covered under the medical plan. 
Maintenance of benefits for medical plan benefits. Full dental 
coordination. No coordination or managed care fees or HMO fees 
or benefits. No coordination tor prescription drugs. Effective 
7/1/02, change dental coordination so that the dental plan will pay 
only the difference, tf any, between the benefit from a spouse's 
plan and the employee's normal dental plan payment. 
$1,000.000 In- end out-of-fletwork. oot-ol-area and mental 
health/substance abuse combined. $5,000 automatic restoration 
of medics) on January t. Effective 7/1/02, Increase lifetime 
maximum for Erwtetwork covered services under Managed Care 
Plans and Medical Plan from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000. Eliminate 
automatic annual $5.000 restoration. ' 
Effective July 1,2002: 
Employees will pay the following pre-tax contributions for the duration of thfs Agreement 
toward the Company provided denlel coverage. 
t Effective Trt/02 Employee Only 
Employee Plus One Dependent 
Employee Plus Family 
> 0.50 per week 
' 1.00 per week 
1.50 per week 
tf. Contributions will be collected weekly from employees' wages. If an employee's wages 
are InsufflCtent to collect the required contributions, the uncollected contribution will ba 
accumulated and an extra week's contributions will be deducted from future wages until 
Ins uncollected contributions have been fully collected. 
SS 
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DENTAL PLAN SCHEDULE - EFFECTIVE JULY 1,20DZ ?&, 
Class I Schedule 
Class II Schedule 
Class III Schedule 
Class IV Schedule 
100% of reasonable and customary charges. , 
80% reimbursement level, not to exceed an actual 25% 
Increase In schedule, 
50% reimbursement level, not to exceed an actual 25% 
increase in schedule. 
if 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 11 SO 
Rocqgj. 
100% of reasonable and customary charges. $1,500 lifetime • ^ 
maximum. f | 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this I t * day of February 2002. 
Gh CALO CL 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION 
A ELIZABETH B . A M A T O f l 
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9f 
& 15TTEM 
->/Jhl» Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
vj£ftsgotlBtlons between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
- Jro. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the Pension Pfan 
tiwsrred to In Article XII. 
'sptstUve February 18,201ft: 
'-vV. 
•'ffirffll average eamlngB wlN be based on the S highest paid years out of the fast 10 years 
"^service. 
-vTfe pre-retirement spouse's death benefit for employees with 10 years or more of 
:*$tedtted pension service Is as follows: 
»'' The spouse of such deceased employee will be eligible to receive a one hundred 
i s percent (100%) Joint and survivor benefit as of the date the deceased employee 
?•"% would have attained age 55. The pre-retirement spouse's death benefit for 
•-v£„ vested employees with less than 10 years of credited pension service will 
continue to toe the fifty percent (50%) Joint and Burvivor benefit as Is currently 
stated in the pension plan. 
^ .Retirees who ere rehired will be allowed to become active plan members and accrue 
^wffltlonal benefits If, and only tf, they agree to surrender any insurance certificates 
wifltor agree that payments from the plan win stop on reemployment. 
'•Jsf£-
. Effective March 1,2002: 
. ' ; * 
K*V -
$ 
.»-
&> fS 
, # • 
*V#- I 
" ' • ' ' ' ' — 
Final Average Earnings 
Under $38,000 
$38,000 -$39,999 
$40,000-541,999 
$42,000-$43,999 
$44,000 and over 
Monthly Pension Per 
Year of Credited Service 
$41 
$42 
$43 
$44 
$45 
-•i 
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Dated at Stratford. Connecticut, «il» IB* day of February 2002. 
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LETTERS 
, WftMete confirm the unitefstaodtng and agreement recently reached between Sikorsky 
pajgjifi Corporation and (he Sikorsky Teamsters Local No. 1150 of Ihe International 
^tjgjharhood of Teamsters, concerning the Cash Balance Pension Plan for represented 
l ^ p y e e a (CBP). 
i AprO 1, 2002 the Company will Institute a CBP which wfl) provide a future 
; tatAce supplement to the monthly pension described In Letter 4, as follows: 
~
r%{i A CBP will be maintained for each active employee who Is a participant In the 
^•pension plan described in Letter 4. 
The Company wfll credll each CBP wtth fifty cents ($0,50) per hour for forty {40) 
Hours per week while the employee remain* on the Company payroll, not to 
2$$. exceed two-thousand eighty (2,060) hours annually. 
%%' 
@j^. The amounts credited to each CBP will accrue Interest credited monthly at a rate 
i ^"dstermtned annually in advance based on published ten (10) year Treasury Bill 
f £ yaw8-
jThe amount accrued In a CBP will be available as either a lump sum or an 
!j equivalent annuity (annuity determined using IRS guidelines) regardless of age 
'" el Bny time after termination, retirement or death (for beneficiary). 
the CBP will continue to earn Interest until withdrawn as a lump sum or the 
y commencement of the annuity. 
; Employees who as of April 1, 2002 have five (5) or more years of continuous 
iervtee will be Immediately vested In the CBP. For employees with less than five 
i{5) years of continuous service ss of April 1, 2002 the vesting requirements will 
, ^Jralbw current pension guidelines. Further details regarding the CBP can be 
J '"^ffpsurtd In the booklet entitled Your Retirement Plan Digest at Sikorsky Aircraft for 
'^Represented Employees whose terms govern over the general description 
>%contelned herein. 
•tfttftttord, Connecticut, this 18** day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TSAMSTERS 
""!:' LOCAL MO. 11M 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
ROCtgtJ.CALO I V ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
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LETTER 6 
[J. <i 
.# 
This Is to confirm the understanding end agreement reached at recent contrac 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamstersfiscal 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning He""* 
Maintenance Organizations, 
There are a number of Health Maintenance Organizations (hereinafter "HMOs") I 
In areas In and around Connecticut where the employees covered by the Is 
Agreement reside which have qualified under the terms of the FederalHeai! 
Maintenance Organization Act of 187*. Some of these HMOs h m n r i M 
Company, pursuant to Section 1310 of the Act, that they wish to serve the Campari 
employees who reside tn areas served by such HMOs. 
Accordingly, the Company and the Union have agreed that - « * r i * 5 ^ * * s : i 
provlstoni of Article XII - any employee coveted by the Agreement may elect t o m t i ^ 
any one of the qualified HMOs which, as of February 18.2002. or during the life of .m^ 
Agreement, has fliven the Company and the Company has accepted the notice M 
to above and whteh services the area In which the employee resides, provided; ^ 
(a) Except to the extent required by law, nothing herein shall ^ eonatnMd tonqM 
the Company to accept any HMO, or any particular HMO. Further^  to the erf* 
permitted by law. if the Company has accepted, or accepts In the future, 
HMO or any particular HMO, nothing herein shall be construed to require , 
Company to continue, extend or renew such HMO nor to accept In the Mwt>fj 
further notice from such HMO and the Company reserves the right m Its," 
discretion to cancel any such HMO. 
(b) Contributions for HMOs will be determined annuatty as follows: 
The contribution level for all qualified HMOs will be equal to th» Comi 
soonsored plan (CIGNA) contribution level, plus the third-party valuation 45 „ 
benefit differential between the HMO and the Company tpmorad j ^ j j W S 
incremental HMO administrative charges over the level of the admtnlaTCW 
charges for the Company sponsored plan. 
id Emotoveas will pay the following minimum weekly pre tax contributions 
1
 duration of this Agreement toward HMO provided health care coverage, 
hi 
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itter 6 - Health Maintenance Organization* 
Effective 7/1/02 -12/31/04 
Employee Only 
Employee Plus One Dependant 
Employee Plus Family 
$5.50 per week 
J11.00 per week 
: 16.50 per week 
^ Beginning January 1.2005, the medical contribution rates will be adjusted to 
*J$& *q? ,a l t h e t 0 w e 9 t f8neB<«t«ted rates then In effect within any other currently 
r«|4! existing Connecticut UTC bargaining unit. ™™™y 
I Effective February 18,2002, through June 30, 2002, the contributions for HMOs 
S* win continue at the levels established on January 1, 2002. 
f(IW Effective July 1, 2002, for those electing to Join a qualified HMO accepted by the 
£ Company. the Company will pay an amount equal to the HMO premium or an 
« amount equal to the cost of the Company's Managed Care Plan, whichever (3 
. . • tesa. in addition to contributions referenced in paragraph (b) above, employees 
-1&. «teel!ng to snrott in such plan must pay the HMO cost, If any, which exceeds the 
J f t£ o m £ a n ^* C08t tor "* ManBB*d Care Plan. If any employee's wages are 
*^,fo»uraeienl to c o l , a c l tf,e required contributions, to Include those referenced In 
$ Pflra9'*Ph W' "» uncollected contributions will be accumulated and an extra 
s'wJ8 contributions «*• be deducted from future wages unltl they have been 
&fulty collected. 
There will be an open enrollment period once eech year at which time eligible 
[-employees wilt be allowed a choice of the Company health benefits programs or 
iA qualified HMO that has been accepted by the Compeny end that the Company 
? l i * ! ,™ M l e discretion, chooses to make available to employees, with the 
* 3 ^ ? p U o n °* M r t a , n emP toyee m to11* changes, once an election has been 
^^nttfe or the open enrollment period has expired, no change may be made until 
•' -vjtlhe next open enrollment period. 
topen enrollment period wffl be scheduled during the second quarter of 2002 
hlch employees may choose either the Company's Point of Service Ptan (If In 
nlot Service Plan eras), a Preferred Provider Organization Plan (if out of the 
gtfcServlee Plan area), a Medical Plan (If out of the Polnl of Service Plan area), or 
""•^l-HMO. Elections will become effective Jury 1.2002. 
• : • % » . 
m 
fStntford, Connecticut, Oils 1ft* day of February 3002. 
f SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1150 SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
ELIZABETH B.AMATO 
JUmtio 
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-t This is to confirm the understanding and agreement recently teached between Sikorsky f 
Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local No. 1150 of the Intemattonal -t. 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning severance pay for laid off employees. i 
tn case of an indefinite layoff for lack of work occurring between February 16,2002 end 
February 19. 2006, employees, as defined In Section 2.1, who are eligible will be paid J 
severance pay allowances in accordance with the following terms and conditions: -^ 
(1) To be eligible for any severance pay allowance, an employee must have at least | . 
90 days seniority as of the day preceding the layoff. X 
•%' 
12) Severance pay allowance will be equal to forty (40) times the employee's base y -
hourly wage Including cost of living allowance when applicable (excluding any -L 
shift or other premium pay), which the employee was paid for the last day of work ^ 
preceding the layoff. '"i 
(3) Severance pay allowance shall be paid weekly to an eligible laid off employee |_ 
beginning on the second pay day following the date the employee fs laid off. ;>-
% 
(4) The number of weeks lor which an employee shell receive severance pay:y. 
allowance shall be governed by the employee's seniority on the day precedfng^-
tayoff as follows: .'& 
From 00 days to en* (1) year 
From one (1) year to two (2) years 
Three (3) yearn 
Faur{4)yeer* 
Rve(3)yeare 
Six (6) years 
Seven (7) thronoh nine (9) year* 
Ten (10) through twelve (12) year* 
two (2) waeki' severance pay allowance 
four (4) week*' teverarioe pay eflowane* 
tour (4) waeki' severance pay allowance 
(our (4) week*1 leverance pay anoyance 
fhw (5) weeks' severance pay allowance 
set (6) week*1 severance pay alliwtnce 
Thirteen (13) and fourteen (14) years 
Fltlten (19)endsixteen (16)ye«r*_ 
esven (7) weekf severance pay allowance 
nine (B) weak*' severance pay allowance 
ten (10) week*' severance pay allowance 
twelve (12) week*' severance pay sSowance 
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& 
Seventeen (17) and eftjhieen (10) years 
Nineteen (19) and twenty (20) year* 
Twenty-one (21) end twenty-two (22) 
veers 
Twenty-three (23) and twenty-four (24) 
year* 
Tw*nty-fhi» (25) w more year* 
fourteen (14) weekf severance pay allowance 
Sixteen (16) weeks' severance pay allowance 
ElpMeen (18) week*' severance psy allowance 
Twenty (20) weeks' severance pay sltowance 
Twenty-tour (24) weeks' severance pay allowance 
. * > • • 
j:15) No employee, however, shell be paid a severance pay allowance for any week 
! following the date the employee la recalled to work from layoff. 
(6) No employee shall be paid the severance pay allowance more than once during 
the period from February 18, 2002. through February 19, 2006: provided, 
however, If Ihe total severance pay allowance to which the employee was entltted 
under (4) above wes not paid him/her because of Warner recall from layoff, such 
employee who is again laid off during that period shall again be eligible for 
severance pay allowance but only for the number of week* for which his/her total 
severance pay allowance was not paid because of his/her recall from layoff. 
^ t t o severance pey allowance wilt be paid to any employee who Is laid off because of an 
' act of God or a natural emergency or because of a strike at a facility of a major supplier 
- w necessary parts. 
• * - ^
T
* 
"balBd at Stratford, Connecticut, lhr*1B*dayofFebruary2002. 
ROCCOJ.CALO 
lift- SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
-•?,.*•_ . LOCAL NO. 1 1 » 
: 
•Sr 
i j I 
.*?*• 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
te^^ 
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LETTERS 
This Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract. 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Loctit^ 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the UnltetfJt 
Technology* Represented Employees Savings Plan. j s ' 
The maximum emptoyee matched contribution will continue at forty-eight dollars ($48)i;;| 
per week. On April 1,2002, the maximum matched contribution will be Increased to ftfryjk. 
dollars ($60) per week. On January 1,2003, the maximum matched contribution will b4?k 
Increased to fifty-two {$52) per week, January 1, 2004, the maximum matched^ 
contribution will be Increased to fifty-four ($34) dollars per week, and on January 1 $ ; \ 
2005, the maximum matched contribution wUI be increased to fifty-six ($56) dollars p«|?f-: 
week. The Company matching contributions will be 50% of employee contributions U M 
to the maximum allowable matched contribution per week. :MJ-
The maximum employee unmatched contribution will continue at fifty-eight dollars ($56^-
per week. On April 1, 2002, the maximum unmatched contribution will be Increased^ 
eighty dollars ($80) per week. On January 1; 2003, the maximum unmatched* 
contribution will be Increased to eighty-two dottars ($62) per week, January 1, 2004, theA; 
maximum unmatched contribution will be Increased to eighty-four ($84) dollars fffl£> 
week, and on January 1, 2005, the maximum unmatched contribution will be lncreaite(t& 
to eighty-six ($86) dollars perweek. '"$' 
Effective February 18,2002: 
W 
(b) 
<c) 
(d) 
Employees may elect to put alt or part of their matched or unmatcha&&. 
contributions Into the plan on a before tax basis in accordance with eeetlorr/ 
401 (k) of the Internal Revenue Code. Such contributions must be made In wholep • 
dollar amounts. , ,T J>^ 
Employees may elect to transfer their Savings Plan account balances Into or oujb 
of the Represented Employees Savings Plan, If they are transferred into or onto 
the bargaining unit. Restrictions apply which prevent this transfer if en ESOP i 
Individual COLA Account exists at the time the transfer Is requested. 
Employees may elect to Invest money In the Funds available under the U?€ .. 
Represented Employee Savings Plan. * % 
Employees may transact unlimited plan transfers of part or ell of their account^. 
values. In 1% increments (with a $250 minimum), from one investment fufttf'te 
another. Contributions Into accounts (funds) may be directed tn one percerj^ 
(1%) Increments. 
(e) Active Savings Plan members may transfer the total taxable portion of Ihetfc 
distribution from a qualified savings plan of a former employer Into for 
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*fc 
It!!. 
Represented Savings Plan, provided that a lump sum distribution is the normal 
form of distribution under such other pfan. 
The following Savings Plan payout options at retirement will continue as follows: 
• Receive annual payments from two (2) to twenty (20) years. 
• Deferred payments wffl begin April 1 following the calendar year In which the 
employee reaches age 70 %, 
• Former employees end retirees, may leave account balances over $5,000 In 
the plan until April 1 following the calendar yeer In which thay reach age 70V1 
et which time payments must start. 
• Retirees may make two (2) partial withdrawals pBr calendar year which may 
occur In conjunction with the two (2) to twenty (20) year annua) payments. 
A toan feature wW continue in the Represented Savings Plan, Employees may 
borrow up to 50% of their savings plan balance (excluding their COLA account) If 
they have been a plan participant for two years and have a savings plan balance 
of at least $2,000. The minimum amount which can be borrowed is $1,000 and 
the maxfmum loan amount Is $50,000. Loans involve no tax penalty or 
suspension of savings, as long as the loan is paid back, Payment Is by payroll 
deduction or direct payment if payroll deduction is not possible. The loan period 
Is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 years. Full prepayment can be made after six (6) months of 
loan. Partial prepayment Is not permitted. The interest paid on the loan Is the 
prime lending rate as published In the Wall Street Journal plus 1 % fixed for the 
term of the toan. All payments, Including Interest, go Into the employee's 
account A loan processing fee will be charged, Employees may have onty one 
loan open at a time. 
jtipoysea will continue to have the ability to use the "UTC Access" touch-tone 
;JHpjhone Information system. The system requires every employee to select a 
""Tdentlal four-digit Personal Identification Number (PIN). The use of this PIN and 
al Security Number (SSN) allows employees to obtain savings plan account 
rices, current investment fund balances and fund performance, amounts available 
mwlthdrawal, general plan Information and to process savings plan loans, Interfund 
Jfiisfers, end payroll deduction amounts, 
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Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002. 
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lETTERfl 
Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached between Sikorsky Aircraft 
Hon and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local Wo. 1150 of the International 
of Teamsters, concerning the continuation of Individual COLA Accounts 
itied by the deferral of cost of living allowances (COLA) to assist In offsetting future 
Irement health care costs. 
$n&tlve February 18,2002: 
jj$; IndMdual COLA Accounts may be continued for the accumulation of funds to 
f«.-' help offset medical costs for retirees. 
l^wEinployees may continue to elect the deferral of their entire cost of living 
•\i allowance (COLA), provided for In Section 7.R Into the Individual COLA Account. 
' £ (See paragraph (c) below.) 
>For the duration of this Agreement, all deferments to the Individual COLA 
Account will Include COLA accumulated from the prior contract (forty-one cents 
($0.41)) plus new COLA as It accrues over the life of the current contract. 
Such election shall be made on an sll-or-nothlrtg basis and will NOT be matched 
by Ihe Company. 
A special open enrollment period shall be held from Monday, February 18, 2002, 
' through Friday, March 8, 2002, tor employees to make their election for Ihe first 
.contract year. 
Employees currently enrolled must notify the Company by March 8,2002, of their 
J-^ idesIre to discontinue (he COLA deferral, otherwise they wilt remain enrolled In 
the program. Deductions for those employees who are currently participating 
&\ who elect to discontinue such COLA deferral during the special enrollment period 
flk shall cease the first pay period following March 8.2002. 
^Employees not currently enrolled In the program must notify the Company by 
"<£^Mareh 8,2002, of their desire to participate. Deductions for those employees not 
;*5currently participating who elect to partietpete during the special enrollment 
..!,} period shall commence In the first pay period following March 8,2002. 
'•-®jj"j Elections as a result of the enrolment period described In paragraph (e) above, 
V shall remain In effect until February 17, 2003, the first anniversary date or the 
3K current labor Agreement. Once a year thereafter, Immediately prior to the 
^anniversary date of the labor Agreement, employees will have an opportunity to 
.'elect or discontinue deferment of their COLA Into the Individual COLA Account. 
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It 
(a) 
(»») 
(i) 
0) 
Ck> 
(I) 
(m) 
<n) 
<o) 
In no event shall deferment of COLA continue beyond the expiration of this labor JF' 
Agreement • I t . 
All COLA contributions wit) be invested only into the Income Fund, % 
Contriburtona Into the Individual COLA Account will be made only on a before4ax|v 
basis tn accordance with Section 401{k) of the Internal Revenue Code. «* " 
Employee* are alwayB 100 percent vested In their contributions to the Individuals. 
COLA Account. r F ! 
Nfl In-service withdrawal* are permitted from this account. | 
MO loans are permitted against the Individual COLA Account. •..; 
Upon retirement or termination of employment, payout options for the Individual^ 
COLA Account are the same as for the Savings Plan. ; T \ 
Eligibility to defer COLA Into the Individual COLA Account is based on arfjf' 
employee being active on the payroll as of the effective date of Individual COLA*£ 
Account election. Effective dates of election ere: ^< 
March 8,2002 
February 17,2003 
February 16,2004 
February 13,2005 
# * 
fe' 
An employee's eligibility to toln the UTC Represented Employee Savings PlaiY^V 
other than for the Individual COLA Account, requires completion of a minimum c U ~" 
one year continuous service. ^ 
At retirement or termination of employment, employees may leave their funds lrV| 
(he Individual COLA Account If the combined total of vested Savings Plan entLj' 
COLA funds is at least $5,000. £ 
tr an employee mattes a withdrawal of any funds from the Savings Plan which requires*^ 
suspension from the Savings Plan, elected contributions to the Individual CQLAl 
Account wilt continue and will not be stopped as a result of the Savings Plait 
suspension. ;?•, 
W '-Tfi 
Jii/ 
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Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS LOCAL HO. 11 SO 
ROCCqj. CALO dfL. T\ eLttABETH t^MUll) B.AMATO 
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This is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contractu 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Loej£ 
No. 11 SO of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning Special Accew,-. 
Programs Bonus Payments. % 
When an employee Is required to obtain and maintain a Special Access Progwrk, 
government security clearance as a qualification for working on a particular aircrsftj?. 
program, (hat employee shall be paid a Special Access Programs Bonus payment. 
Such payment will be a five hundred dollar ($500.00) U.S. Savings Bond, paid upofe; 
receipt of such Special Access Program government security clearance and again upem 
the renewal of said clearance by the employee. The payment will be made only If th#* 
employee is actually assigned to a particular aircraft program for which the clearanceltr, 
required. f 
Employees eligible for the Special Access Programs Bonus payment are those wrw, 
hold a Special Access Program government security clearance and are assigned lo;:s^ 
particular aircraft program for which the clearance It required. •;' * 
•life This letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the eurrer%,: 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. ?-;_" 
Datsd at Stratford, Connecticut, this trf1 day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 11 BO 
% • " - • 
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RoeqOJ.CALO 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION L-> •• 
ELIZABETH B. AMATO > 
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t j»- is to confirm the .understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
»«Btlpns between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local lis IntemetJonal Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning Special Hire Rates. 
Jwieach new bargaining unit employee hired during the Ufa of this Agreement, the base 
r^ je ra te may be set at one dollar ($1.00) per hour less than Ihe minimum rate for the 
Jrtatoyee's labor grade, for the duration of the 90-day probationary period. At the end 
•. Stme probationary parted, the employee's base wage rate shall be Increased to the 
(ntmrnum rate. 
• t f i Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the current 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
pjisd st Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002. 
A-
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL HO. 11S0 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
w Hi ROCCC73 CALO I \EL1ZABE JhAM&k/ LI TH B. AMATO 
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LETTER 12 
* This is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent « < » * • * & 
ne^a t l l ^ ^ ^ 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood 
torporatJon and the Sikorsky Teairislers Locflp-^ 
I of Teamsters, concerning a thirty cent ( $ 0 . 3 0 ^ 
¥ * # 
per hour wage adder 
The Company shall continue to pay a thirty cant ($0.30) per hour waga adder to aa 
employee classified In the foltowfng positions: 
• 1W0Y Working Leader- Production Service Hangan 
. iBIOYWorklnflLeader-ExpertmentalServlceHanBar, 
. 1614Y Crew Chief A - V H : 
• 2318Y Electronic Flight Systems Technician A - V H ; 
• 2320Y Working Leader - Electronic Right Systems Servicing; 
• 5204Y Flight Inspector - DM1R; 
• 5217YFIlBhtlnspector-VH; , ,_. ,„„, 
. 5220Y Worlung Leader - Hangar/Flight Line Inspection, and 
• 5230Y Working Leader - Final Assembly Inspection - VH - DAR. 
The Company shall continue to pay a sixty cent ($0.60) per hour waga adder to ea ^ 
employee classified In the following positions: •* 
. 161SY Working Leader - Production Service Hangar - VH; 
• 5216YRIgh!lnspector-DMIR-VH. 
This Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
V . 
the current^ I 
Dated et Stratford, Connecticut, Ihls 18* day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTCRS SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
LOCAL NO. 11SO 
•fytt ^kLtUmaJ^ iUZABETHB.AMATO 
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LEJIgRil 
1.4* 
• i & . ^ , ^ C O m l r m J h e understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
< K ? 5 T b!TmJikr?y MKn1t C<*P°«»°" «cl Sikorsky Teamstere L O S N O 
Srt , r t e m a t t e n a l Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning a voluntary layoff 
i ' ^ L w C S ? !? r e« torJ!lf d!?'a , , ( , n o f ,hft curfBnt « * •< *» bargalnlna Agreemenl, that 
S * ^ K y 0 f f " t ^ f ^ 6 H ArtlCle Vl,)* < *«* * • • • '" occuJatlonSl gToups affected 
• a t S L S S L " ? VOh l l^!!: to £f * M <"• 6n>P>oy««'" beefed occupetional groups 
fiSJes to be laid off will receive only those benefits afforded laid off 
8fi22T i . . 'n U£ n0tSfy WDWV 'ate f t ln • * * * • of a layoff of their Intent to be considered 
ffi^r™^00?' ^ !b<£ o c c t " » t e n a l Oroup. Thereafter, upon notification 
* S ! £ t ^ m T y * f. W i n tne l r ^ " P a l o w l 9roup, employees will have forty-
, tght (48) hours to revoke their intention
 to accept (he voluntary layoff option, 
j£Company wfll accept volunteers consistent with production requirements, in the 
' E . . m« °* 6 mpbyees who have Indicated their Interest In accepting e 
-*"iry leyorT from a epedflc occupational group exceeds the total number of planned 
in mat occupational group, the total number of volunteers accepted will not 
ZimkiJ^ ^*?^ I S ^ i S ttle a f f a c t 9 d ocwP^ona' flroup. Volunteers wilt be gtsptsd In seniority order. Those employees laid off In accordance with this option will 
Mwe no recall rights. 
•:f# • 
1
 tyfii sufficient number of employees within the affected occupational group do not 
SdJunteer to take this option, additional employees from the affected occupational group 
*Mftbe laid off In accordance wtth Article VIII to reach the specified number of layoffs tor 
,Jhal group. 
Alntfer no circumstance will a layoff In a particular occupational group exceed the tola) 
''planned layoffs for that group. 
:'"$& 
rM3n a one-time basis, employees who reach age 55 and have 25 yearB of continuous 
$>BJWrvlce by December 31, 2002 may elect, Irrespective of whether their occupational 
g r o u p s ate affected by layoff, to be laid off In calendar-year 2003 but no later than 
• rpJecember 5, 2003. The Company will determine each individual's layoff dale In 
Accordance with this option based upon business requirements. 
-f # > ' i - 1 " 8 (0(al number of employees eligible for layoff under this provision will not exceed 75. 
*?. -An eligible employee must notify their supervision during the period from January 2 
f>' j- through January 31, 2003. In the event there ere more than 75 employees who wish to 
m .^ participate in this program, the 75 participants will be accepted on the basis of seniority, 
• « • * iflJBrifng with the most senior employee who has volunteered to participate. A list of 
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• h 
I 
it 
employees who cannot parttcipate because of insufficient seniority wtD be retained an&'S 
utilized to replace participating employees who subsequently decide not to parttcipate. -y 
Those eflgtbte employees who are laW off m eccordance with this option wlli have no--*£ 
recall rlghtB and will receive severance pay In accordance with Letter 7. ^ 
This Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the c u m n t j l ; 
Collective Bargaining Agreement Jfc/= 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. USD 
C2 ROC W &L^ 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
CALO ELIZABETH B.AMATO 
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LETTER 14 
'..:JWs 1B to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
'VitieootlaUons between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and .the Sikorsky Teamsters Locat 
^.fto. 1160 of the international Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning travel status. 
7(An employee covered by mis Agreement who tt pieced on travel status by the Company 
^ shall remain In the bargaining unit during euch time spent on travel status. While on 
* gravel status, the wages, hours and working conditions of such employee stial) be 
. Seilabllshed by the Company. In addition, an employee on travel status will not be 
.provided a Union representative per Article VI unfit Ma/her return from travel status, tf 
'^Mwlpllrwry action Is taken against such employee, any complaint regerdlng such 
>'.iabclpltnary action win be processed according to the provisions of Article VI upon 
yNa/her return to the posttlon he/she held prior to being pieced on travel status. Upon 
• fctum from travel status euch employee wffl be returned to his/her former grade, rate, 
• department, end shift. If a layoff occurs In the employee's occupational group while 
~9tioh employee Is on travel status, and the employee would have been laid off pursuant 
, ^Article VIII had he/she remained In his/her former position, the employee will be laid 
~>0ff upon his/her return from travel status. 
$ 
\ *&Msd et Stratford, Connecticut, this 1B* day of February 2002, 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1130 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
R O C C O U . C A L O ; . f \ EUZABET 
bmJud 
LI H B.AMATO 
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This Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent coritjjsg,1 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky TeamstersT 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters concerning the poll 
exclusion from layoff of employees with critical skills. 
Tha parties agree there exist certain Job classifications deemed critical to the open 
of the business, and thus necessary for the Company to retain employees In thesisj 
classifications during periods of layoff. In the event of e layoff and the need (or raterr 
of critical skills, Article VIII language will apply for those job classifications listed bekn 
> All VH Job Classifications 
• Composites Inspector with Ultrasonic Test Certification 
• Inspector/Programmer 
• All DMIR. DAR, ODAR Job Classifications 
• All Gear Machining and Gear Grinder Job Classifications 
As business requirements change creating new methods and processes of | ^ 
It is recognized new jobs may be added to the critical skills list. Under theta 
circumstances, and as necessary, the Company and tha Union will meat to agreed 
any future specific type functions, which may be deemed critical. 
Other than such cases where critical skills apply, seniority will be the guiding fa 
within the Occupational Group. 
If an opportunity exists for training In a Job classification deemed critical, employaesi 
be offered this training In seniority ordBr who may than volunteer to accept " 
training. 
This Letter of Agreement In no way Is Intended to violate the provisions of Article Vlli: 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18th day ef February J001 
SIKORSKYTEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO, 1150 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
dS*. 
ROCDSXCALO 
InxMJ 
ELIZABETH B.AMATO 
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LETTER 16 
i to confirm the understanding and agreement reached between Sikorsky Aircraft 
Bfation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local No. 1150 or the International 
fjerhood of Teamsters, concerning the Employee Assistance Program (EAP). 
npany and the Union agree to cooperate In encouraging employees who may 
^wtperiBndng personal problems to seek help from the Employee Assistance 
(EAP). The Company and the Union recognize the sensitivity and 
Brtllsllty of the information concerning employees seeking assistance and agree to 
". those rights afforded ad employees for privacy and confidentiality of all 
on regarding their participation with the program. 
Jrlne life of this agreement, the position of Union EAP Coordinator will be 
KWolnted.by the Union and shall be subject to approval by the Company. The selected 
| p p y e e will serve as the bargaining unit coordinator for EAP services and wilt be paid 
" "IMjsgular hourly base rate, plus cost of living allowance, when applicable, during 
H&ppolnted term. During this period of temporary assignment, the employee's 
i remains In his/her current classification regardless of work performed. 
^Anticipated the Union EAP Coordinator will support the delivery of EAP services In 
fctfirase* of EAP core technology as defined by the Employee Assistance Professional 
liSwoctflllon (EAPA) and Member Service core technology as defined by the Labor 
PMlManee Professionals (LAP). The Union EAP Coordinator will annually be afforded 
twJDpporiunlty to attend one EAP conference, or EAP related conference, to lead to or 
E&fMJlilaln CEAP/LAP status, at the Company's expense. The Company end the Union 
liMliTiutuslly agree on the content and location of this training. 
t-the life of this agreement there shall be one (t) four (4) year term for the Union 
''Coordinator. The term shall run from February 16, 2002 through February 19, 
'"'..The Company and the Union ag»e to continue lo utilize the services of the 
tUnbn EAP Coordinator for the term of this agreement and that employee will be 
BM an office within the Stratford fadflty. In case of any performance deficiencies 
i matter will be reviewed between Ihe Vice President of Human Resources and the 
"Treasurer of the Union. Should the current Union EAP Coordinator become 
Mo fulfill the responsibilities of the position, the employee shall be returned to 
^former bargaining unit position, with ihe Company resuming the right to approve 
ointment of any subsequent coordinator, for the remainder of the term. 
10T 
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Dated at Stfattord, Connecticut, this 16* day of February 3003, J £ | | 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION •"; 
LOCAL NO. 1180 
ROC£d)j. 
£d 
CALO 
J E . ELIZABETH B. AMATO "~" If 
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uiimji 
|&do confirm the underatandfng and agreement reaehad between Sikorsky AlrcraR 
-tten and Slkoreky Teamsters Local No. 11SO of the international Brotherhood of 
re, concerning the Company's drug and alcohol policy and applicable Federal 
' j Lews. 
• ^ 
$ e Company and the Union recognize the danger of Illegal or unauthorized 
nee and alcohol abuse to our employee*, our customers and our product. 
i, In our continuing commitment to maintain a Bubstance free workplace it is 
any employee who sails illegal substances on or off Company premises shall be 
led. As wflh alt discharge cases, It must be "supported by substantial evidence 
" as a whole." It Is also agreed any employees In possession or use of any 
substances or alcohol on Company time or property shall be referred to the 
Assistance Program for counseling. Failure to accept and comply with EAP's 
rjriendatlons shall result in the employee's discharge. Additionally, if an employee 
ssesslon of en Illegal substance or alcohol on Company lime or premises a 
Uime, he/she shall be discharged, 
ipeny will continue a random drug testing program for those employees as 
™in the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) anti-drug and alcohol program 
JdbllBhed November 2, 1988, as amended. Furthermore, the Company will 
" B_a random alcohol misuse prevention program for those employees as specified 
federal Aviation Administration (FAA) anti-drug and alcohol program rule 
ed March 17,1964, as amended. 
Company wilt also continue a drug and alcohol testing program covering those 
.64 subject to testing under State of Connecticut mandatory drug testing for 
to truck drivers and testing under • Department of Transportation (DOT) 
ns requiring testing of drivers engaged In Interstate commerce. Testing of 
" i covered under both Connecticut State Statute and DOT regulations will be 
t with DOT requirements, 
jverit of a positive drug or alcohol test for any employee, sueh findings shall be 
with the employee by the Medical Department. On the first occasion, the 
wa be referred to the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) for counseling 
»' required to comply with the recommendations as prescribed by the EAP 
s). Whenever practicable, notification shall be made to the Union EAP 
tor regarding the aforementioned positive result referrals within twenty four 
' Failure to accept and comply with such rehabilitation will result In the 
'a discharge. Medical release will be based on the condition of the employee 
Beams about the safety of the employee, fellow workers and the workplace. On ' 
Ttd occasion of a positive drug or alcohol test finding, the employee shall be 
ed. This procedure does not alter current practices concerning "unfitness,' 
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Subject to the above referenced requlramente and procedures, the Company and Unlm 
agree the Company wilt temporarily reassign employees who lest positive under eltrw 
the FAA program or Connecticut State Statute or OOT requirements tor a period dftrtf 
more than sixty (60) calendar days. II, during this period, the employee retests witM 
negative result, such employee will be relumed to his or her farmer Job assignment. 
During this period of temporary assignment, the employee's seniority remains in hbtoj 
her current Job classification regardless of the work assigned. <3$' 
Dfttad at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2003. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL HO. 1190 
KPS.* 
81KORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATIO^ 
ROC 
41 
CALO [ 1 ELIZABETH I AMATO e&? 
I' 
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ijjs to confirm the understanding and agreement reached between Sikorsky Aircraft 
"
:
 stton and the Sikorsky Teemeters Local No. 1150 of the International 
herhood of Teamsters, concerning the Family and Medical Leave Policy. 
1 
jypartles agree the Company's Famlfy and Medical Leave Policy entitles sllglble 
Itoyaes to a Job-protected family medical leave for the birth of a child, for the 
sment.of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care; to cere for the 
Dtoyee's child, spouse, or parent (relationship as defined In the Federal Family and 
Teal Leave Act of 1983 (FMLA) and applicable stated taws) with a serious health 
IHIon; or when the employee has a serious health condition which prevents him/her 
l;performrng his/her Job. 
Ijble employees for the purpose of Family and Medical Leave shall be defined as 
employees who have been actively and continuously In the employ of the 
ripany for at feast twelve (12) months and who worked for the Company for at least 
^&J$l<thoueand (1.000) hours tn the preceding twelve (12) month period prior to 
ng the leave. 
itiant to this agreement, eligible employees mey upon notification to the Company, 
IWast two (2) weeks (when practicable), take a Family and/or Medical Leave not to 
9 W sixteen (16) weeks In a twelve (12) monlh period, or, up to twenty-six (26) 
p t w l t h management approval) In a twelve (12) month period, it is understood 
S'dance and performance considerations wttl continue to be reviewed on e case-by-
ftbasls to determine approval for an extension beyond sixteen (16) weeks. 
(ftHttich leave Is requested due to the serious health condition (as defined In the 
ty of the employee, the employee's child, spouse, or parent, (he employee shall be 
sd to submit to Ihe Company a Certification of Physician or Practitioner Form, a 
Jftftft of which Is made part of IMs agreement end attached hereto. . 
her agreed that during such leaves the employee's group medical, dental, basic 
wsurance and OSLI shall continue at the same level in effect at the commencement 
Teh leave. The employee will continue to be responsible for the employee 
buttons, If any, to these plans and the appropriate deductions will be made when 
Employee returns to work. The Company reserves the right to request 
unamant for all premiums paid on behalf of the employee during the period of 
I and Medical Leave If the employee elects not to return to work, Employees may 
fttto continuation of their Insurance benefits during Family and Medical Leave if 
vfsh. 
'Pi 
jWsoognlzed that If the Federal and/or State regulations should change during the -
of this agreement the parties will comply with such changes. 
$ 
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i 
This Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the eufrenfN! 
Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, thta 18w day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 11 SO 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATIONS M 
^?^,a^ ?p^^; 
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& 
kunaii 
tils Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
illations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation end the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
^1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning Job posting. 
> tie Company shall post a list of bargaining unit employment authorizations on specified 
1
^formation center boards and electronically on the Company's Job posting system, for a 
of five (5) working days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. 
ployees may apply in person, at the Staffing Office or setl*nomlnate vie the 
|i,||etronlc job posting system for consideration during non-work hours for eny opening 
P (Bflardless of labor grade within this Ave (5) day period. Employees who have applied 
!SMthose people laid off for any reason who retain their recall rights will be considered 
• »wre new applicants are hired. 
\ fBfrtoyees may have up to three (3) active appllcatlona on file at eny given time. Each 
| ajplleation win remain active for a period of forty-five (46) calendar days. Notification of 
LWtBdlon or non-selection for each position will be provided to the employee, as soon as 
"Mtifcabte. within forty-rive (45) days of the submittal date or the application. An 
|0ple applicant, who haa not been selected may Immediately submit a new application 
' such non-selection thereby beginning a new forty-five (45) day activity period, 
reartlea agree that seniority, fitness and ability will be the consideration in the 
Setion of any person for. a promotion and the selection or non-selection will be 
jbjed to the grievance procedure. Additionally, the selected person must meet the 
trttlng requirements es sat forth tn Section 6.1S (b). Such grievances shall be 
Bisnted at tha Step 2 of the grievance procedure but shall not be subject to 
J" ory arbitration. Nothing In this tetter qualifies or modifies the rights of the 
SEBwnpany, the Union, or the employees aa set out In Section 6.15 end that provFslon 
f it continue to govern. Lateral and/or damotlonal transfers will not be subject to the vance procedure, 
; | ' jny active employee selected (or a position cannot be released due to work 
Sjtjjrefflents, an Employee Memorandum will be issued releasing the employee on tha Jjyidual's next selection after 00 calendar days. This rerusal of release can be 
'" ^slaed only once during the life of this agreement. Employees wilt be notified via 
; or Internal mail of their non-selection. 
Jmployee is eligible to apply upon completion of one year of continuous service with 
^Company. Any employee who successfully obtains a position via this melhod may 
tQOtapply again for a period of one year, 
•M 
I 
.ft 
11» 
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The following are areas of posting: 
(a) One Information Center In: 
(1) Shelton III 
(2) West Haven 
(3) Main Building of Bridgeport 
(4) Bridgeport tl 
(b) Cafeterias and Staffing Office In: 
r 
t' 
Stratford 
Florida •it-, 
The Union shall be provided a copy of att Job posting notices. 
Rates of pay win be determined by the Company within the provisions of thfe;r 
agreement. $*X 
This Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the e i w g ; 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. | V ; 
t SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION;-^ 
• $ * ' • ! 
ELIZABETH 6. AM ATO }j£ 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* ««y of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1150 
V i ***gg. 4 
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LETTER 20 
j.Jhli is to conRrm the understanding and agreemsnt reached between Sikorsky Aircraft 
.Corporation and Sikorsky Teamsters Local No, 1150 of the International Brotherhood of 
< ^te'Bmsters concerning the subcontracting of work. 
jfhft Company Intends, Insofar as competitive forces permit, to prefer employees 
._ covered by Article II for production, Inspection end memten&nce work at faculties 
Covered by this Agreement. This expression of preference Is no promise or guarantee 
:
 ^maintain any number of Jobs En the workforce nor e restriction in any sense on the 
'Company's right and need to subcontract. Rather, ft Is Intended to convey the 
©ompsny's good faith desire to prefer Its own employees to those of subcontractors 
insofar as that desire Is compatible with good business judgment. Where business end 
economic condttlone permit, the Company will provide the Union with notice of Its Intent 
TO subcontract work currently performed by bargaining unit employees In advance of 
"arty layoff of employees resulting from such Intent. 
.%. 
„Mb parlies agree that the Secretary-Treasurer and Executive Committee of Teamsters 
.q&eal 1150 wilt meet with the Vice President - Human Resources, Director - Human 
lesoureea end the senior leadership of Manufacturing Operations, Facilities, 
Manufacturing Engineering and Product Integrity quarterly to discuss Issues concerning 
' jftfrjubcontracting of work and other Job security Issues. Upon request of the Union 
* After notice as provided herein, a special meeting of these same officials, as appropriate 
wltbe scheduled to discuss any such planned subcontracting. 
'JHe.Union win protect the confidentiality of any .Company-sensitive and proprietary 
'^formation that might be disclosed during such meetings. 
.JihlS, Letter of Agreement does not amend or modify the provisions of the current 
llectlva Bargaining Agreement. 
* * 
_  Fit Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002 
'••M SIKORSKY TEAMSTCRS 
LOCAL MO. 1130 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
ROCCey. CALO : / ^ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
# 
\ .As. 
Hi 
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LETTER 21 
This is to confirm the underetandlng and agreement reached at recent contract?, 
negotiation* between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Loca** 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the vacation - -"" ' ' 
The vacation policy for employees covered by this Agreement will be administer 
according to the following guidelines: 
Employees with five (5) days of vacation or less must retain such vacation torttief > 
shutdown period pursuant to Section 9.18, ifr, 
Employees with more than five (5) days of vacation may use up to five (6) day«k\ 
on short ("call-in") notice, with the stipulation they retain five (5) days for thg* * 
shutdown period pursuant to Section 9.16. ik 
After shutdown, any hourly employee may use remaining vacation days on short 
notice, up to a maximum of Ave (5) days in any one calendar year. ' & : 
W'-The maximum number of short notice vacation days to be used In any onej; 
calendar year to five (5). Of these five (5) days, one (1) day may be takenIrt^j 
quarterly Increments, two days (2) may be taken In half-day Increments, and twa.i 
(2) days may be taken In full day Increments, The maximum number tij$J. 
occasions on which an employee may "call-in" for vacation time Is ten (10), " ^ 
Short notice vacation days may not be used to extend a holiday or 
scheduled vacation time. 
0> 
U) 
O) 
W 
(5) 
(6) Employees must comply with the current procedure established in his/her ai»8V 
for calling in to report absences. Current procedure la meant to include t h * | 
appropriate indtvlduef to whom notification should be given, as welt as % ' : 
window period during which absences must be reported (I.e. one-half hour before.' 
the start of.the shift or within two (2) hours after the start of the shift to which I M 
employee is assigned). 
(7) The procedure for disbursement of vacation pay remains unchanged, 
(S) These guidelines are in effect on a Company wide basis. 
116 
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*; Sftatsd at Stratford, Connecticut, this 18* day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS LOCAL NO. 1130 
d£^ 
I J ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
tit 5* 
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LETTER 22 • $ & 
This Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent coittrSSf 
negotiations between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Locafc 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the terms olihg' 
payroll deduction system to collect monies for a designated Union PAC Committee. '""'"' 
The Company will deduct authorized amounts as follows upon receipt of a propertf 
executed PAC authorization card: •*« 
I 
"St 
TEAMSTERS tOCAL l l » 
POLITICAL ACTION WAGE DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION CARD 
direct 
Qham *f Bmftoy**} 
_, hereby tuthotfu and 
tfMkt Sac. 1 R . N O 
. to deduct weekly from my wigtl the nun of f _ 
{Hunt $r Enfwytf} 
uid forviwd*!iiniourtmoti1My Bth*S«>wtuiTTr*MurCTof Toimlert Locil IIJO, The turn of 
money deducted ftom my wipe will be tiled ftf lhe purpote of political action. cither for ttat* 
tleetiMi or federal election! end expenditure! in connection with Political Action Fundi. 
I have executed (hii Wife Deduction Authorization voluntarily without any coercion. dureti or 
intimidation and none of the mniiet deducted tra I put of my duet or membenhip feet to Ibe Local 
Union. ThH»uthotii»tionindtl*nuter4ofp»ym^tolheS(att»rT-Tre*iuitrsi*Loctl 1 ISO i n 
not condition) of membenhip in the Union or of employment with the Company end I undcntwd 
Out (he money will be tued by Political Anion Fundi to mike contribution! end expcndtnim in 
connection with lot*!, atatc or federal election!. 1 have delimitated below ray choice of diitntmtkm 
of my money. 
Connecticut Chapter 1150 $ 
local I ISO Federal PAC S 
Total Contribution I 
Employee Signature Date 
Clock Number 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, this 1 8 * day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1150 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. 
C2 ffyctfT w ROCCOF J. CALO dJL- bikini r ] ELIZABI /Umi6 ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
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. ^ . I s to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
Ijjjjjptlatlona between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
;
 ftx; 1150 of the mtemetlona) Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning Voluntary EBrty 
1
 BMlrement (VER) medical coverage. 
B^aVER medcel program Is for employees who retire between the ages of 55 and 65 
HiSjjSJiave at least 10 years of continuous service. Medical coverage pertains to the 
etrtitpan/s medical plan and does not Include medical coverage provided by a Health 
#Wlntenance Organization (HMO). At retirement, an employee who Is covered by an 
' HpO may elect to switch to the Company's medical plan to take advantage of the VER 
rmrgram. 
• ; % 
, ftjfcegreed that VER medical coverage wilt continue to be offered to all new (future) 
Mattrees as follows: 
•M 
'f 
t 
•4 
• ^ -
Eligibility for VER medical coverage wtll remain the same as stated In lhe Health 
Care Benefits Summary Plan Description referenced under Article XI. 
The Hourly retiree VER medical coverage available will be tdenllcal to the salary 
retiree VER medical coverage and wilt bs subject to the same medical plan 
changes which affect the salary retirees. 
The cost (premium) of the hourly retiree VER medical coverage will be calculated 
on an annual basis and will be based on. the melded (average) utilization 
experience of all domestic hourly retirees, covered spouses and covered 
dependents (excluding Carrier) participating In this VER medical coverage. 
The Company will offset (subsidize) a fixed portion of the cost of VER medical 
coverage, for those retirees who elect to participate, baaed on years of 
continuous service et retirement per the following schedule: 
Comoanv Contribution Toward VER Medical 
Years of Continuous Service 
at Retirement 
After 10 
For Each Year 11 through 20 
For Each Year 21 through 30 
Retire* or 
Dependent Only 
$1.280 
Add $100 Per Yew-
Add $150 PerYesr 
Retires +1 or 
Retires + Family 
$2,500 
Add $200 Per Year 
Add $300 Per Year 
The retiree, If he/she elects VER medical coverage, will pay an amouni equal to 
the annual premium from paragraph (3) above, minus the fixed Company 
contribution calculated using the schedule In paragraph (4) above for this' 
coverage. For example, If the melded annual premtum for hourly retiree VER 
119 
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.n> 
Is 
& 
•-•J: 
I I 
medical coverage Is $6,000 for a retiree only and that retiree has 25 yeBrs of 
continuous service at retirement, the retiree's cost Is calculated as follows: 
Melded Annua) Premium =$6,000 . «„ « . . „ „ 
Minus Company Contribution - JlfiQQ i$1.25O+(1Ox$100)+(5x$15O)l 
$3,000 Retiree's Annual Cost 
Dated at Stratford, Connecticut, thla 1B* day of February 2002, 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
LOCAL NO. t150 
Vw \ "UftyrfT ll^~ CJUr-
tpoXi 
iuMAimiM 
ROCpTd J. CALO ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
^flt t td at SlraHord, Connecticut, thto IS" day of February 2002. 
H'. 
LEnE&a* 
:&The parties agree to continue In effect the attached Letters of Agreement concerning 
4 ^ ™ , ? O™?1"19 d 8 t e d Oc1*** 31,1997 and "Pilot Job Consolidation Program* 
1?™ ^ J ^ 6 " 1 ^ t f m7- T h e par t tos ^ v " 0 ™ , h* "to™** Payment under the 
j«Tlo» Job Consolidation Program" shall be $0.65 per hour per eligible employee 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1160 SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
cobjj.1 CALO UZABETH B. AMATO 
U 
I 
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LETTER 25 
This is to confirm the understanding and agreement feached between Sikorsky Aircraft 
Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Locat No, 1150 of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning additional Accidental Death and Optional 
Supplementary Life Insurance coverage aa It pertains to employees assigned to the 
Company's Flight Operations. 
The parties agree employees who are permanently assigned to the Company's Flight 
Operations will be eligible to purchase an additional $130,000 of Optional Supplemental 
Life Insurance In accordance with the conditions specified In Letter 3, Section (e), for a 
total of $150,000 insurance coverage. This additional coverage will continue to be 
ottered in Increments of $5,000 at a cost of $2.50 per $3,000 units per month. 
Employees may carry the additional OSLI until such time as they ere no longer 
assigned to Flight Operations. Employees may carry up to $20,000 OSLI into 
retirement by paying premiums until they reach age 69, at which time coverage wilt 
The following table slums amounts 
ranges effective July 1, 2002: 
^Si^SSZA^ "^ - """"> ** '—» -the current 
$£! |J thmi at 8 t t t t foM . Connecticut, tfils 19* day of February 2002. 
& ' i | ' * ' K L K 1 ! O A ? S O 1 R 8 8'KORftKVAIRCRAFTCORPORATtON 
% 
Additionally, employees assigned to Right Operations either permanently or on 
assignment, who are engaged In the movement, test, or flight of e powered alrcrefl, or 
any represented employee not necessarily engaged in the movement, lest or flight of a 
powered aircraft but as e result of being Involved In a Right Operations accident, win be 
provided with additional accidental death and dismemberment insurance equal to a total 
of two times the schedule for A M D es provided for In Letter 3, Section (d) In the event 
the covered employee dies or Is dismembered while carrying out his/her duties. 
of coverage for the following hourly base rate 
I 
..?,: 
Plus $225 a month to your eligible survhrars from survtvor Income benefits. %•• 
If your base rate changes enough to qualify you for a different amount of coverage,^, 
these emounts will become effective on your first day of acnVe won* on or after the d8¥$, 
your hourly base rate changes. 1? , 
122 f " 
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ouiaifi 
This is to confirm the understanding and agreement ' » ^ 8 0 * * « " ' " * • * '£ 
neSJattons b S e e n Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky ^amsters Local | . 
S 11?of t tT lnternat lonat Brotherhood of Teamsters. concerning mandatory.^, 
overtime. '*"*"• 
„ „.„,=.„. «•.!-!-•< •"--'a ss: r r KIT*. t!K ,^K=iS«r£=^^^ssaa # 
eiJemely urgent situation* which necessitate mandatory overtime, affected employees^ 
will be given as much notice as practicable. ^ 
S Sis aStayee * « be exempt from working any such overtime. * 
This Letter of Agreement does not emend or modify the provisions of the « u n r ^ 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. ' 
Dated et Stntttord, Connecticut, ihl* 18* day of February 2002 
it-
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO, 11SQ 
\\&XXJ£ 
4&» 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION^ 
<&k J ^ 
A M A T O S | " [ T ELttABEl 
124 
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LETTER 27 
l ^ i e i i 9 | 5 h ^ n I l ^ a ! ! : § u n ^ r * t a 2 < ! L n 9 a n d a 8 f 6 e m * n t cached at recent contract 
R S S S S F E S T ? 8 *<« , »* *a»R Corporation and Sikorsky Teemstere Local No 
I S I " r t*mattona ' B r o * n « * « * of Teemsters. concerning the S s l S n o f 
f I ' & S l ! 1 8 * 1 1 * * " " T ' X t t M f M f M , c t f w *» < " * » « • 'e *he cornerstone for any 
•mEESESS" * " W * "" IP* ,n C f t M B * " » " * « * * » • ""mediate safety or 
; -^netaHy of the Company's business, the Company win conduct an Investloatlon of an dfiddent prfor to taking any disciplinary action. investigation or an 
J f * Company further agrees thet disciplinary treatment of employees covered bv this 
^ I f ^ 0 1 ^ " * ^ " " P " * This agreement by the Company Is n j to be 
tt^l°Slln9^t™in9.? ^ C 8 U M " n o r m a k m 9 " * « « » » a grievance 
^termallon or evidence whteh heretofore would not hove been relevant. 
| f o letter In no way reslrtctB the Company's rlghl to lake appropriate and Immediate 
jfSSR sinir"any act *****with *• ** ° r ' f f l C ' 6 * " « J « 2 ^ 
|#ftat8tratrord. Connecticut, this IS^day of February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1 1 » SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
OCCC/J. c R CALO 
^ L rimfd/ 
ELIZABETHS. AMATO 
12S 
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LETTER 2Q 
This is to confirm the understanding, and agreement reached at recent contract 
negotiation* between Sikorsky Alrcrafl Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters concerning Grievance. 
Mediation. 
For any grtevance property submitted to arbitration pursuant to Section 8.17, either the 
Company or the Union may propose to use the grievance mediation procedure of the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) In the attempted resolution of such 
ortevanee Such a proposal must be made at least forty-five (45) days prior to any 
scheduled arbitration of the subject grievance. If either party makes such a proposal, 
the parlies agree as follows: 
(*> 
(2) 
(3) 
(41 
(5) 
(*) 
The use of the FMCS grievance procedure Is entirely voluntary. Neither party 
may require tha use of the FMCS grievance mediation procedure. Once one or 
the parties proposes such use, (he other party must agree. 
Grievance mediation Is a aupptement to, and not a substitute for, the steps of the 
contractual grievance procedure. Nor shall it be used to unnecessarily delay 
resolution of the grtevance. 
Any time limits In the parties' labor aareemenl must be waived to permit the 
grievance to proceed to arbitration ehould mediation be unsuccessful. 
Proceedings before the mediator will be Informal and the rules of evidence do not 
apply. No record, stenographic or tape recordings of the meetings will be made. • 
The mediator's rwtea ate confidential and their content shall not be revealed, 
FMCS rules protecting the mediator's confidentiality and Immunity from providing 
testimony In any subsequent arbitration case, court proceeding, or administrative 
tribunal shall apply to FMCS grievance mediation. 
Mediation sessions are private. If both parties agree, the grievant may be 
present, but the grievant has no right of direct participation in the mediation.; 
Norv-partles may attend only with the permission of the parties and with the 
consent of the mediator. 
Mediation sessions are confidential. The entire process Is a compromise 
negotiation All offer8, promises, conduct and statements, whether oral or 
written made in the course of the mediation by any of the parties, their^gente, 
employees, experts and attorney*, end by the mediator and employees of FMCS. 
who are the parties' joint agents and mediators for purposes of the»,:. 
compromise negotiations, are confidential. Such ©flare, promises, conduct, an*.; 
statements <a) will not be disclosed to third parties (except persons associated^ 
with tt\e parties In the process), and (b) are privileged and inadmissible for any.' 
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I 
ii 
purpose, Including Impeachment, under Rute 408 of the Federal ferta. «r 
The mediator may conduct the mediation conference utilizing all of the customary 
tohnlo^es associated with m e * a ^ 
The mediator has no authority to compel resolution of the grievance. 
! ! ^ ! * ! w n ' t h a t n o »<r t t ,«ment '> reached during the mediation conference the 
mediator may provide the parties either In separate ^toM^S'lZ 
recommendations for settlement and/or an oral advltoiyopinion 
<10>
 mSTn^l d ° M m?™# m " ^ w y opinion, or if none is provided the 
lasted at Stratford, Connection, this 18"1 day ol February 2002. 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 11S0 
J.CALO 
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
£%&£—: _ ifMl^. ^ 
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n* 
I 
iv, I 
si 
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Iff, 
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kiiiEaaa 
Thte Is to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
i Z £ & * L * Slteraky Aircraft Corporation and the a ^ W " ^ . 
NeTllSO of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning National Health 
• « 
No" 1150 
Insurance 
It Is recognized ..._ 
Health Insurance which could ce enacieu, u i» («» t«io<nw™ «» «••- ••"•- — — - - -
KSSSntucTtegte te t lon on the Group HuntI and ^ ' r r r ^ T h e a l l h ^ 
S 3 " nscognlzed tto Plan should not duplicate the benefits of a national heal th^ 
insurance program. 
It Is further agreed that In no case will the Compeny'a total liability tor " f j * ^ * " " ^ : 
S l T S W o r premium corrtrlbutton required from the Company!* U J M D £ « < 
S a f e Scead that In effect Immediately prior to the Implementation of such Federal* 
legislation or regulation. 
LETTER 3D 
This Is to confirm the understanding end agreement reached at recent contract 
! r , * f l 0 ^ ? W between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation end the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
<H*o 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning the Aviation 
Maintenance Technician Certification Training Program. 
that without any specific details of Federal Legislation on Nattonaf S . ; . f jhe Company and the Union recognize It Is in the mutual interest of the parties to 
i whichcould be enacted, it is not possible at this time to wvlstan|fc :$E^J£££2& * i ^ " 1 * * * ln 0 K h , r , 0 l m D f 0 v e *m*n<* ™d proclivity to 
u^ h taotetellon M the Group Health and Life Insurance Plan, it 4ft&:< I tsmMticompetlllve In a global environment as well ae to broeden employee skllb and 
Dated at Stratford. Connecticut, this IB" day of February 2002 
SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS 
LOCAL NO. 1130 
CjjdcG 
ROCCOfJ 
'Job knowledge. 
tn furtherance of these objectives, ths Company will develop and Initiate a Rotary Wing 
^schntelan Certification Training Program. In conjunction wilh the Helicopter Mechanic* 
ljt«SChool, The program wilt offer comprehensive training to eligible manufacturing 
^employees from Conneeitcut Assembly & Right Operations (AFO) and the 
developmental Manufacturing center (OMC). who are both classified as end performlno 
i | » duties of occupational group IS, Aircraft Installers, occupational group 18 
l^penmental Mechantca, occupational group 23, Electrical Installers, and occupational 
'•jreup 27, Hydraulic Mechanics. "w-upmwnai 
training will be comprised of both classroom and practical on the Job sessions and 
employees will progress via a series of phases until they reach specific levels of 
Woflclency. Upon successful completion of the training program, employees will be 
laced Into a separate occupational group and newly created Job classifications It Is 
;t farther agreed by the parties, the creation of a separate occupational group and 
wrespondtng Job classificatlona shall not constitute an automatic upgrade or promotion 
fcf any employee or group of employees. 
. p int committee, consisting of representatives from the Company and the Union will 
yfiBai subsequent to these negotiations to mutually agree upon guidelines for ihe 
;>*WBlopriwnt and implementation of this training program. Items to be discussed will 
k ifa*ide employes eligibility for participation, selection process criteria, duration seniority 
is end other (terra related to ihe collective bargaining Agreement. 
Letter of Agreement does nol emend or modify the provisions of the current 
llsctlve Bargaining Agreement. 
1 » 
Letter 30 - Aviation Maintenance Training Program 
I 
D.Wat8tratterD.Connactlc«t.thls«»d.yotF.bn.«y2002. 
W O M I t r i l H M SWOR8KV AIRCRAFT CORPORATIOH 
LOCAL HO. 1190 
30 - Av ia t ion Maintenance Tra in ing Program 
;?•& 
LETTER 31 
This la to confirm the understanding and agreement reached at recent contract 
negotiation* between Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation and the Sikorsky Teamsters Local 
No. 1150 of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, concerning Environmental, 
Health & Safety (EH«S>. 
The Company and the Union agree to continue to work cooperatively and proaclrvely to 
provide a safe work place for Its' employees through assessment of environmental, 
heath and safety concerns, and ongoing communication to enhance safety awareness. 
In furtherance of these objectives, the Company reeognlres occasions will arise, when It 
• )i\t mutually beneficial to the parties, to Involve the Union's Chief E H 4 S Steward In the 
^ prevention and/or resolution of a variety of EH&S Issues as welt as participation In 
^ EH&S activities and Initiatives. 
; • " ! 
it 
>)' The Company will identify those Issues, activities or Initiatives It deems appropriate to 
r„- 'Ivv * « * H» involvement of the Union's Chief EH&S Steward, Further, the Company will be 
,-i "' j >; receptive to and consider requests from the Union, or the Union's Chief EH&S Steward, 
^ 4 ' - ' ° otherwise participate In Issues, activities or Initiatives for which the Company has not, 
previously requested his/her services. 
"%:•," ;'^T^16 Un 'on>B Chief EH&S Steward will be paid for such time In accordance with the 
•'%&'•
 ; p r o v i s i o n s of Section 10.2 (a) and (t>>, provided the Company approves such requests. 
•J j%'" ' L&Thls Letter of Agreement does not emend or modify the provisions of the current 
' ^ T f'vCoHaetlve Bargaining Agreement, 
^ i . & 
i l„.lD«id et Stratford, Connecticut, this 1 a* day of February 2002. 
* v T SIKORSKY TEAMSTERS SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
%, LOCAL NO. 1150 
Uuh 
ELIZABETH B. AMATO 
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